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Preface

This is the first book in a series of books on Amplio. Amplio is Latin for “improve.” It has a double entendre for

Success Engineering. The first is to improve how a team, development group, or entire organization improves its

effectiveness. The second is how it itself improves. I have been on the forefront of many methods – XP, Scrum,

Lean, Kanban, Flow, SAFe, and others. I have been accused of being a serial adopter because I start with something

and then transcend it. And move to something else. This has been because of a reluctance of mine to stick with

approaches that needed improvement. I won’t need to abandon Amplio because it improves as we learn.

Amplio is a fully fleshed-out approach – at least in my mind ;).  I am building new IP for sit since the PMI acquired

what I had done at Net Objectives. I am currently finishing three “books” related to Amplio Development:

1. Amplio Development: The Path to Effective Lean-Agile Teams – this book focuses on the development

part of the value stream

2. Amplio Team – a subset of Amplio Development focusing on just a single team. This will not be a separate

book but rather a subset of Amplio Development

3. Amplio Scrum – an integration of Amplio Team and Scrum. This is a separate book intended for those

wanting to improve or move off of Scrum.

After these are completed, I intend to codify how Amplio is used at other parts of the value stream. In particular,

these include strategy, budgeting, portfolio management, and product management. I field guide on improving

SAFe is also in the works.  I can already deliver these approaches in onsite training and coaching if desired.

Why I include comparisons to Scrum in this and other planned books

Amplio is not based on Scrum. In my mind, Scrum’s foundation of empirical process control and Complex Adaptive

Systems is flawed. Its lack of theory (it is not based on Lean thinking as claimed) results in many of the challenges

people have in adopting it. Amplio is based on Flow, Lean, the Theory of Constraints, Kanban, and other schools of

thought.

I contrast it with Scrum primarily to help ease the suffering of those using Scrum. My mantra at Net Objectives was

"effective software development without suffering." I don't understand why people would want me not to tell

people who are struggling with Scrum how to improve it.

People learn better when you teach them from where they are. They do not make big jumps in concepts very

effectively. I do not want people to "follow" Amplio or me. I, therefore, provide them with an understanding of

what they know and then guide them on how to improve it. This seems like a reasonable approach to me.

If you are a ScrumMaster and just want to use Amplio as a way to enhance Scrum and why, you’ll see chapters

tagged with (ASG)

I have written The Amplio Scrum Guide as a handbook for improving Scrum. It is comprised mostly of a few pages

of introduction, a subset of this book and the latest Scrum Guide. If that’s mostly what you want, I suggest going to

the Amplio Scrum Guide page and reading that as a start.

The Personas for Amplio Development

There are several personas for Amplio Development. This book is designed for all four in different ways.

Primary Persona – Top Level Consultants and/or Coaches

The book is written for these people. This book also has a subset called Amplio Team that this book prepares these

folks to teach. This subset of Amplio Development has not been identified as yet. When it is this subset will be

tagged as described in the next section.

People who want a quick start to Agile.

I’ve written a section called Amplio Light that a small team can use to get started on an Agile method.
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People struggling with Scrum.

This appears to be a large group of Scrum adopters. I've been in the education business for decades. And one thing

I've learned is that you educate people not by presenting something new, but by taking people from where they

are to where they'd like to go. Or, more accurately, on the path so they can continue learning on their own. This is

ironical because one of the problems with Scrum is that it doesn't do this. It just says "do this" and provides no

guidance here.

A separate book called Amplio Scrum is being written. It is a combination of the Scrum Guide and a subset of

Amplio Development. This book contains several concepts that either substitute for or extend Scrum. These

sections are tagged as mentioned in the next section.
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Who This Workbook is For

This workbook is for people who want to learn how to work better. While it provides guidance on what to do, it is

primarily a guide for learning. While providing practices, it focuses on objectives and why these are necessary. It

also presents anti-patterns if you don’t use them. As you learn how to meet each objective, you also deepen your

understanding of how things work.

This book is designed for consultants, trainers, coaches, mentors, and practitioners. While I had considered a book

that explained the mechanics of Amplio and another for coaches, I realized that all these roles are intertwined, and

some skill in all of them is necessary. Learning new concepts without being able to convey them is not very useful.

We view coaching as when it’s been decided what to do, and the coach is helping people accomplish it.

Training is when new ideas are conveyed.

Consulting is when someone is trying to help people decide what to do.

While most books focus on content alone or a specific role, we’ve found that you can’t split these out and expect

people to be influential. To make understanding something meaningful, one must be able to convey the

information to others. This is sometimes done as coaching or training or a blend of both.

How to read this book

This book is designed to be read in its entirety. Even if you’re not a coach, useful concepts are presented in the

coaching section. It is recommended that you read Part I and Part II in parallel. However, quicker reading paths are

possible:

If you are a practitioner or consultant:

Read from the front of the book to Part II: Being a Professional Coach. However, you will find reading that section

helpful when you need to convey concepts to others.

If you are a coach or mentor:

Read from the start to How Amplio Development Capabilities Are Organized.

Begin again Part II: Being a Professional Coach.

Then go back and read 5. Learning, Improving, and Pivoting

If you are a trainer:

Start with The Disciplined Way to talk to People. Then read from the beginning of the book.

Where to go for More

This book is used for Success Engineering’s Amplio Development Master Class.

This workshop is intended for individuals who want to become premier consultants in Lean-Agile methods. It can

also be used as the foundation for internal training. Besides the book's content, over a dozen virtual collaboration

boards are used to teach it and given to participants to use in work.

Please contact me at al.shalloway@successEngineering.works to explore different ways to use this.

The Amplio Community of Practice is a free-to-join community that meets every other Thursday to learn about

Amplio.

https://successengineering.works/amplio-team-tune-up/
mailto:al.shalloway@successEngineering.works
https://successengineering.works/the-amplio-community-of-practice/
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PART I: UNDERSTANDING WHAT IS NEEDED

This section is in both the Amplio Development book and the Being a Professional Coach book. The reason is that

this information is in here is critical both for a person learning Amplio as well as for a professional coach. While the

coaching book can be used with any approach, it is still based on the mindset of Amplio.

This section of the book focuses on the Amplio approach. In

1) Why we need a different approach than frameworks

2) The mindset of Amplio

3) The capabilities required to be effective

4) How to get started and continue learning

This section is in all of the Amplio at the team level books. These include:

1. Amplio Development: The Path to Effective Lean-Agile Teams

2. Being a Professional Coach

3. The Amplio Scrum Guide
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Why We Need a 21st Century Agile Team Approach

I am enthusiastic over humanity’s extraordinary and sometimes very timely ingenuity. If you are in a shipwreck and

all the boats are gone, a piano top buoyant enough to keep you afloat that comes along makes a fortuitous life

preserver. But this is not to say that the best way to design a life preserver is in the form of a piano top. I think that

we are clinging to a great many piano tops in accepting yesterday’s fortuitous contriving as constituting the only

means for solving a given problem. – Buckminster Fuller

You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, build a new model that makes the

existing model obsolete. – Buckminster Fuller

Agile as a community working to find better software development methods started in the mid to late 90s.

Innovators and early adopters were the first people to use it. Most teams adopting Agile were developing software

products and were mostly autonomous and cross-functional.

Scrum is Agile’s most popular framework. It continues to be a framework geared towards identifying your

impediments and having teams figure out how to solve them. But times have changed. Agile, and therefore Scrum,

is used almost everywhere now, most of the time not where it was designed for. Most of the teams using it are not

cross-functional, autonomous, or working on creating a new product that Scrum was initially designed for.

Whereas 20+ years ago we often knew what worked, we didn’t know why it worked. This had early practitioners

adopt frameworks that spelled out how to start but provided little guidance on how to customize the approach to

the needs of the teams involved. As organizations adopting Agile have shifted from early adopters to the late

majority, and as the adoption of Agile has moved from single teams to an entire organization, the early philosophy

of Agile has proven to be insufficient.

The demand for people trained in Agile has created what many sarcastically call the “Agile Industrial Complex,”

referring to the churning out of certifications by several organizations even though those certified do not really

know how to run an Agile project. These organizations have little incentive to provide quality training on evolving

methods – and so they don’t. Agile is losing its glitter in the face of a 2-decade old approach being taught in an

even older teaching style – one exacerbated by the Pandemic, which has had people use in-person training

methods for remote training.

Furthermore, the issue of training people in how to convey the ideas they’ve learned has been ignored. This has

left even those who understand what to do with the challenge of how to convey that to others.

The result of all of this is that Agile has devolved into a difficult situation for many – not unlike a person driving

backward, on the wrong side of the road, complaining about how difficult it is. Fortunately, we can now correct

this situation.
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What’s Been Missing That Can Now Be Provided

Over the last 15 years, there have been major advances in understanding. Lean has been migrated to both product

and software development, Flow has both extended our understanding of Lean and been applied to product

development, and the Theory of Constraints has been migrated to product and software development while

providing us a way to integrate how to deal with complexity. This wealth of knowledge not only spawned many

practices and approaches (Scrumban, Kanban, Kanban Method), but has provided a deep body of knowledge in the

theory underlying why Agile works. While Scrum and SAFe have adopted some of this wealth, it’s been a relatively

paltry amount.

In particular, the opportunity that theory provides to align people has been virtually overlooked. Both Scrum and

SAFe have been content to lay out their frameworks and have people focus on how well they implement the

framework instead of learning how to think for themselves.

Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints also create a new opportunity – to build from a foundation of

understanding first principles. First principles are principles that stand on their own. They partially describe how

the world works. First principles are not defined, they are discovered through observation and relentless

evaluation. Violating them has consequences. They can be used to provide guidance as what individuals, teams,

and organizations should do.

Basing approaches on first principles enables those not familiar with Agile to relate to their past experience. They

no longer have to trust the “gurus” but can listen to discussions of what to do and relate their past experience to

the first principles being proposed. First principles provide both constraints on what we can do as well as guidance

on how to improve. A coach/consultant who learns these isn’t forced to convince people of things. Instead, they

can relate these first principles to the past experience of the people they are working with and come up with

effective practices together.
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What Needs to Happen – The Amplio Approach

Amplio, Latin for “improve”, is based on a job task analysis created by Al Shalloway over almost two decades of

analysis. As CEO of Net Objectives, Mr. Shalloway observed a dozen top consultants while having conversations

with scores of others. By reflecting on their engagements, as well as his own, he discerned what successful and

unsuccessful engagements had in common. While there were few universal practices, there were many common

objectives that needed to be met. The challenge was to take what worked for very different styles of

consultants/coaches and create an approach that could be used by almost any style.

Amplio’s name is a double-entendre. We must improve how we work, and Amplio itself must continue to evolve

and improve. Since Amplio is based on the required job-task analysis, I will describe what is needed (the JTA) and

the reader should understand that this is what Amplio does and allows for.

Approaches are not just values, principles, and practices

Most approaches to Agile limit themselves to the values and what to do aspects of the work. But there is a lot

more that is needed. Amplio recognizes that there are 6 areas that must be addressed. These are shown in the

following figure.

Figure. The components of the Amplio Approach.

Foundations and mindset

Edwards Deming tells us that “Experience teaches nothing. in fact there is no experience to record without

theory... Without theory there is no learning... And that is their downfall. People copy examples and then wonder

what is the trouble. They look at examples and without theory they learn nothing.”

By “theory,” we don’t mean plans to follow. We mean a model that explains why and how things work. Of course,

as Georgy Box says, “all models are wrong, some are useful.” We must recognize that our understanding is always

incomplete, and we must always be striving to be less useful.
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Amplio is built on first principles – essentially how the world works, not what we think. Scrum's lack of first

principles causes most new Scrum teams to repeat the same mistakes. The lack of systems thinking makes learning

harder and take longer. These principles can guide us in choosing practices that are best for the situation at hand.

Not having these also makes it hard to talk to executives effectively.

Organization of Practices

Frameworks are possible because they are easy to build and convey. But if you use a framework as a structure you

lock yourself into the framework. A pattern language, however, can be expanded or shrunk as needed.

The patterns of the language can have multiple implementations and shown as needed. This enables having a large

set to choose from without it being overwhelming.

The beauty of this approach is that patterns provide multiple solutions depending upon the context involved. By

being organized as a pattern language you can add to Amplio’s set of patterns or remove things as behooves the

situation.

How to Convey the Practices and Theory of the Approach

Knowing what to do is not enough. You must know how to convey concepts to people. This includes how people

learn and how to teach complex concepts.

It's also important to know how to talk to people so they don't resist new ideas.

Amplio has a companion book Being a Professional Coach. In this book I talk about how people learn and how to

talk to them in a way to increase their understanding.

Incremental Learning

Half and full day training has an incredibly low retention rate. It also doesn't provide for an opportunity to learn

something, try something, and then get help.

Without incremental training over time expect to need a lot of coaching.

How to Start

You always need to see where you are. But where and how to start varies based on the organization involved.

Starting too slowly or with too much of a jump can doom a transition to Agile. The speed of change depends upon

where it is being applied.

Tools

Collaboration tools are essential to enable remote and asynchronous collaboration. They also work to document

what's been done.

Amplio attends to all of these

Consider for a moment what happens if you don’t attend to any of these.

Organization of Practices

Frameworks are possible because they are easy to build and convey. But if you use a framework as a structure you

lock yourself into the framework. A pattern language, however, can be expanded or shrunk as needed.

The patterns of the language can have multiple implementations and shown as needed. This enables having a large

set to choose from without it being overwhelming.

How to Convey the Practices and Theory of the Approach

Knowing what to do is not enough. You must know how to convey concepts to people. This includes how people

learn and how to teach complex concepts.

It's also important to know how to talk to people so they don't resist new ideas.

https://successengineering.works/being-a-professional-coach/
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Incremental Learning

Half and full day training has an incredibly low retention rate. It also doesn't provide for an opportunity to learn

something, try something, and then get help.

Without incremental training over time expect to need a lot of coaching.

How to Start

You always need to see where you are. But where and how to start varies based on the organization involved.

Starting too slowly or with too much of a jump can doom a transition to Agile. The speed of change depends upon

where it is being applied.

Tools

Collaboration tools are essential to enable remote and asynchronous collaboration. They also work to document

what's been done.

Foundation

The core needs

We must recognize the need for the following:

1. We want to be able to take advantage of what’s been learned so that teams won’t be forced to re-invent

known practices.

2. We must incorporate theory to explain why things work. This will enable us to adopt practices that work

for our situation since few practices are universal.

3. We must provide team leads with the ability and means to convey these ideas to their teams.

The challenge with accomplishing the above is that the number of practices, theories, and ways of conveying ideas

is incredibly large and ever-growing. This puts in a fourth requirement: a manageable set of the above must be

able to be used to get teams started and have a way to expand it as needed must also be provided. To be candid,

this last requirement was the most difficult one to achieve in creating Amplio.

With this combination of experience, theory, and how to talk about them Amplio can be used to create a simple,

appropriate starting point while providing for improvement as the team learns.

What to align around

The essence of Agile is to provide value to customers in small increments while learning in an incremental fashion.

For people to work together, they must see both what they are working on and how they are working.  The natural

candidate for this is attending to the value stream. Value streams refer to the steps required from start to finish to

accomplish something.  Value streams can be thought of as comprising:

1. What ideas/requests go into the value stream to be created

2. How the people in the value stream are organized

3. How the workflow of the value stream is done

This decomposition enables us to work on these aspects of our work in very well-defined ways.

Different parts of the value stream

While this book focuses on the development part of the value stream, Amplio is defined for other parts of the

value stream including portfolio and product management. These will be covered in future books and workshops.

It’s Not That Simple

Product development is not straightforward. While how to improve our work methods can be based on the cause

and effect we see, defining the products we want cannot be. Furthermore, no company is separated from the
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outside world. Black swan events occur more often than we’d like to think. Amplio is designed to enable

companies to be able to pivot with little waste when markets change due to events outside of our control.

What Amplio Provides

1. A way to look at what’s happening so the appropriate practices can be selected

2. A set of practices that can be used by the team

3. A way to provide a tailored, quick start for the team

4. A method to improve practices after the start

5. Methods to fix problems as they come up

6. How to reflect on the general approach

7. A set of capabilities for:

a. doing product management

b. managing the value stream

c. creating high product quality

d. organizing people to be effective

e. learning and improving

f. needed roles

8. A set of Miro boards to help people work and learn together

9. Amplio includes a number of coaching methods to convey needed concepts to others

How It Must Be Provided

1. It’s impossible to provide practices for everything but principles can be supplied to enable people to see what

to do in new situations.

2. Our approach must not have boundaries on what can be done except that all actions must have a positive

impact.

3. We can’t overload teams with too much information, but we need to make more information available after

starting so people don’t need to reinvent practices.

4. We want the approach to be simple to those adopting it. However, we recognize that the person leading the

team in their approach may need to know more than the members of the team.

The benefit of this approach is that teams and their associated management will understand what is needed. It

enables them to work together better and assist each other. It also accommodates the shifts in who and where

Agile is being used.
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The Amplio Approach

Amplio is Latin for “improve.” Amplio is Success Engineering’s approach to helping organizations effectively deliver

value to customers that align with the organization's strategies. Amplio Development focuses on that part of

Amplio about implementing the selected strategy after product management. The focus is on improving the

team’s ability to do their part in their organization’s efforts to achieve business agility – the quick realization of

value, sustainably, predictably, and high quality.

It builds off the theories of Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints and is designed to teach teams how to do

Lean-Agile effectively. Its approach is to:

1. Provide some essential Lean-Agile theory

2. Provide a core set of practices tailored for the team to enable a quick start.

3. Present a way to improve and learn continuously

This is not another framework. Instead, it is an approach based on the science of product development and

knowledge work. The concepts put forth here are not just my own. They have been corroborated by dozens of

other senior consultants and thought leaders in many fields. This is not meant to be a personal journey but rather

a discourse on what is effective. It is based on evidence, but, as George Box said – “all models are wrong, some are

useful.” Pushback when you disagree with this, is welcome. Questions, comments, and challenges to assertions put

forth are welcomed. A LinkedIn group, The Amplio Community of Practice, has been set up to enter/ask these

questions.

The Design of Amplio Development

Amplio Development takes this approach and applies it to the development part of the value stream. It is designed

to meet the requirements stated in the previous chapter.

Amplio Development accomplishes this by:

 Starting with a foundation of first principles based on Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints

 Presenting Factors for effective value streams, which can be used to both identify challenges and evaluate

which suggestions for improvement will work best

 Provide a set of objectives explaining why it is essential and multiple methods of achieving the objective

so the selected practices can be fit for purpose.

 Showing how to create a fit-for-purpose quick start.

 Including critical practices useful for most teams doing knowledge work. These are primarily in

management requirements, team formation, and improving workflow.

While this may require more knowledge for coaches to understand, Amplio also provides default starting points

that can speed up the process of starting.

The Mindset of Amplio

This section presents the mindset, or underlying belief system, of Amplio, of which Amplio Development is a

subset. This mindset is fundamental to all Amplio curricula, not just Amplio Development.

If you are not using Amplio, this section is still important to read. The issues discussed in this section are based on

first principles that underly all knowledge work – whether they are acknowledged or not. Learning these can help

you as a coach using any framework, methods, approach, etc.

This section is included in both Amplio Development: The Path to Lean-Agile Teams and Being a Professional Coach.

Regardless of your approach or role, understanding the theories of Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints is

essential.

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14003432/
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Systems Thinking and Complexity (ASG)

“Today’s problems come from yesterday’s ‘solutions.’” 5
th

 Discipline, Peter Senge.

Systems thinking is the foundation of Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints. The essence of systems thinking is

that a system is not merely the sum of its components but rather reflects the relationship between them. For

example, a car is not merely a collection of tires, an engine, transmission, etc., on a chassis but rather the

relationship between these.

Consider taking the best parts of the best cars and putting them together. You wouldn’t have a car – you’d have a

pile of junk—car-ness results from how car parts work together.

There are a few other critical concepts involved here. A change to one part of a system can affect other parts. But

not just one on one. It can affect how other parts of the system affect even other parts.  Sometimes these

interactions are clear. Sometimes they are not. While we can understand these interactions with cars, in other

systems, we cannot. We call these complex interactions. The presence of these interactions is why many systems

are complex. It is often impossible to tell what change one aspect of a system will have with all the

interrelationships present.

Systems can be thought of as a combination of known, well-defined relationships and those that involve complex

interactions.  Amplio Development will discuss improving knowledge work by attending to the known, well-defined

relationships. It will deal with the complex interactions by showing how quick feedback cycles can mitigate

challenges arising from non-linear events during development. Non-linear events are when a small action results in

a significant impact. The “straw that broke the camel’s back” is an iconic example. While we often hear of disasters

occurring due to complexity, we have more control over what is happening in knowledge work. This enables us to

decouple the effect of complex events and avoid disaster or wasted effort.

A very salient aspect of systems thinking is that the system people are in causes almost all the errors and waste.

It’s easy to attribute bad behavior to individuals, but it’s more likely that the system they are in is causing the

problems.

An important distinction

Creating new products is an emergent process. It requires adaptation, and we must acknowledge the lack of

predictability. But this does not mean that our work methods can't be well-defined. 

Essential Lessons of Systems Thinking:

 Systems are more about the relationships between their components than the components themselves

 Systems are comprised of other systems and interact with systems outside of themselves

 Local changes to a system cause global, sometimes unpredictable, side effects.

 Most of the challenges we encounter are due to our system.

Systems thinking in knowledge work.

In systems thinking, we must look at all aspects of knowledge work. This means we look at the people, the

customers, the other stakeholders, management, and the workflow. Everything.  One aspect is not more important

than the other because all of these are intertwined. This has often been ignored in the Agile community with its

focus on people. People are, of course, critical. But the system within which people work affects their behavior. In

Amplio, it may appear that we are over-emphasizing production mechanics. But Amplio believes a balance

between all these factors must be achieved. Any failure in one will likely lower the effectiveness of the system.

A Fundamental Belief that Separates the Agile Community

A fundamental belief separates those proposing different Agile approaches. Many believe it is impossible to have a

well-defined approach to effectively solve complex problems. Underneath this is the idea that cause and effect
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cannot be seen in complex situations except in hindsight. It results in an approach where we look for impediments

and then use “inspect and adapt” to remove them. We try experiments and see what happens. 

Even if that were true, systems thinking tells us that most of our challenges are due to the system. When we look

across organizations adopting Agile we see patterns of challenge. Examples are opening too many stories, having

difficulty getting management involvement, not being able to decompose requirements, …. We can look at other

companies that have hit & overcome challenges similar to ours to get an understanding of what’s happening

Amplio, on the other hand, is based on the belief that while complexity can obscure what is happening, taking

effective action is possible. This can be based on patterns we’ve seen or an understanding of first principles that

provides us with a model of understanding and enables us to take actions that either provide us with improvement

or a deeper understanding of what is happening. Furthermore, this “model” enables us to create new practices

consistent with the model and for which we expect them to be helpful. Instead of running experiments, we come

from established theory and improve our workflow based on it. Of course, we must validate that improvement has

occurred. When it doesn’t, it is almost always the case that we’ve learned something new in our situation.

In knowledge work, we can create visibility via feedback and decouple events to avoid non-linearity in our

workflow. While discovering what to build may be complex, our approach to it doesn’t need to be.

The following sections give an overview of such a model. This model is used to drive improvement and deter the

risks of complexity. This integrated approach means that when you learn how to improve your workflows, you also

learn how to deal with the risks of complexity.

Attend to Value Streams (ASG)

What are value streams?

Value streams refer to the steps required from start to finish to accomplish something. There are many different

types of value streams, but all have the main concepts in common. Value streams shift the focus from the people

doing the work to the work being done, both its sequence and timing. There are many different types of value

streams. For our purposes, we’ll classify them as:

1. customer value streams

2. operational value streams

3. business-enabling value streams

4. development value stream networks

Customer value streams are the value streams of the customer, that is, the actions they and others when

necessary, take for them to get value. Innovation is primarily about improving these value streams. These include

using the product/service, getting support for the product/service, and setting up to get (or getting) the

product/service.

Operational value streams are those workflows for marketing, selling, deploying the product/service, and

supporting customers.

Business-enabling value streams are the workflows for the internal process of the company. These activities

include buying and maintaining a server network, stocking shelves, HR, and Legal.

Development value streams are the value streams creating the ones just mentioned. However, they are not linear

as the others are and are better thought of as value stream networks. But the concepts and what to look for in

them are very similar.

The Benefits of Attending to Value streams

 “Attending to value streams” means:

 being aware of them

 notice how they interact with each other

 when making a change, see how it will affect the overall productivity in the value stream

Consider how Apple changed how many of us listen to music. The iPod and its supporting music services changed

how people listened to music. By creating products and the systems people used, customer value streams
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changed. Breakthrough innovation usually comes from providing value to the customer by attending to how they

work and designing our systems to influence that positively.

In most organizations, people are busy, but the work often moves at a snail’s pace because it continually stops and

starts. By attending to the value streams, we can see what is happening and how to improve it. This also highlights

system constraints across all the value streams mentioned.

Attending to value streams guides us in improving our development work while lowering its costs.

This book is primarily about the development value stream network in which the team is embedded. We will learn

to work on smaller items, focus on removing delays, avoid overloading people in the value streams, and get people

to be in one value stream to avoid multitasking. Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints all attend to the value

stream for several reasons. Mapping value stream networks:

1. Provides visibility on what is being worked on and how

2. Illuminates the delays in value add. These delays also create waste in the process

3. Identifies the constraints in the system

The Different Benefits of Value Stream Mapping

Mapping value streams is getting to be in vogue. But there are many ways to do it. These include:

1. A high-level view to get a general sense of what’s going on and to teach what flow is. This does not involve

breaking the workflow down into small steps as much as it shows who the work flows to.

2. Detailed mapping with steps and times. This can be done in days or even weeks. It has two purposes, and

the time it takes to do this will depend on that. One purpose is to learn where the problems and and what’s

causing them. The other is to have people collaborate with each other and see the cause of their problems.

3. Use an idealized value stream map which shows what good value streams look like and denote where the

company is being effective and where they aren’t. This is a kind of Pareto analysis of the value streams. It

gets everyone on the same picture while identifying where the challenges are.

An Inherent Problem (ASG)

Most organizations are structured in hierarchies to manage the work. But the work flows across the organization.

Management attends to the efficiency of these hierarchies instead of attending to the delivery of value. This has

adverse effects.

Managing within a hierarchy

Hierarchies tend to have those responsible for the hierarchy see if the people under them are:

1. working on the right things

2. working well

3. fully occupied

This seems so natural that we don't even think about it. However, it also means that the focus is on the silo, not

across the workflow. This results in delays when handoffs are made between the silos. It is common for silos to

prioritize work within the silos over cooperation between them. In fact, along with the hierarchical structure are

reward and compensation systems that set these silos up to compete, instead of cooperating.

Reflect for a moment on projects you’ve seen in the past. Let’s look at the people doing the work and the work

itself (when it is being worked on and when it is waiting to be worked on). See if what you notice matches the

following table. Feel free to add to it.

Watching the people Watching the workflow

 people are busy

 they are multitasking mostly because they are both

interrupted and must wait for others

 their focus is on their work

 people are measured on how well they are doing

 the work starts and stops

 work items spend time in queues

 work often goes forward and then is handed

back from where it came from
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on their tasks, not on how much overall value is

being done

 delays in the workflow tend to cause extra work

When we make these observations, we often see that no one is managing the work itself but are instead managing

the people. Work is seen where it is, but the time it spends waiting is not usually seen.

When we look at the people doing the work, we focus on local steps in the workflow. This is the most significant

difference between waterfall and Flow/Lean. In waterfall, we try to maximize the efficiency of the work at each

step. The presupposition is that we can do this. Flow and Lean have us look at how long it takes to go from concept

to consumption. A project that would take one month if all the people working on it worked on it alone can easily

take six months to accomplish when they are busy working on many things.

The actual cost of multitasking.

Many people point to multitasking as a significant problem. It is a significant one, but not the key one. A significant

cause of multitasking is people working in multiple value streams. People are being interrupted and are

interrupting others. Correlated with multitasking is work waiting in queues. While multitasking may cause a 10-

20% drop in efficiency, work waiting in queues can create unplanned work in the form of bugs; working on the

wrong things, rework, etc., is much larger.

Focus on delays – not eliminating waste

A common Lean mantra is “eliminate waste.” The problem is that mantra comes from looking at manufacturing. In

this context, you can see waste. A car is being built, and errors are visible. Planning can be considered waste

because you already know what to do. In knowledge work, the situation is different. First, you can see everything.

You often don’t know when you have an error or not. Also, things like design and planning are not wasteful.

Overdesign and planning are, but these are still necessary functions. On the other hand, re-doing requirements,

working from old ones, building unneeded features, fixing bugs, overbuilding frameworks, duplicating

components, and integration errors are wasteful.

These wasteful activities create delays in getting the information and using it or when making an error and

detecting it. This is yet another reason for quick feedback and reduced delays. The mantra needs to change from

“eliminate waste” to “eliminate delays in the workflow.”

It’s not bottom-up or top-down, it’s attending to the value stream

Many people recognize that hierarchies can be problematic. Many Agile proponents suggest starting at the team.

Most are now recognizing the getting executive to buy into Agile adoptions and suggest that a top-down bottom-

up approach is required.

While top-down bottom-up is better than just bottom-up, this is still a focus on hierarchies. It often is a “starting at

the team with guidance of management approach” – not a true value-oriented perspective.

A direct focus on value streams is essential. Otherwise we’re working on improving local optimizations.

Getting executives to understand the value of quick flow (ASG)

Here’s a way to get executives to understand the value of focusing on the most important work in order to shorten

delivery time. Let’s pretend we have an enhancement to a very important product to your company that took six

months to build but would have taken only two months if the people working on it had focused on it. Imagine you

asked one of your top executives: “would it have been worth paying 20% more to get this enhancement out the

door in two months instead of six?” He’d almost certainly say “sure.” But now ask yourself, how would you get to

do it in two months instead of six? You’d have to cut down delays between steps. Doing so might require adding a

little slack to the system, but other than that, removing delay is more likely to reduce unplanned work. In other

words, instead of taking longer to reduce the build time to deployment, it’d take less time to get it out the door.

This shows another shift that’s needed: stop focusing on the utilization of people and focus on removing delays in

the workflow.
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What Analyzing the Inherent Problem Teaches Us

 We must shift our focus from people doing the work to work being done.

 We shouldn’t manage hierarchies; we should manage the value stream.

 We shouldn’t try to go faster; we should focus on eliminating delays by having fewer and smaller queues.

 To align people around the value to be realized.

 To shift from focusing on people's utilization to removing workflow delays.

 To stop striving for local optimizations but attend to the throughput of the value stream.

Why this shift is necessary

The shifts above will enable us to focus directly on creating value for our customers. This is more effective and

empowers people doing the work.

Consultant’s Corner

Value streams are not business processes.

There is a difference between value streams and business processes. While there are some similarities, the

differences are significant. Especially when going into an organization that thinks they understand their value

streams because they have documented their business processes.

One significant difference is that business processes are what you are suggesting to be done. Value streams are

what is happening.

There is much value being lost by conflating these two concepts. This post points out some of the differences. One

difference is focus—a shift from process to flow of creating value. Value streams are based on lean thinking -

business processes stand alone. The context of lean thinking creates a focus on time and value. This reflects the

importance of attending to Edgar Schein's observation that "We don't think and talk about what we see, we see

what we are able to think and talk about."

Here are some specific differences:

1. Value stream mapping can be used to untangle value streams - that is, not have them cross

each other. This occurs when people are in the same value stream

2. Value stream mapping can be used to improve the value creation Structure of an organization

3. Value stream mapping pays particular attention to the delays in workflow and feedback

4. Value stream mapping shows what is. You can also create a future value stream map to create

guidance for improvement.

5. Value stream mapping is useful to identify the constraint in the workflow

6. Value streams have an integrated way of identifying if a change will be an improvement to the

workflow (i.e., Factors for effective value streams)

It may be that business processes can be modified to include this, but an approach that inherently does

it is more useful. We have seen too much of what results from “intentionally incomplete” - not many

people fill in what should be present.

Additional Resource: Why Leaders Should Focus on Value Streams

First Principles, Mindsets/Values (ASG)

Experience teaches nothing. In fact, there is no experience to record without theory… Without theory, there is no

learning… And that is their downfall. People copy examples, and then they wonder what is the trouble. They look at

examples, and without theory, they learn nothing. W. Edwards Deming

https://successengineering.works/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Cutter-Why-Leaders-Should-Focus-on-Value-Streams.pdf
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First Principles (Flow, Lean, Theory of Constraints)

First principles are principles that cannot be decomposed into other principles but stand on their own.

Here are some first principles for knowledge work:

1. We can complete smaller items faster than larger items.

2. Local changes sometimes make the overall performance worse.

3. We cannot manage what we do not see.

4. Delays in workflow, in getting feedback, and in taking advantage of lessons learned cause waste.

5. We only see what we think and talk about

6. When people work beyond their capacity, it creates delays in workflow and in feedback that create

additional work to be done (waste).

7. Handoffs cause a loss of knowledge and information.

8. People doing the work have more insights into how it should be done than those managing them.

First principles are used to provide a basic understanding of what is happening and why. Thinking from a first

principle standpoint means to try to understand the most fundamental truths in a particular situation and to

reason up from there. You test your conclusion on what you think are fundamental truths. In knowledge work

these would testing to see if you’re creating delays in your workflow or in getting feedback (amongst others). 

Underlying Mindset and Values

Our mindset and values filter what we notice. This is often called ‘cognitive bias.’ We must continue questioning

our mindset and ensure it’s helping us.

 Take a systems thinking point of view.

 Assume you are working in a complex system and attend to the symptoms of complexity (lack of visibility

and potentially non-linear events).

 Have an attitude of doing things just in time.

 Focus on the delivery of value to the customer.

 Continuously improve your mindset by using both double and triple-loop learning.

 Have a positive attitude towards management. If they are not cooperating, ask yourself what they do not

see and provide that to them. Notice how this requires improving their understanding.

 Respect people.

 Those close to the work usually have the best understanding of what needs to be done.

 Have those close to the work make decisions, but provide them with the information they need to make

good decisions

 Attend to and mitigate risk.

 Use metrics to see if you are progressing in the right direction.

 Recognize that work is not complete until the customer has received value from it.

 Make learning a habit.

Guidance (ASG)

There are four main dimensions to effective workflows:

1. what is being worked on

2. how the teams are organized

3. how the work is being done

4. how much work is being done

Success and Value

 Get clarity on what success means for you and your organization

 Focus on value creation for your clients, staff, organization, and society

 Focus on delivering high value quickly that is easily consumable

 Attend to the quality of the product
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Attend to the effectiveness and efficiency of your workflow

 Use pull, manage queues, and focus on finishing

 Work on small items of deliverable value

 Have short feedback cycles at all levels of the work

 Organize your people to eliminate delays and handoffs in the workflow

 Start with a fit-for-purpose starting point

Leadership and Management

 Have leadership provide clarity on the why of the organization

 Have management work to create a great working environment for the people of the organization

 have those close to the work make decisions and provide them with the information   they need to make

good decisions

Overall Guidance

 Understand the customers’ value streams

 Design a customer journey that improves their operational value stream

 Align your efforts around improving your development value stream

 Focus on value delivery with high quality. Then see how your team works within that context.

 Recognize that those parts of an item to be released that are not finished represents incomplete

work. The more incomplete work that is present, the more risk is present.

 Look for ways to work with others.

 Work on small items of value.

 Minimize delays in the workflow by managing queues, focusing on finishing, and avoiding handoffs.

 Organize people into teams to reduce handoffs within a team and between teams.

 View handbacks as symptoms of misunderstanding or discovering a prior step was not done correctly.

 Attend to the constraints in the system. Don’t try to improve everything at once.

 Focus on global improvement and be aware of local improvements that don’t address global

improvements.

 After completing something, look to finish something else before starting something new.

A Note About Amplio’s Focus on Workflow and Systems

Theories of Flow and Lean suggest that we must attend to the workflow across the organization, not just the

people creating the value. This provides a holistic perspective that can shorten the time to market.  The Theory of

Constraints is also consistent with attending to the workflow. Edwards Deming (the person the Japanese credit

with bringing quality to Japanese manufacturing) provided evidence that 96% of errors were due to the systems

people used – not so much the people themselves. While this evidence was for manufacturing systems, it also

holds in knowledge work.

The focus on workflow instead of people is not a degradation of the importance of people. It is just the opposite. It

is based on our trust in people, so we don’t need to manage them. Instead, we want to give them an effective,

efficient, sustainable environment.

A Sidebar on the Differences between first principles & Scrum Theory

(ASG)

First principles are fundamental truths that stand on their own

Amplio mentions a few:

1. We can complete smaller items faster than larger items.

2. Components of systems interact. Improving one aspect of a system may adversely affect others, so the

overall system’s performance worsens. In other words, local improvements sometimes makes the overall

performance worse.
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3. We only see what we think and talk about.

4. Delays in workflow cause additional work to be done due to slow feedback and lack of timely application

of information.

5. People working beyond capacity causes delays that create additional work to be done (waste).

6. Handoffs cause a loss of knowledge and information.

7. People working on too many things will cause delays.

8. You can’t manage what you can’t see.

This is not a complete list. Take a few minutes to review them. See if you can come up with something in your past

experience that validates or invalidates them. This way you don’t need to believe them because you were told

them. You should believe them (or not) based on your own experience. Note how this process you do here can

also be used to explain things to people who don’t have experience in Agile.

You may notice that Scrum doesn’t mention any of these. Although, if you reflect on the practice of a cross-

functional team and pulling work every Sprint, you can see that Scrum is tacitly following these to some extent. I

have found that being explicit about it is useful. This is why back in '07 I said it was useful for Scrum teams to think

of Scrum as a partial implementation of Lean. Ken and Jeff rejected that, btw, although Jeff changed his tune

before his book "Scrum: The Art of Doing Twice the Work in Half the Time." Even so, these thoughts have never

made it into the Scrum guide other than a frivolous statement that Scrum is based on empiricism and Lean thinking

- much of Scrum is inconsistent with Lean thinking.

I propose the theory that if you are consistent with these first principles you will do better than if you are not. This

has them act as a guide without restricting you on the practices you do. So, while Amplio does say you need to be

consistent with first principles, it does not say you have to follow any practices but instead should use the first

principles to decide what practices will work best in your situation.

Now, let’s look at Scrum theory. Scrum suggests you should have transparency, inspection, and adaptation. These

are not first principles, however. They are practices that Ken and Jeff suggest you take. And yes, the theory part is

that if you do these, things will be better. And I agree. The question is, can you do them?

But these do not explain why or how things work. So if you have trouble with the Scrum practices you must follow

to be doing Scrum, you will only experience these guidelines as constraints and not something that provides

guidance on how to improve your practices.

Let’s take an example. Scrum’s using pull to determine how much to do in a sprint is an implicit reflection of the

first principle of not overloading teams. But it doesn’t mention limiting WIP within the sprint. Consider having too

many stories open at the end of the sprint. OK, we have an impediment. But what caused it? First principles can

guide us - especially the factors for effective value streams based on them. Possibilities include:

1. stories too large

2. too many stories attempted

3. stories not clear enough

4. too many handoffs

5. too much WIP within the sprint causes waste

This is a key difference between first principles and Scrum theory. Scrum theory is like saying “buy low and sell

high.” Good theory. But how? First principles provide guidance on what will directly make things better. It's worth

noting that people new to Agile will be able to relate to and understand first principles because they will have

experience in working with or against them. Talking about Agile is uncomfortable for some because it’s new and

they don’t want to admit they don’t know its concepts. But everyone can relate to first principles even if they

haven’t been applying them. Most first principles fall into the category of “what people already almost know.”

Very often they just need to be pointed out and people understand them. This can provide a bridge of

understanding between teams and management. Without this, you have to explain to people why Scrum works.

They don't really care and often don't want to admit that they don't know.

Without first principles, people are left to follow until they understand. While a team may be willing to do this,

many managers won't be.
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Factors for Effective Value Streams (ASG)

Purpose

Provide us with a way of looking at complex situations where we can make decisions based on a few factors.

Making decisions on how to do our work is complicated. We need a guide to help us see which of two or more

options is better. Factors for effective value streams indicate how well we are doing and whether a new way of

working will be an improvement.

Why

It is not always clear how to improve our work in complex systems. It is helpful to have a guide that can help us

make better decisions on whether a change to our way of working will be an improvement. The set of factors for

effective value streams presented in this book can be used to predict whether a speculated action will improve the

current situation. The decision is guided by taking actions that improve the factors of the scorecard and avoiding

actions that make them worse. The contention is that the more we abide by these factors, the more excellent

value we will achieve.

While suggested changes still need to be validated, with a deep understanding of the factors for effective value

streams, we can make changes with high confidence that they will be an improvement. Otherwise, we’ll be left to

try things we have less than full confidence in. This often leads to stasis in our methods, as people don’t like to fail.

If an intended improvement doesn’t manifest itself, the issues we look at will provide us with learning.

Description

Time for reflection

Consider when you were introduced to an organization where your immediate reaction was, “Wow, this place is

cool. I can see why they get so much done!”

Now consider when you were introduced to an organization where your immediate reactions were, “Wow, this

place is horrible. How do they get anything done?”

You are likely reacting to your tacit knowledge –what you know but are not always consciously aware of. Consider

what factors you are looking at. For example, are people talking to each other? How busy are they? These factors

are likely present in both situations, but in one direction, they are being done well, and in the other, they are not.

Consider how consistent these tacit judgments are in different places. While each may appear different, a set of

actions should be taken that make places easier to work in.

The factors for effective value streams indicate how well we’re doing in specifying, create, and realize business and

customer value based on observing several factors. These factors relate to what work is done, how it is done, and

how people are organized to accomplish it.

There are five aspects of value streams. These are:

1. What is selected to be worked on (what goes into the value stream).

2. How much people are working on at any one time.

3. The workflow of the value stream.

4. How people in the value stream are organized.

5. The mindset we have.

These are shown graphically in the following figure.
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Each of these can be described in more detail:

What goes into the value stream

1. Are small items of high value being worked on?

2. Is what is being worked on visible?

Workload of people in the value stream

3. Are people’s workloads within their capacity?

Workflow of the value stream

4. Is there quick feedback as well as few delays in workflow?

5. Is the quality of the product (both its behavior and Value Creation Structure?

How people in the value stream are organization

6. Are people organized in a way that reduces waiting for others?

Mindset

7. Are people attending to the value streams?

8. Is there attention on managing the eco-system and not the people?

9. Is there a focus on continuous improvement?

They are asked in the form of a question to see the direction of what helps (when answered with yes) and what

hurts (when answered with no). The selection of these factors is not sacrosanct, and they can be adjusted as you

learn and for your context. The factors have the following characteristics:

1. Each factor is apparent and can lead directly to action that will lead to improvement.

2. The set of factors provides us with enough information to make good decisions for almost all challenges

faced by teams doing knowledge work.

3. We’ve identified a minimal number of factors to provide coverage while keeping things as simple to

understand as possible.
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In other words, are they of use while providing coverage and not being too complicated?

A deeper “why” these factors for effective value streams are so important

Doing things poorly will slow us down. But consider that other things are taking place as well. For example, not

getting quick feedback will create extra work for us since we’ll make a mistake and work on the wrong things and

the wrong way. Therefore, attending to the factors for effective value streams can enable us to work without

delays and not create much extra work we don’t need to do. Therefore, attending to the factors for effective value

streams enables us to eliminate the creation of waste.

All but the last factor are based on following first principles. The last factor is driven by the fact that we want to

create value for our stakeholders.

Key point

It is worth considering that there are two different types of waste. The first is work we didn’t need to do, for

example, overplanning.  The other is work we created that we now need to do but only because we created it—for

example, fixing bugs.

The Factors Work Together

It is essential to notice how the factors work together. As you improve one, it either improves the others or makes

it easier to improve them. For example, notice how working on small items will help us achieve quicker feedback.

This is consistent with Dr. Eli Goldratt’s (creator of the Theory of Constraints) view that work principles are

harmonious. He called this “Inherent Simplicity” in his and his daughter’s seminal book “The Choice” and contends

that complex problems are more straightforward than they look if one knows where to look.

Let’s look at a few of the interactions between these factors:

 Small work items are easier to get feedback on.

 Pull methods are the best way to keep workload within capacity

 Having work and workflow be visible enables collaboration

 Working in one value stream makes it easier to keep workloads within capacity

There are of course, many many others. The key point is that they usually enhance each other and virtually never

work against each other. They are in harmony.

The factors for effective value streams provide a holistic view by attending to different aspects of a system. This

makes it very useful.

How we use the factors for effective value streams

These factors can be used in two ways.  First, they will help identify what we’re doing causing our problems. The

second way it will be used will be to verify if a new practice being considered to replace a current one will be an

improvement. If the change works against these factors, we shouldn’t try it.

Examples of Each Factor

1. Are small items of high value being worked on? You accomplish this by working on small items that will provide

value in and of themselves or are small slices of functionality that will provide feedback. We’ll learn business

artifacts that will assist with this later in this book.

2. Is all work and workflow visible? Have all the work being done visible. Also, have the agreements of how you

are working be clear to everyone.

3. Are people’s workloads within their capacity? Avoid having people working on too many things. Don’t

overschedule people with work. This is usually achieved with pull methods since the people doing the work have

the best knowledge of how much can be worked on without overloading them. One should also attend to the

presence of handbacks[1] as they will result in delays to completion.

4. Is there quick feedback as well as few delays in the workflow? Communicate with product owners as often as

practical. Build things in a way that enables quick feedback. Minimize delays in the workflow.

5. Is the quality of the product (both its behavior and how it’s built) high? Get clear on what it means to achieve a

requirement before working on it. Use the feedback when you complete anything to ensure you’re working on the

proper functionality.
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6. Are people organized in a way that reduces waiting for others? Cross-functional teams are one way of doing

this when they are practical and achievable. Consider delays, handoffs, and handbacks symptoms of a poorly

organized team structure. Attention should be given to keeping people in a minimal number of value streams

while ensuring their skills are available if they are scarce.

7. Are people attending to the value streams? When making decisions look at the overall effect the action will

have. Local optimizations rarely affect overall value add unless the action relieves a constraint.

8. Is there attention on managing the eco-system and not the people? Is micro-management avoided? Are people

being given the context within which to make good decisions? The focus should be on improving the environment.

9. Is there a focus on continuous improvement? We must improve how we’re working (single-loop learning),

while also choosing better practices (double-loop learning), while also learning how to create better practices

(triple-loop learning).

[1] A handback is when one person hands some work to someone else, and then later they come back

The factors for effective value streams are about what works, not how much resistance

there is to change.

The factors for effective value streams are focused on what helps or hurts the flow of value. It intentionally leaves

out factors like how we got here, how we can change it, or what factors help change it. These are critically

important. They have been left out because we want the factors for effective value streams to measure the

effectiveness of our practices and indicate what we can do to improve things. In later chapters in this workbook,

we will deal with these other issues of how to change things.

Key Points

 We can use each of the factors to see how well we are doing

 The factors for effective value streams provide a way of determining if a change in actions will improve

the effectiveness of our value stream

How We’ve Manifested the Purpose

We started this chapter by stating, “we need a guide to help us see which of two or more options is better.” The

Factors for effective value streams ask us questions about how well we are doing. Each question points out

whether we follow the first principles of knowledge work.
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Part II. How Amplio Development Capabilities Are Organized

Amplio Development is not designed as just a guide but as a learning method. Each of the capabilities is organized

to provide both why an action is required as well as different options to implement it. This is based on the concept

that learning both a practice and the principle on which it is based is the best way to learn how to improve. These

principles affect many actions, so as they are learned for one practice, this learning can help improve other

practices. 

Purpose of this chapter

This chapter prepares the reader for how and why the practices suggested in the rest of the book are organized.

There is a “chicken and egg” problem that needs resolving. Most people want a quick starting point. However,

using a predetermined way for a team to do their work will likely not result in an approach that is fit for purpose.

Amplio Development solves this dilemma by enabling participants to select a quick-start execution framework

based on a few key issues. This starting point is to be considered the best the team knows how to work at the

moment.

As the team works, it can improve its practices by considering other ways of working, evaluating them based on

the factors for effective value streams, and trying them out and seeing if they work better.

Describing the Capabilities and the Practices

It is not enough to have an approach explain what to do, the approach must also provide for a way of learning

what to do. Although you may be new to Agile methods, if you’ve been doing knowledge work for any length of

time you have experience in the first principles – whether you were conscious of them or not. We will describe the

capabilities you need to have by first looking to see what objectives must be met. It must also have a way for you

to see what happens when you aren't doing what's needed. Therefore, we include anti-patterns when the

objectives aren't being met.

By presenting the principles with a few practices that will meet the objectives, people can learn the principles

being used based on their experience.

Organization of the Capabilities

Almost 30 capabilities have been identified as useful to most teams. Teams don’t need to start with all of them.

Those capabilities that should be used at the start are identified as “core” capabilities.

Amplio Development's capabilities are organized as follows:

1. Requirements and Artifacts

2. Managing the workflow

3. Quality of products considerations

4. Organizing teams

5. Learning, improving, and pivoting

6. Roles

The book has a chapter for each of these sets of capabilities.

For Scrum Users

Amplio Development is not based on Scrum. As stated earlier, its foundation is the theories of Flow, Lean, the

Theory of Constraints, organizational development, and personal behavior. However, since people learn better

when the information presented is given in contrast with what they know, I will sometimes describe how Amplio

Development differs from Scrum.
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This section is for those using Scrum and discusses what’s been added to it and what’s removed. The additions are

not always "ScrumAnd" because adding some of these concepts is inconsistent with the Scrum model. We will call

these “Scrum Sub” meaning we’re substituting a new practice for a Scrum one.

A different attitude than Scrum

Amplio doesn’t focus on being “intentionally incomplete.” It focuses on being “intelligently incomplete.”  It focuses

on providing adopters the information they need, when they need it, without overloading them.

Amplio doesn’t find it acceptable that something is “simple to understand but difficult to master.”  Although

building a product may be difficult to master, the approach should be simple to understand and relatively easy to

master.

While you do need to learn the rules of the game, you need to make sure you’re playing the right game. And you

always want to understand why the game's rules are there. This contrasts with many Scrum proponents saying,

“Scrum is like chess; follow the rules first, then you can change things.”

Amplio does not require any particular practice to be used. The theory presented in Amplio allows you to improve

on the practices provided without the danger of making your workflow worse.

What's been added to Scrum

 A foundation of systems thinking, Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints

 The factors for effective value streams can be used to predict if changing a practice will likely be an

improvement or not. We often don’t need to run experiments to see if our actions will be improvements.

 Insights necessary for practitioners to extend the starting set of practices as needed.

 Objectives for each practice include why it’s important and -patterns when they are not met

 A recognition that there are no universal practices but that there are first principles

 Options for organizing teams when cross-functional teams are not applicable

 Be able to use a timeboxing or flow model, not merely flow within timeboxing

 A focus on minimum incremental value delivery

 Some core technical practices when software is involved

 DevOps

What's been removed from Scrum

 There are no immutable roles, events, artifacts, or rules in Amplio Development. Anything that is

consistent with first principles is ok.  You select your practices based on what works according to your

context and the laws of product development.

 Implicit distrust of management. While not technically part of the Scrum Guide this distrust resides in the

Scrum culture

 The idea that understanding only comes after doing. The two can be learned concurrently.

Amplio Development Capabilities (Objectives)

Note: How to read this section.

This section is both an overview of what needs to happen and a reference guide. It is suggested that one first read

each section's opening paragraphs – e.g., Requirements and Artifacts, Quality of the Product…. Then one can go

back and read each objective. Include reading the details of the objective if desired at this time or wait until you

come back and read it as a reference.

Each capability is presented as follows:

 Objective

 Why it’s important

 Options on how to accomplish it

 Anti-patterns if you don’t
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While each of the capabilities is presented in its entirety, feel free just to read the objectives when reading them

the first time. Later, you can read through the appropriate objectives more carefully when you want to solve

challenges.

These capabilities were not decided via theory but by observing successful and less successful teams over almost

two decades. Patterns of behavior were observed and recorded. While practices were significantly different, based

on the context of the teams, the objectives achieved by successful teams were surprisingly similar.

Understand Your Problems Before Offering Solutions (ASG)

 

There is, unfortunately, no “one-size-fits-all” solution to any complex problem. Accepting this fact means we know

some adjustments to our practices must be made. If we use a framework with predetermined practices, we must

see how we can substitute for them.

After 20+ years of Agile, a significant amount is known about doing this. It doesn’t require reinventing the wheel.

Unless you are in an organization whose culture demands a set solution, adjusting a framework or even growing

your own (again, if that’s what the culture demands) will be more effective. This also can reduce resistance it might

otherwise face. We must be aware of the tradeoff of the value of a set approach with the resistance it might cause.

We must attend to an organization’s culture and current state before large-scale adoption. Taking a quick look to

see what’s needed and adjusting for that does not take a long time and is more than worth the investment. This is

not to say that we must make custom solutions for each organization. Most organizations’ needs overlap with

others to a large extent. There are well-established patterns of solutions to this set of common challenges in any

event.

Although the title of this part says “problems,” it’s worth noting that a better way to think about this is overcoming

“challenges.” This is not just “Pollyanna” or saying, “opportunities exist in problems.” Instead, it’s essential to

understand what problems are. We often think of them as real things. For example, most people would consider a

flashing blue light from a police car behind them a problem. And if you don’t need a police car stopping you, it

probably is. But the same blue light could be good if you’re driving to the hospital and about to run out of gas.

What’s the difference? It’s what you’re trying to accomplish at the time. In the first case, you want to go

somewhere without interruption (or getting a fine). In the second, you also want to go somewhere but have

another problem (or should I say ‘challenge’) of running out of gas.

This distinction is important because behind every apparent ‘problem’ is something you’re trying to do – and

you’re having a challenge in getting it done. Thinking of it as a challenge reminds you of what you’re trying to

accomplish – and you might find there is some other way of achieving that. Having alternatives to achieve your

desired result provides options you can pick by attending to your situation.
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Having pre-set solutions to problems misses opportunities to understand better ways to deal with what we want

to accomplish.

Scrum as Example

Teams should never buy into a mindset of “just use it as is.” This is because “as is” may not be fit for purpose for

the team. It is often helpful to jump in and start doing something. Scrum is sometimes a good start. If you want to

start with it, I suggest you consider it an example of how you can do things. In other words, it isn’t the way but

rather a way.

After starting, the factors for effective value streams can be used to make changes to Scrum’s practices safely. Use

the factors for effective value streams to validate that the changes are, in fact, improvements in how to work.

We will learn how to use the factors for effective value streams later in this book. Once you know how to do that,

you can start quickly with Scrum and adjust as needed. This requires knowing:

 How to improve when you uncover impediments to delivering value in your organization

 What to do when you have challenges following the practices of Scrum

The power of Scrum as an example is that neither an organization nor any individual has to abandon what they

know but can use their knowledge of Scrum as a starting point.

A Case Study

People all too often assume they know what their problem is. Sometimes, however, the source of a problem is not

where it is showing up.

Read Using Value Stream Mapping and ‘Five Whys’ to Get to Root Cause for an example of this.

The Amplio Team Approach, Challenges, and Related Practices Graphically

Figure 1 illustrates the generic Amplio Team approach.

Figure 1. Generic Amplio Team Approach

The Key Points of Amplio Development

Value stream management provides valuable insights for a Lean-Agile Team. By taking a value stream

perspective, all the steps and components of Amplio Development fit into place and describe the relationship to

each other. Amplio teams take an end-to-end view of their customers’ value streams, from taking a concept (idea)

through the processes and activities necessary to deliver the intended value. The goal is to discover and remove

the constraints and wastes that impede the delivery capabilities of the targeted value stream.

The primary role of an Amplio team coach is to create and sustain a value-delivery-oriented mindset, removing the

impediments that arise from organizations organized and siloed around business domains or functions.

https://www.pmi.org/disciplined-agile/using-the-value-stream-to-get-to-root-cause-with-5-whys
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1. Use the customer journey to improve the customers’ operational value stream. How customers interact with

your services and systems is called the customer journey. The entire workflow of the customer is called the

customer’s operational value stream. By attending to the customer journey, we can positively influence the

customers’ operational value streams and provide value to them.

2. Have a business value backlog focused on our products and services. This backlog uses minimum viable

products (MVPs) when we need to discover if a new product will be valuable and minimum business increments

(MBIs) when enhancing existing products. Both focus on delivering the highest value in the shortest amount of

time. This business focus also provides the opportunity to create a test plan based on Acceptance Test-Driven

Development or Behavior Driven Development.

3. Amplio Team Planning. Amplio team members work together to create a plan for future work. It can be

timeboxed planning or flow-based planning. If timeboxed, the iteration length will be no more than two weeks.

The result is a sequence of slices for the teams to pull from and build together.

4. A near-term backlog. This backlog contains the items the team will work on over the next week or two.

5. The Amplio Team pulls work from the near-term backlog to improve flow and value delivery. Planning,

acceptance criteria, development, test, review, and delivery  activities operate at an accelerated pace to create

realizable value. The coordinated pull of items from the Product and Iteration Backlogs as capacity becomes

available, not pushed as batches of work items into the development streams, reduces waste while facilitating an

alignment of teams.

6. The Amplio Team value creation structure and workflow. The Amplio Team is hopefully cross-functional. But

cross-functional teams are not always achievable or even desirable if some individuals have specific skills that are

costly to replicate.

7. Daily review. Short, pre-scheduled meetings to review where we are. The intent is also to enhance a sense of

the team. The team walks the board stating, for each appropriate item: 1. here’s what we’re working on, 2. here’s

where we are blocked, 3. here’s what we’re going to work on next

8. Continuous review and refinement of the backlog. Members across the team need to coordinate the following:

1. the test-plan for non-functional requirements, 2. how to integrate across members, 3. ensure a coordinated

workflow takes place, and 4. attending to how the individuals are working together.

9. Integrated Increment. These increments can be produced on a cadence basis or as MVPs or MBIs are created

10. Review. While it’s best if customers frequently review work being done, each integrated increment must be

reviewed when released.

11a. Review to improve how we are working. Improving how we are working is a continuous process. In addition,

Agile Retrospectives are a planned event to have teams evaluate and implement short-term improvement

opportunities. Amplio teams also look at how they can deliver a series of MBIs that incrementally improve their

customer’s value stream delivery capabilities from the Lean-oriented perspective of improving work and

information flows. In addition, Amplio incorporates Deming’s Plan-Do-Study-Adjust cycle.

11b. Review to pivot on what’s being built. Use the feedback from the integrated increment review to adjust the

business value backlog.

Common Challenges of Agile Teams

Figure 4 shows the common challenges of Agile teams.
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Figure 2. Common challenges of an Agile Team

The Core Practices of Amplio Teams

There is not a one-to-one practice for a challenge. Figure 3 shows a set of core practices that will often solve these

common challenges.

Figure 3. Core practices for Amplio Teams

What to attend to while your read about the capabilities

While reading the “whys” of the capabilities, you learn how good practices reflect first principles. Over time, you

should gain some skills in matching practices to achieve alignment with these first principles.

You can also attend to how well your teams are doing. I provide the following table to make a note of this as you

go through things. This can be useful to see where improvement is needed. Later in the book, we’ll provide a more

detailed assessment to create an improvement backlog for your team.

Look at Table 1: Capabilities needed to do effective Lean-Agile at teams. Note that not all these need to be

implemented. When we get to creating a starting point, we’ll discuss which ones need to be included at the start.

But by having this broad scope, it is easier to ensure teams can learn about the practices they need.

 Make a score from 1-3 where:

1 means you’re not paying any attention to it

2 means you’re doing it to some extent

3 means you’re doing it well
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Rate each capability from 1-3

1. Requirements and Artifacts

  1.1 Work on small, releasable items

  1.2 Build in small, vertical, slices.

  1.3 Have definitions of ready (DoR) and definitions of done (DoD)

  1.4 Attend to the customer journey while creating requirements.

  1.5 Agree on classes of service and their corresponding service

agreements

2. Managing the workflow

  2.1 Manage work-in-process

  2.2 Attend to risk with feedback

  2.3 Use pull methods to keep workload within capacity

  2.4 Have a product backlog serve as an intake process

  2.5 Create visibility of work and workflow

  2.6 Use DevOps when applicable

  2.7 Use automated testing to eliminate waste

3. Quality of the product

  3.1 Ensure you’re creating the greatest value

  3.2 Have high product quality from the customers’ perspective

  3.3 Validate the requirements with examples

  3.4 Create value in small steps to get quick feedback

4. Multiple Teams Working Together

  4.1 Shared backlogs

  4.2 Have an effective value Creation Structure

  4.3 Aligning market solutions to teams

5. Learning, Improving, and Pivoting

  5.1 Starting a project or the creation of a product

  5.2 Keep everyone informed

  5.3 Know how to select a more appropriate practice

  5.4 Have frequent reviews

6. Roles

  6.1 Decide on what to build and maintain the product backlog

  6.2 Developers

  6.3 Decide on the responsibility of the team coach

  6.4 The role of management

Table 1: Capabilities of Amplio Teams
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1. Requirements and Artifacts

What we work on is essential. Waterfall didn’t have us just work on things in a (falsely) predictable manner, it had

people work on large batches. While MVPs, a la Eric Reis and the Lean Startup, have focused us on smaller items,

there are still gaps in how Agile artifacts are created and used. This chapter introduces the Minimum Business

Increment and shows how it compares to MVPs.

The capabilities for this section are:

1.1 Work on small, releasable items

1.2 Build in small, vertical slices

1.3 Have definitions of ready (DoD) and definitions of don (DoD)

1.4 Attend to the customer journey while creating requirements

1.5 Agree on classes of service and their corresponding service level agreements

Agile Artifacts (ASG)

Often reducing batch size is all it takes to bring a process into control. Eli Goldratt.

There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all. Peter Drucker

Agile, Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints all focus on quickly delivering high-value items. As evident as it is,

it’s worth pointing out that smaller items are easier to get completed and to the customer more quickly than larger

ones. This not only provides value sooner but provides feedback quicker. This has been partially manifested with

the concept of small stories that add incrementally to the value being built. But what must also be considered is

that the ultimate focus must be on the value realized by the customer. We, therefore, need to consider two sides

to the requirements.  First, what is the smallest releasable (realizable) value we have and how do we build it in

small, end-to-end slices (to get feedback)?

But small is not the only requirement. We must be creating what’s of the highest value. This can enable us to bind

business with development. We identify the highest-value items that can provide value to our customers that are

consistent with our strategies. We then build them quickly to get feedback quickly.

The Software World Is Not Like the Physical World and What That Means

(ASG)

Before going into how we should create our artifacts if we’re developing software, we should pay attention that

software products are considerably different from physical products.

When people study Lean for software development, many observe that software development is not like

manufacturing. People point out that in manufacturing you are building the same things (albeit with some

variation) repeatedly and try to cut down variation in the process. With product development, you are creating

something for the first time and want the variation to try new concepts.

However, software development is not like product development in the real world either. Even though both are

about creating something of value that is new. It is essential to understand these differences and both the risks

and opportunities they create.

Differences Between the Physical World and the Software World

Visibility

 In the physical world, you can often see mistakes while they happen. In the software world, you must take

an extra step to determine if something is wrong (testing). In other words, getting feedback about how

things are going requires an extra step in the virtual world.
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 It is easy to see when there is too much work taking place in the physical world. This is not true in the

software world.

 The progress being made in the physical world is more apparent than in the software world.

Dependencies

 Changing the foundation of something in the physical world often has a significant impact on whatever

was depending upon it. In the software world, however, decoupling a foundation from an implementation

using it is not costly.

 Dependencies in the physical world are often costly to change. And there is an additional cost if one tries

to decouple them. In the software world, dependencies can be decoupled at virtually no cost.

Delays or Too Much Work in Process (Too Much WIP Causes Delays)

 Delays in the workflow are more readily apparent in the physical world.

 You don’t need to move anything (but your fingers) to shift what you are working on in the virtual world.

This obscures the real cost of task switching and leads to too many things going on at one time.

Fixing Errors

 Fixes to an error discovered must be done at the location where the error occurred, but in the virtual

world, fixes can often be made remotely.

The implications of the above

 It is essential to create visibility on the work and workflow when creating software. Especially attending to

too much work in process and delays in workflow and feedback.

 Errors can replicate quickly in software if dependencies are not attended to.
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Opportunities in the Virtual World

It’s not all bad, however. In the virtual world, there are several opportunities possible that can’t be replicated in

the physical world without significant cost.

Incremental Design, Construction, and Delivery

A certain degree of incremental development and delivery is possible in the physical world. For example, housing

complexes are built one house at a time. But the increment of value in the physical world is usually greater than in

the virtual world. For example, you can’t move into the second floor of a house until the first one is built. However,

in the virtual world, it is often possible to do the equivalent of this.

Building part of the functionality and using it is not only of value for quick delivery. This means that we can get

quicker feedback on value, usability, and design while creating value quickly. In the physical world, you can’t move

into the bedroom on the second floor before the first one is done. Agile suggests we build in small slices of real

value.

While set-based development is often required to try out different options in the physical world, the equivalent of

it can often be done by combining working software with prototypes and mocking is possible.

The cost of replicating software (such as software as a service) is significantly lower than in the physical world.

You can track how software is used for virtually no cost.

Remote service, error tracking and updates is possible.

People can team in the software world much easier than in the physical product development world.

Learning Lean for Software Development and Knowledge Work

Lean is an approach and attitude integrated with an understanding of some key, universal truths, that apply

differently in different situations. This is not unlike how gravity applies under, on, and above water, but in different

ways.

A little history

Near the beginning of Agile, the most common artifacts were features and stories. Stories were small bits of

functionality and often described as “As a <type of user> I want <some goal> so that <some reason>.” At this time,

teams would not always look ahead to see what functionality was needed but would just build little bits moving in

a direction aligned with the business's strategy. Stories would be added and released when they provided enough

value to justify it.

Stories are often grouped into a collection of functionality that can realize value called a feature. For example, one

story may be about fast-forwarding on a DVD, with another about reversing. But releasing either doesn’t make

sense without the other.

As Agile became more widespread and larger projects were worked on, the need for a vision of what was being

created arose. These were sometimes called ‘epics,’ meaning large stories. They contained within them the

concept of some product to be built. There has always been some confusion about the relationship between epics,

features, and stories. Much of this is because there was no good definition for what a releasable artifact was.

Sometimes features could be released (had value on their own) sometimes not. This was even true for stories.

User Stories

The limiting view of “user” stories. In many ways, Agile has never grown out of its heritage of a team-centric

approach working with a customer. Not all stories are about the user of the system. Stories can be written for the

owner of the business using the system. Or for a stakeholder of the company creating the system. I prefer calling

our stories “stakeholder” stories. But I acknowledge that may be a bridge too far for some. Whatever term you use

it’s important to remember that stories are not intended for just the users of the system.
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Minimum Viable Product (MVP)

Although Eric Ries didn’t originate the term MVP in his book The Lean Startup, most people now use his meaning

of it. A minimum viable product (MVP) is a development technique used to develop a new product or website with

just enough features to satisfy early adopters. Only after considering feedback from the product’s initial users is

the final, complete set of features designed and developed.

Here is how lean startup describes MVPs:

 Used for developing products for early adopters by focusing on learning what they want

 Geared toward startups

 Designed for the first time a product/service is released

 Usually built by a small team that can already pivot

This is very useful; however, MVPs are not universally applicable. The question is, what do you do in these

situations when:

 You are an established company

 You are building enhancements to an existing product/service

 You are in IT and implementing known operating processes

 The teams building it are not aligned and don’t work together well.

Of course, in most cases, the details of functionality are rarely known well in advance. But what about the value of

a product or service? In times of innovation and new products, value is not yet known. It is not clear if the product

or service is even viable in the marketplace. This is where the techniques of the MVP are most helpful.

But when a product or service is more established, there should already be a good idea about its viability and the

value that an additional feature will provide. You do not need the experimental approach of the MVP. This is the

situation the minimum business increment (MBI) addresses.

Eric Ries defined the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) to determine if a proposed new product was viable. A slice of

functionality would be built, shown to, or used by a customer to move us forward in understanding what was

needed. At some point, the product’s viability would be affirmed or denied.

In the Lean Startup, Eric Ries discusses how to discover if a new product is viable. He suggests starting with just

enough functionality to gauge if customers will like it. He calls this a Minimum Viable Product, or MVP. The

concept is to build an MVP quickly, get feedback, get the next slice of functionality, and repeat this until the

product is ready to release as a new product.

Each MVP provides functionality but may not necessarily be easy to use. Once the viability of the product is

established, its usability may be increased. It’s important to realize that the MVP is a slice of functionality as shown

in figure 1.

Figure 1: MVP as a slice of functionality.

Note for users of SAFe. The MVP described in SAFe bears no relationship to that of Eric Ries’ MVP. SAFe uses MVP

ubiquitously which causes it to lose the value it would have had otherwise.
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Understanding the different types of requirements needed (ASG)

But epics, MVPs, features, and stories leave out the most critical need of them all – what do you call the artifact

that describes the piece of functionality that extends an existing system? This is where the Minimum Business

Increment (MBI) comes in.

Minimum Business Increment – MBI (ASG)

Most work by established organizations is done enhancing new products. This is quite different from discovering if

you have a product. This was the intention of the Minimum Marketable Feature put forth by Denne and Cleland-

Huang in Software by Numbers: Low-Risk, High-Return Development. To be clear, the MMF in Software by

Numbers bears no resemblance to its use in SAFe. Around 2005 Net Objectives enhanced the notion of the MMF

to be called the Minimum Business Increment (MBI). This renaming was done for IT departments that created

software but didn’t market it. Over time, the MBI was enhanced to include not just what was to be built, but who

was to build it as well as any acceptance criteria.

An MBI is a clear description of the minimum amount of business value that can be realized from a business

perspective. It also details all the steps required for its release and realization.

 Minimum. It should be the smallest amount of value that is realizable because this speeds value

realization and makes work easier to manage while keeping in mind transaction costs.

 Business. The focus is on delivering value from a business perspective. While it’s directed at the customer,

it needs to be aligned with the business strategy. We call that “business value.”

 Increment. It represents an increment of value.

It can be used in many different contexts: business, not-for-profit, services, and products. It helps them realize the

business value quickly. “The MBI is not a reason to deliver less; it helps deliver value sooner.” 

And while there are similarities with MVPs, they are not the same.

The minimum business increment (MBI) applies when the value of an enhancement or new product/service is

reasonably well-known. It is the smallest piece of functionality that can be delivered that has value to the business.

It helps the organization focus on realizing that value quickly.

Here are some characteristics of an MBI.

 Adds value for the customers of the business.

 Provides valuable feedback that the proper functionality is being built.

 Provides valuable feedback that the functionality is being built in the right way.

 Provides functionality that can be delivered and which can also be validated as useful.

 Enhances the ability of the organization to deliver value in the future

 Contains all the pieces that are required for value realization. This includes any work required by

documentation, ops, and marketing.

Unless the organization is very small, the people deciding on what to work on will not be on the development

teams doing the work. While both sides will be involved in creating the MBIs, we should consider the MBI as the

document that is used to clarify what work needs to be done.

MBIs are created by first determining who your target audience is. This target audience may be external or

internal. Then, decide on the scenarios for this market for the business objective in question. Focus on the

minimum business increment for the scenarios in question – and that becomes your MBI.

A series of MBIs is often required to achieve the desired functional implementation of an epic. By building and

delivering the MBIs incrementally, you deliver value and get feedback more quickly and this offers you the

opportunity to pivot more effectively.

Value for the business may involve paying down technical debt, achieving steps in agile transformations, improving

platforms for a product or anything else that the business considers to be of value. It is up to the business to

identify value.
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Finally, any adverse effect an MBI may have on existing functionality must be incorporated into the MBI about to

be built and not thrown over the fence to those who built the affected code. Determining how one MBI affects

another is usually the responsibility of the business architect.

Figure 2. Comparing MVPs with MBIs

MBIs are not Just for the Customer

MBIs can also focus on value for internal clients. The focus is on business value and sometimes this is value for the

business. It is not always just for an external customer.

This does not just include paying down technical debt or agile transformations.  In companies whose products are

platform based, an MBI could be improvements to the platforms. It could be about improving internal processes

and/or tools in the organization. 

Advantages of using MBIs

The MBI is the document that clarifies the work that needs to be done. Here are some advantages of this

approach.

 Provide an early descoping to high value. By doing this, the organization can focus on manifesting the

most important value. Smaller pieces are easier to manage. It is as Eli Goldratt, the creator of the theory

of constraints, once said, “Often reducing batch size is all it takes to bring a system back into control.”

Smaller pieces can be delivered more quickly. And by focusing on the high-value pieces first, descoping

early helps you avoid spending time on items of lesser value.

 Ensure completeness to realize value. An MBI contains all the work that is required to realize value. The

scope of the MBI includes non-development aspects of value realization, such as user documentation,

market support, ops, and others. MBIs create visibility throughout the entire value stream and provide

clarity for DevOps as well.

 Enable the ability to sequence the list of work to be done while attending to shared services that are

likely constraints. This also enables avoiding starting work until you have the capacity to complete it.

 Provide clarity of what to align around. All parts of the organization should be working towards defining,

implementing, deploying and allowing for the realization of the most value as defined by the business

stakeholders.

 MBIs ensure that at all levels, scope is always constrained by a focus on faster realization of value. Of

course, when MBIs are initially defined, they represent the minimum chunks of business value that can be

realized. But then, as the MBIs are decomposed into features and stories, the scopes of the features and

stories are limited to that of the MBI. And this means building only build is needed to realize value. This

contrasts markedly with most agile methods of decomposition which start with epics and then pull the

most important features out of the epics. While this does limit scope, the features are often built fully

scoped instead of limiting them to a more focused target audience or purpose.

 MBIs help to manage WIP. WIP is often thought of as the amount of work being worked on. But if a

feature is started, then that entire feature is work in process. Same for an epic. MBIs have an influence on

the amount of WIP because teams know they need to focus on finishing all of the stories in a feature and

all of the features in an MBI. Plus, the features and stories are smaller since they are just implementing

the part of the feature needed for the MBI. MBIs therefore minimize WIP by being smaller to begin with,
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having smaller pieces be decomposed from them (features and stories) and providing a higher view of

what to finish.

MBIs are fundamentally different from epics. An epic is simply an agile construct that represents a “big story”

without making the connection to value. An MBI is oriented toward business stakeholders and is directly tied to

business value. It surfaces the conversations needed to get deeper agreement on if and when something should be

built.

MBIs can create a focus for Agile teams by making it clear that these are the items that are to be released. Most

teams amass stories and features to be released but it’s better to focus on the actual value intended to deliver.

This also enables culling out parts of a feature that aren’t needed for an MBI. The deferred analysis enables the

team to release the MBI faster.

Why MBIs Are So Important

Consider these questions:

 How are you deciding which market segment is most important to you?

 How do you decide what it takes to deliver value?

 How do you avoid working on

 How do you align teams that are required to deliver value?

Notice how MBIs provide answers for these.

The Bridge Between Business and Development (ASG)

Figure 3. MBIs and MVPs in the hierarchy of artifacts.

Line of Sight

It is important to see the successive decomposition described in Figure 1 as providing a “line of sight” for every

artifact involved. For example, whatever level we’re at we can identify the next level up that it came from – all the

way to the top.
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Targeting Markets and Increased Alignment (ASG)

When writing an MBI, consider the scenarios in which the new capability can be used. You may have scenarios

based on the different market segments using the capability. MBIs can be created based on which scenarios and

which markets should be targeted for maximum value delivery. This might result in several MBIs.

By creating MBIs that represent focused business value, they can be sequenced in order of importance to the

organization. That is, those MBIs that deliver the greatest value soonest can be sequenced as a higher priority than

those that don’t. This alignment of what is of greatest business value can also be used to align disparate teams in

building things in this same order – thereby working together more effectively.

The requirements for a Minimum Business Increment

 Stated as a business objective

 What capabilities are needed to implement it

 What is the expected return

 Must be able to calculate the cost of delay for it

MVPs and MBIs are similar in that:

 They use vertical slices of functionality to validate the work

 They are customer centric.

 They are both built in thin slices

Using MVPs and MBIs Together (ASG)

Here is what to do. Use MVPs when you are trying to discover if something is of value. MVPs are therefore used

for creating new products. MBIs are increments of value to be realized. You should have a good sense of what this

value is before even starting the MBI. If you don’t, start with an MVP and then move to MBIs.

This approach helps to make things clear by highlighting when we are in one state or another. MVPs when we are

in discovery and MBIs when we are focused on realization. See Figure 2.

This helps when thinking about funding. For example, MVPs require short cycles and smaller teams. MBIs work

well at scale.  

This helps when thinking about funding.

 An MVP should be funded for the value of discovery. After it is built the decision to continue, pivot or stop

should be made. It is also possible that an MVP is not intended for a full release but to a limited audience

to determine its viability.

 MBIs need to be fully funded. Remember that an MBI is the minimum business increment so this may not

be much funding.

Why MBIs result in smaller features and why they should be used in big-

room planning (ASG)
The use of MBIs enables having smaller features and stories. This is an important observation. This happens

because when you create features from MBIs, you only require the functionality of the feature that is required by

the MBI. When features are created from epics, they are not constrained by market segments or other factors, and

the feature will be more extensive. The constraint of the MBI has features be smaller than they would be

otherwise.

This is critical in planning events. Consider when a team or group of teams starts planning with features not

decomposed from an MBI. Let’s say they can pull in enough work for the timebox being used. While this looks
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good at first, this means they are building more than they need to get a release because the features include scope

not in the MBI. But now consider what happens when it appears they won’t get enough value pulled into the

timebox. At this point, they must thin out the features. This adds confusion to planning events. And the quality of

the features is sure to suffer.

Creating MBIs (ASG)

There is no set way to create MBIs. However, there is an expectation of what an MBI will contain. MBIs should:

 Meet the organization's definition of ready and have a definition of done

 A statement of who will get value from the MBI

 What capacities (teams) are required to implement it

 What capacities (teams) are required to release / support / market it

 Any architectural issues required to build in

 A description of the features required to manifest its value

MBIs can be built by first looking at the functionality needed and then writing the features to implement them. Or

they can be built by identifying the features needed and combining those needed to comprise the MBI. If this later

approach is used, it’s important to reflect on the features after the MBI is defined and see if any part of them is

required for the MBI. This is a useful step because sometimes the features when defined are larger than necessary

before the MBI has been clarified.

Going from Epics to MBIs.

One way to create an MBI is to go through this sequence.

First, make sure you want an MBI, that is, you are creating the requirement for enhancing/extending an existing

product. Ask the following questions:

1) What part of the epic do you want to deliver soonest? Consider different subsets by looking at one of the

following:

a. Customer

b. Stakeholders

c. Geography

d. Market segment

e. Particular customer

2) What do I need to

a. build

b. marketing

c. support

d. deployment

3) Must allocate cap ex and op ex

4) What are the features in the context of this MBIs
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Minimum Business Increment Template (ASG)

This MBI Template is used to prompt questions when MBIs are being created.

It should be considered a starting point and should be adjusted for the organization using it.

Description of the MBI

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Benefit Hypothesis

 The anticipated benefit of this MBI

 How will we evaluate if we’ve achieved this

Initiative This Came From 

Customer related

 The target market for this

 Who are you building this MBI for?

 Do they have another customer this is for?

Requirements

Use cases to describe the value

What’s needed to meet the organization’s definition of done

Architectural Issues

 Are there any system or application architectural issues to be explored?

 Has the business architect signed off on this?

 What help from architecture will be needed

What’s needed for release / realization

 Development teams needed

 UX

 Documentation

 Marketing

 Support

 Shared Services

 __________________

Ops Issues

 Who will be involved?

 When do they need to get involved?
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Validating you have the smallest MBI

 Is there any subset of the MBI that can be delivered sooner? Consider: geography, market segments,

language, anything else you can think of.

 Is the MBI larger than it needs to be because of deployment issues?

Miscellaneous

 Are there any risks associated with not completing this MBI?

 Are there other MBIs dependent upon completing this one?
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1.1 Capability: Work on small, releasable items

Objective

Let's first consider the type of knowledge work being done, as that has a large impact on making these decisions.

When:

 doing new product development, MVPs should be used. This is also an indication to use flow as well.

 enhancing an existing product, we should use minimum business increments (MBIs).

 doing mostly maintenance work is done requirements are often minimal already and an equivalent to

stories is good enough. This is an indicator for using flow unless there is a large backlog to choose from.

Why this is important

Working on small items enables quicker delivery of value. Working on large items is correlated with waste will slow

feedback and delay the delivery of value.

High-value items can be used to align work to business value. If this is not present people will not coordinate what

they are working on to get value out the door quickly.

Focusing on releasable items creates a bigger picture than just completing the story in front of a developer and

facilitates cooperation.

How to implement with either timeboxing or flow

This is one of the key factors in deciding whether to use timeboxing or flow. If the product being built is not well-

known, continuous demonstration, validation, and pivoting may be necessary. If we're creating a new product with

MVPs, then it is likely that flow should be used. When the speed of feedback needs to be high, recognize that

planning an entire timebox will likely be a waste because we will change what we want to work on as we get

feedback.

When using timeboxing work as closely with the customer as possible to get quick feedback. This will eliminate

waste and improve product quality. However, the availability of the person who best knows what the customer

needs is also a factor. If they are only available on an irregular basis, time-boxing may be the only option.

Organize the development intake around minimum viable products (MVPs) and minimum business increments

(MBIs).

Make stories small.

Many teams that use timeboxing don’t do demonstrations of what they are building until the end of the iteration.

So, if timeboxing is being used, try to get as much feedback from customers as you can.

Focus on completing stories, features, and releasable items as quickly as possible to provide feedback on the quality

of what’s being built.

Get feedback after each item is accomplished.

Anti-patterns

Larger than necessary items cause delays, poor feedback, and too much work-in-process. When this happens,

quality goes down and waste goes up.
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1.2 Capability: Build in small, vertical (end-to-end), slices.

Objective

Regardless of how big the item you’re working on is, you want to build it in small slices of functionality. This has a

twofold purpose. First, getting feedback to developers quickly so that they make sure they are building the correct

functionality correctly. And providing customers an opportunity to suggest the next step to build.

Why this is important

Agile introduced the notion of using shorter timeframes in the implementation of requirements. Most people

consider this to focus on avoiding or correcting developer mistakes. That is, if a misunderstanding occurs,

developers may build it, but can quickly correct it if given feedback that a misunderstanding has occurred.

Much of the work we do is fixing problems due to a delay between making an error and detecting it. By having

small stories/slices, we start and finish quickly.

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

Sometimes writing small stories can be difficult. One way to write them is to think of a single scenario and function

relating to it. Then write the story to implement that. In some complex situations, you need to use Behavior Driven

Development so you can use the construct Given-When-Then, but most of the time, writing small stories is not

that difficult.

Avoiding Waste by Taking Small Steps and Attending to the Customer Journey

Many Agilists proclaim you must “fail fast” when building products. While some small failures may be unavoidable,

building incrementally often allows you to avoid them.

In my product management workshops, I often encountered people who said customers didn’t know what they

wanted. I agreed, but I asked if they didn’t know anything or if it was just that they didn’t know everything. When

we analyzed what they knew, we came up with an interesting observation – customers have more certainty about

the basic requirements than they do about the ‘nice to have’ things they want. We also observed that when

customers got some of what they wanted, they had more certainty about what wasn’t given to them yet.

The bottom line is that customers don’t know everything, but they do have certainty on some things – and these

are often what you have to start with anyway.

This means that if we build foundational aspects of the requirements and show them to the customer, they can

then adjust what they think they want and be pretty much on target with it.

A software product example.

In the 80s, I was building software for people who worked at the front desks of hair salons. Not the small ones you

often see, but ones with 20-40 stylists. The front desks at these places were insanely busy. The standard ways of

using menu systems designed to navigate the system were too slow and difficult to use. I remember trying to

figure out a better way. Instead of thinking about how the system could be better, however, I put myself in the

position of a front desk manager. I wanted to go from client to the appointment book to ticket …. And it needed to

be contextual. If I went from a client to the appointment book, I wanted to see the client’s appointments I was

looking at. Imagining what a user meant by asking to go from one place of the system to another was pretty easy if

you knew how people worked in the salon.

Using these insights, I came up with the idea of function keys to navigate. While obvious now, these were not in

use back then. F3 was appointments, F4 was tickets, F5 was clients, …. The meaning of these never changed, which

also allowed us to put a paper strip above them.  People who had never used a computer before learned how to

navigate around one in a minute or two. Trying to find a faster way to navigate around the system would have

been a lot harder than just seeing how people wanted to navigate in the first place.
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Anti-patterns

When large batches of work are planned or being worked on, feedback slows down, and people tend to work on

more things simultaneously, causing both multitasking and delays. All of this causes even more work to be done,

representing wasted effort.

1.3 Capability: Have definitions of ready (DoR) and definitions of done

Objective

Using DoDs helps create clarity on what is of value.

DoRs and DoDs make explicit the agreements between people providing work to developers and developers saying

the work is done. A DoR was sometimes used as a stage-gate in the past, so expect to hear some people say they

are not a good idea. But in Amplio Development, we only mean them to be an explicit statement of the agreement

between parties as to what it means for a work item to be ready. The DoR could be as simple as “it’s ready

whenever the product owner thinks it’s ready.”  Most often, however, there are some other things the teams will

want to see before working on it. This could be it has a DoD, been seen by marketing, a PO has seen it, or others.

A DoR is needed when handoffs are done, so each party understands their agreements with others.

A DoD is also an agreement between parties stating what it means for a work item to be completed. This may

require specific actions while it is being worked on besides just what function the item is supposed to have.

Why This is important

Handoffs often cause loss of information or people not being adequately prepared to do the work being handed

off to them. A DoR creates an agreement about what it takes to get something started. A DoD states what it takes

for something to get done. DoDs should include the functionality required and any involvement required by other

groups (e.g., marketing).  As Dean Leffingwell once said, “don’t let something into the sprint without knowing how

to get it out of the sprint.”

How to implement this whether using timeboxing or flow

There is not a set way to do DoRs or DoDs. What’s important is to have a conversation with everyone who gives or

gets things from the team and decide on the agreements between all parties.

Anti-patterns

When these aren’t present, many handbacks will likely occur between the people handing work off.

Story about DoR

Around 2008 I was working with a client that was embracing Agile methods. I had a conversation with a small team

about their work. They had been having trouble sometimes with building the wrong thing. I had a little

conversation with them about this and if there was a pattern they saw. As they discussed this, they realized the

pattern was that they mostly had this problem when their product owner wasn’t available, and they figured out

things on their own. Looking back, it seems kind of an obvious observation. But they hadn’t taken the time to see

what was happening. The bottom line is that once they noticed it, they made a definition of ready to not work on

anything until the product owner was available and validated what they thought they needed to do.
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1.4 Capability: Attend to the customer journey while creating

requirements.

Objective

The customer journey is the path the customer takes using the created system. When developing a product or

service, what the customer journey will look like can be a helpful way to visualize what the product/service needs

to be. The customer will not appreciate a poor customer journey. It is possible to go one step further, however.

Imagine what the customer's operational value stream could look like to improve their current operational value

stream. While this can't be imposed on the customer, attending to the customer journey can lead to better

operational value streams.

The key thing to remember is – your goal is not to create systems, but to add value to the customer by attending

to the customer journey.

Why this is important

Attending to the customer journey and the operational value stream is a kind of UX architecture. When done well,

customers will enjoy using the product/service more. More innovation comes from attending to improving how

the customer wants to work than by focusing on improving the system itself. Let’s consider an innovation that was

created by attending to how customers wanted to work.

The Sony Walkman

Perhaps it’s an urban legend but I heard this story from someone who knew Akio Morita – the CEO of Sony who

came up with the idea of the Sony Walkman. Mr. Morita enjoyed classical music but had to travel a lot. He was

unable to bring his music with him. One day he was in his hotel looking down on Central Park and he noticed how

some people were jogging and some people walking with boom boxes. He surmised that the people jogging had an

interest in music and the people walking with boomboxes had an interest in music. If he noticed someone running

with a boombox, given this was New York City, that was likely another matter altogether .  He could relate to the

dilemma that people could have multiple interests but be unable to meet them both at a single time. The idea of a

portable music player hit him.

It is important to be aware that this was not an improvement on a small Sony tape recorder – it has a different

purpose. In fact, when he told his engineers that he wanted a small tape player, they kept trying to create smaller

tape recorders. He had to finally tell them that he’d fire them if they brought him one more recorder instead of a

player. This highlights how developers often focus on the product and not the journey.

How to implement this whether using timeboxing or flow

Quick feedback is necessary. So, if timeboxing is used, the team needs to set up frequent feedback sessions with

the customers involved.

We should see how we define the customer journey that can positively impact the customer's operational value

stream.

This brings up the following questions on which to base our actions:

1. What would an improvement be for the customer's operational value stream?

2. What customer journey would facilitate that?

3. How can our development value stream attend to this?

Anti-patterns

When the customer journey is not addressed, the requirements will often not be high quality from the customers’

perspective. Using the system will likely appear awkward and not encourage improved operational value streams.
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1.5 Capability: Agree on classes of service and their corresponding service

level agreements

Objective

Different types of work require different agreements on how long it takes to build them. Each type of work is

called a “class of service.”  Each class of service should have a service level agreement – that is, how will this class

of service be handled?

Why this is important

It’s possible that it isn’t. In this case, you can have one class of service for everything. But then, at least you’ve

agreed to that. In many cases, however, maintenance items are dealt with separately. Sometimes we need to

understand what we’ll do when a severity-one error occurs (e.g., the system is down).

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

Essentially all that’s needed is an agreement on what is expected for each class service. This just has us understand

how product owners and development teams work together.

Typical classes of service are:

 New function

 Bug fix

 Date driven. Value will only be realized if this is completed by the date given. This should not be used

capriciously but mostly when an event is at the date provided.

 Urgent – must be done immediately, even at the cost of interrupting work. The number of these need to

be limited as each will cause some waste.

 Expedite – move to the top but don’t interrupt work

Anti-patterns

Without these agreements, expectations may not be appropriately set. This can cause both confusion, distrust, and

waste.
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2. Capabilities for Managing the workflow

Managing the Workflow (ASG)

These capabilities are used to manage the value stream. We want few delays, quick feedback, and quick delivery of

value. Each capability contributes to one or more of these goals.

Description

Value stream management focuses on the work and the workflow that completes it. It focuses on removing delays,

having quick feedback, and reducing handbacks. The time from starting to work on a description of value until the

customer consumes it includes more than the time it takes to create the value. There is also rework caused by

development mistakes, working on the wrong things, miscommunications, relearning, aging requirements,

misunderstood integration agreements, and more.

Understanding the cause of waste in value streams

We need to understand value stream management to understand best the practices that help us manage. Consider

how organizations are managed. They usually are in siloes where each silo has a manager at the top. The

manager’s job is typically to see that the people under them are 1) working on the right things, 2) working well,

and 3) fully occupied. This seems so natural that we don’t even think about it. But it also means the focus is on the

silo, not across the workflow.

W. Edwards Deming said – “A system must be managed. It will not manage itself. Left to themselves, components

become selfish, independent profit centers and thus destroy the system...  The secret is a cooperation between the

components toward the organization’s aim.”

The section on value streams discussed the shifts necessary for effective value stream management:

 Shift our focus from people to work being done

 Don’t manage hierarchies; manage the value stream

 Don’t try to go faster; work on having fewer and smaller queues

 Align people around the value to be realized

 The shift from focusing on people's utilization to removing workflow delays.

 Don’t attend to local optimizations but attend to the throughput of the value stream.

We manage the workflow to have an effective and efficient value stream. We will look for handoffs, handbacks,

enormous queues, incomplete work, and accumulated risk.

What is accumulated risk?

Accumulated risk is the term for all risks associated with unfinished items.  Work in process is not just the number

of items in queues in the development area. It includes all artifacts that are in process. Look at the following

picture and see why it’s not just the number of stories being worked on that indicate the amount of risk.

Consider being in the following situation. You have an MBI with two features, each having three stories. Which of

the stories (in green) do you pick to do?

How you pick will result in either of the following situations:
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The result of our choice is shown below.

On both sides we have the same number of stories completed. But on the left, we've focused on finishing a

feature. The situation on the left has less accumulated risk because we have gotten feedback on one feature. None

on the right.

More details on how to do this is can be seen at create a focus on finishing.

Why Amplio uses work-in-process and not work-in-progress

Intention-revealing names are helpful. That is, phrases or names of things that describe what they are referring to.

There are currently two phrases for WIP. The more popular one is “work-in-progress,” whereas the more accurate

is “work in process.” This difference is not academic, as the usage of 'progress' can lead to bad practices.

Progress means “forward or onward movement toward a destination.” But WIP refers to work that has started but

hasn’t been completed. Work may be blocked, that is, not progressing at all. Work in progress (in English) does not

include blocked work. But it is WIP. This has led many teams new to Kanban not to include items that are blocked

(not progressing) towards their WIP limits. This is not effective.

“In process” means “of, relating to, or being goods in manufacture as distinguished from raw materials or finished

products.” English tells us that something blocked is not in progress but is in process.

It’s important to have our words mean what is inferred by their standard definitions.

It is interesting to note that Scrumban (the first book on Kanban) uses process, as does Don Reinertsen’s work.

Capabilities covered in this chapter.

These will help us see how to improve our value creation structure.

1. Manage work-in-process

2. Use feedback to attend to risk

3. Use pull methods to keep workload within people’s capacity

4. Have a product backlog serve as an intake process

5. Create visibility of both work and workflow

6. Use DevOps

7. Use automated testing to eliminate waste

2.1 Capability: Manage work-in-process to remove delays in workflow and

to lower risk (ASG)

Objective

Work-in-Process (WIP) is not just the amount of work waiting in a queue. It is not even the number of stories or

features that have been started yet not completed. WIP is the total of all the MVPs and MBIs that have been

started yet not completed. While a story or feature may be complete, it is still a work in process if it hasn’t been

released. Managing WIP is not done merely by having WIP limits in queues to manage the waiting time in queues.
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Managing WIP is a continual process. Once you have sequenced your work in the proper order, you can allocate

your capacity to the items that are truly most important. Do not start projects that adversely affect more

important ones merely to “utilize” your people.

"In product development, our greatest waste is not unproductive engineers, but work products sitting idle in

process queues." Don Reinertsen

Managing work in process does not mean just limiting it. It means to manage both what and where work is taking

place. This includes workload levels as well as where the work is taking place.

Work that isn’t completed represents work-in-process. It is not just those stories that have been started and not

completed. It includes all levels of artifacts that have been started but not completed, for example, features and

MBIs. These unfinished artifacts represent risk. We may have feedback at the story level, but the feature or MBI

has not been validated. We may find that we didn’t do everything right when we get the feedback. Therefore, until

we get the feedback, we have this risk.

It is also helpful to have work be interruptible. This way, the adverse effects of interruptions can be minimized.

Why this is important

Here are some symptoms that WIP that is out of control.

 People have to wait on other people.

 People are being continuously interrupted by other people.

 There are delays in the workflow and in getting feedback.

 There is a high multitasking cost.

A team working on two things simultaneously when they could be focusing on just one will delay the delivery of

both. But what is not so clear is that doing this injects delays into both workflows. These delays in workflow and

feedback induce more additional work. This creation of new work is why an interruption delays what people are

working on by more than the time of the interruption itself.

All of these create waste. In many cases, much more waste than the actual valuable work. This extra work is, of

course, unplanned, so cooperation is much more difficult and costly.

While people are busy, if we watch the work being done, we’ll see that it is waiting in queues.  Teams are more

efficient when they are not overloaded. This enables them to get quicker feedback on what they are building,

eliminating waste.

Artifacts representing the proper chunk of work to be completed before others are started are critical to avoid

having many things in play. Too much work-in-process (WIP) causes feedback delays and adds unplanned,

unnecessary work. It is essential to understand the concept of accumulated risk. This is the risk represented by

incomplete work. That is, work started that has not been completed and verified to be what is needed.

We get feedback on whether we are building the right or wrong thing sooner by completing small items. Common

artifacts in the Agile space are epics, features, and stories. However, these are not usually deliverable items. Not all

of an epic will be delivered since not all of it is needed. Features and stories are often too small to be delivered by

themselves.

NOTE: We are not suggesting the “one-piece flow” that Lean Manufacturing emphasizes; rather, we are trying to

avoid working on too many things at one time.

How to implement this when using timeboxing

For years timeboxing was synonymous with Agile. Find a duration, see how much you can do within that time

frame, and then plan that work. This approach can limit the total work-in-process to no more than what the

iteration can hold. The weakness, however, is that there is often little guidance on how to keep work-in-process

low within the iteration.

When using timeboxing, managing the amount of work done during the iteration is vital.

There are several ways to manage work-in-process:

 Manage queues to lower the time between work ending at one step and starting at another.
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 not pulling more work than what you have the capacity for

 looking to finish something after you’ve just completed something instead of starting something new

 don’t analyze it until just before it’s needed

Queues can also be managed. Larger queues mean more WIP and delays.  One of the biggest queues is the

iteration backlog. This is one reason that shorter iterations are good. Starting only the necessary amount of work is

another way to manage queues.  Having a well-defined input queue is essential for this. Without this, work is just

given to teams, and the work queue in front of them grows without control.

Create a focus on finishing

Some people attempt to manage WIP via WIP limits. It is usually easier and more effective to create a focus on

finishing. Completion exists at many levels: tasks, stories, features, and MBIs.

 When done with a task, look to finish another task in the same story.

 When done with a story, look to finish another story within the same feature.

 When done with a feature, look to finish a feature within the same MBI. This focus quickens the rate of

feedback, which increases both quality and efficiency.

How to implement this when using flow

When flow is used, items should only be started when none of the existing ones can be finished. It is essential to

limit the work-in-process to manage queues. Have a focus on finishing.

One is not doing a plan for the iteration (or time of the cadence) when doing flow. The planning is done in real-

time. An item is pulled off the product backlog, it’s completed, and the next one is pulled off and done. Focusing

on finishing stories, features, and MBIs, before starting others will shorten the feedback time for each.

How to implement this when using either flow or timeboxing

The best way to minimize incomplete work and accumulated risk is to focus on finishing. Managing queues can

assist here. An easy way is to have team members see what they can finish next after finishing something. It’s all

too easy to start something new. But helping someone finish something that has been started will lower the

amount of unfinished work.

Note: You can use methods for flow within the timebox to improve work in process levels.

Anti-patterns

Besides the obvious “starting too many things,” these also are common root causes:

1. running mini-waterfalls in a sprint

2. having stories (at the team) or epics (at the program) that are too big

3. when something gets completed, people start something new instead of helping others finish their work

4. having developers and testers not collaborating

5. having development teams and shared services not collaborating

not using ATDD (I am not referring to automation of the tests, but given-when-then is much better than “as a user

…” when you get to buildable stories

Too much work waits between the different work steps.

Too many things being open at once, with items being completed at the end of the iteration. The graphic will look

like a hockey stick if you use burn-up or burn-down charts. That is, few things will be completed until the very end.

When planning and coordination of work are not done well, teams tend to get interrupted a lot.

It is helpful to have work be interruptible. This way, the adverse effect of interruptions can be minimized.
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A note on WIP limits

Using WIP limits on queues is one way to manage WIP. But it’s not always the best. WIP can be controlled by

having teams pull work only when they have capacity. Doing so sets an overall limit for the team.

Why Amplio Development Uses Work in Process and not Work in Progress

We should always use intention-revealing names, phrases, or names of things that describe what they are referring

to. There are currently two phrases for WIP. One is “work in progress,” whereas the more accurate is “work in

process.” This difference is not academic, as the usage of ‘progress’ can lead to bad practices.

Progress means “forward or onward movement toward a destination.” But WIP refers to work that has started but

hasn’t been completed. Work that is not progressing at all is still WIP. The English use of work in progress does not

include blocked work. But it is WIP. This often leads teams new to Kanban to not include items that are not

progressing (i.e., they are blocked) toward their WIP limits. Doing so, however, is a bad practice.

“In process” means “of, relating to, or being goods in manufacture as distinguished from raw materials or from

finished products.” English tells us that something blocked is not in progress but is in process.

It’s worth having our words mean what is inferred by their standard definitions.

It is worth noting that Scrumban (the first book on Kanban) used process, as does Don Reinertsen’s work.

2.2 Capability: Use feedback to attend to risk

Objective

There are many different types of risk. At the team level, the most important ones to attend are:

1. Risk of misunderstanding a requirement

2. Risk of building the wrong thing

3. Risk of creating bugs

We’ve already talked about some of these issues. Risk can often be planned for, but the best way to attend to it is

to see if you’ve gone off track continuously. This is why quick feedback is so important.

Why this is important

While it would be great if we could stop making mistakes, the highest cost is the waste emanating from them. This

comes from the cost of mistakes propagating, and the time (effort) it takes to fix them.  Both of these tend to

increase over the time a mistake is made until it is detected (assuming it is). Therefore, detecting errors quickly is

critical.

How to implement this when using flow or timeboxing

Quick feedback loops at all levels are essential. When something is started, it needs to be completed as soon as

possible. This is true for all types and sizes of artifacts. Keeping the amount of work-in-process below our capacity

is a way to assist this.

Anti-patterns

Errors keep happening, and things stay blocked.
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2.3 Capability: Use pull methods to keep workload within capacity

Objective

Keep workload within capacity. There are two aspects to this. The first is to keep the general amount of work being

focused on limited to the capacity of the team. Timeboxing does this by not committing to more work than what

will fit in the timebox. Scrum’s sprint is an example of this. When using a flow model, artifacts representing

releasable value should be used. MVPs and MBIs are good artifacts for this.  If an MBI is going to take more than a

week or so it should be split up into small pieces, but done within the context of the MBI.

The other aspect is how this identified work is done. We’ve already stated that it needs to be done in small, end-

to-end slices. But there also needs to be a focus on not having too much work in process. It is important to get

even small stories and features completed quickly in order to achieve quick feedback. We talk more about this in

accumulated risk and create a focus on finishing.

How pull is implemented creates the context for many practices.

Why this is important

It is not possible to accurately predict how much time will be taken to do work. Too much work being done creates

delays which creates waste. But not having enough work wastes capacity. Pull methods enable us to manage the

amount of work in process without having to predict it accurately.

How to implement this when using timeboxing

Implement pull with timeboxing by planning the amount of work to be done over the next timebox. This is often an

easier concept for teams to get and requires less discipline. But it does increase the queue size of the work to be

done.

How to implement this when using flow

Flow has us pull MVPs, MBIs, and/or maintenance items directly from a queue, get it done, and then pull the next

one. This is the most efficient method of pull but requires a bit more discipline. Items pulled must be broken down

into small end-to-end pieces to be built.

Anti-patterns

New MBIs are opened instead of focusing on finishing those already open. New features are opened instead of

finishing other features that are already open.

When planning and coordination of work are not done well, teams tend to get interrupted a lot since people get

tired of waiting for their work to be done.

2.4 Capability: Have a product backlog serve as an intake process

Objective

The team needs a place to pull work from when they are ready to do more work.

Why this is important

The product backlog is, of course, a queue. We, therefore, don't want to have it be too big (which will cause

delays) nor be too small, which will require last-minute creating requirements. Of course, small is ok if that's how

the team wants to create what to work on next.
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While teams may be building in small pieces, it is essential to see what context the small pieces fit into. It is also

essential to keep work-in-process visible, so people know what is being worked on. This is much easier to

accomplish when all work must go through a product backlog.

How to implement this when using timeboxing

The easiest way to manage this is to have a product backlog that contains what we expect to work on next. With

timeboxing, it's essential to have enough work pulled that will take the iteration to complete.

How to implement this when using flow

A product backlog can be used when timeboxing is used. However, when flow is used, one doesn't need to have as

much in the backlog to fill the next iteration.

Anti-patterns

There is no work to be pulled when the team is ready, o significantly more work is in the product backlog than

necessary.

The product backlog can operate the same regardless of whether flow or timeboxing is used. However, if flow is

used and enhancements to existing products are being created, it is even more critical to use MBIs so that the MBI

will create the bigger picture needed.

2.5 Capability: Create visibility of work and workflow

Objective

Making work visible helps people see what’s being worked on and coming their way. This helps cooperation.

Explicit workflow is nothing more than making the agreements between team members explicit. This does not

mean that these agreements are immutable, just that they are the best way we have of working at the moment.

This helps cooperation when everyone knows what’s expected of everyone.

Why this is important

Both are required for good teamwork.

This visibility is required for both what is to be released and the features and stories that make this up.

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

Make work visible to enable people to see what others are working on and if their involvement will be needed.

Make workflow visible so that people can see the agreements between the different stages of the work. This is

done with an explicitly defined workflow.

Implications for the Team Board

Simple Scrum type team boards often look something like this:

Product

Backlog

Sprint

Backlog

In

Process

Needs

Testing Done
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This provides us with the status of the work but doesn’t describe how it moves from left to right. Explicit workflow

would add a column for each type of work. This doesn’t imply a handoff, just that the story is being worked on

differently. It is essential to realize that you don’t follow what’s on the board; instead, the board reflects what the

team considers to be the best way of working.

Anti-patterns

When work is not visible, people will be surprised when it shows up for them to do it. It also makes it harder to

trust each other since requests are unclear.

When the workflow is not explicit, people will work differently, and there is no baseline for improvement.

2.6 Capability: Use DevOps when applicable

Objective

DevOps is a set of practices that combines software development (Dev) and IT operations (Ops). It aims to shorten

the systems development life cycle and provide continuous delivery with high software quality.

Why this is important

Value delivery starts with the customer and is not complete until the customer can consume what has been

delivered. If the team is not doing the delivery itself, it must work with those that are.

How to implement when using iterations or flow

DevOps can be implemented in several different degrees. At a minimum, the development team should work with

whoever is going to deliver and support the system in the following ways:

1. Ensure ops and support teams have complete visibility on what is being worked on and when they will

need to get involved

2. Include the ops team in your work if they believe that would be useful

3. Have one of your team members be with the ops and support teams when the work is handed off

Anti-patterns

Ops and support not being ready when the work is ready is a symptom of a lack of DevOps cooperation. Surprises

by either team are also symptoms of this.

2.7 Capability: Use automated testing to eliminate waste

Objective

Most developers believe they spend a lot of time fixing bugs. However, if you ask a developer to trace their efforts,

you’ll see something like this:

1) Time spent trying to reproduce the bug

2) Time spent “fixing” the bug

3) Discover it caused another problem

4) Time undoing the fix

5) Time spent again “fixing” the bug

6) Verifying the fix.

The reality is that they spend more time finding the bug than fixing it. This is not semantics. I say this because if the

bug were identified immediately, there would be almost no time “fixing” it right after putting it in. This does not

even count the added waste from the bug’s impact on others.
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Why this is important

Not having automated tests creates a tremendous amount of waste.  Both for the people who had to correct the

errors and those who assumed the code was working.

How to implement when using iterations or flow

The most effective way to implement automated testing is to use a testing framework.

Anti-patterns

 Code being fragile.

 Developers believe they spend a lot of time fixing bugs.
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Timeboxing or Flow? (ASG)

Timeboxing is looking out to the future to see how much work you can do in the specified timebox. Flow is looking

at the next piece of work and getting it out as soon as you can. You can put flow into a timeboxed system, but that

is not the same as just using flow.

The decision to use timeboxing, as in Scrum, or flow, as in Lean and Kanban, is an important one. It is often a good

decision to make early on as it creates the context for many other practices and will be the basis for how roles

cooperate with each other. However, it should not be considered a one-and-done decision. Many times starting

with timeboxing is a good one to make the transition to Agile easier. Once basic Agile practices are underway,

going to a flow model can further the transition. But just as often a flow model may be better because it can be

much less disruptive. In this section, we’ll discuss how to make this decision.

Timeboxing (also called using sprints or iterations) is when a team decides what they will build over a particular

length of time. It is the common practice of Scrum and SAFe to use timeboxing. Scrum tends to use 2-4 week

timeboxes they call “sprints.”  SAFe uses 2–3-month timeboxes they call program increments.

Flow is when items of value are pulled by the team and done to completion at which point another item is pulled.

Flow may be done with many items in play or only one. This latter approach is called “one-piece-flow” which is

often popular in manufacturing but not recommended as a general rule.

There are two extremes (#1 and #4 below), and hybrid approaches are possible. These are:

1. Pure timeboxing. Decide on what work will be done within a certain pre-determined period of time and

don’t worry about the order the work is done within the timebox.

2. Timebox the work, but do the work selected in a flow-like manner. That is, try to keep as few items in play

as possible without slowing the team down.

3. Flow with timeboxing. In this case, an “item” to be worked on can be worked for a particular amount of

time. You’re still thinking flow but have decided that working on a certain amount of work within a short

interval.

4. Flow. No timeboxing of work, just work on items of the highest importance but do have a cadence for

coordination.

If you’re going to do timeboxing, it is recommended that you do flow within it.  This speeds up the completion of

individual items and therefore speeds up feedback and the delivery of value.

The choice of using timeboxing or flow is not always a clear one. Many factors are often involved. Some of these

factors predispose a team to choose flow or timeboxing. Many times, however, this choice will best be made after

going through the required objectives and seeing how to best meet them.

When it's not clear, it's often best to choose the practices that appear best and make a choice after going through

the list of roles, events, artifacts, and rules and using the practices chosen. Regardless of which practice is chosen,

the focus should always be on value delivered and keeping work-in-process as low as possible while not impeding

workflow.

However, sometimes the choice is clear right up front. These are the factors that may have you decide upfront

which approach to take:

Reasons to timebox

1. People may be more familiar with timeboxing. They may have experience with Scrum already. But be

wary of proponents of timeboxed-based approaches claiming teams new to Agile should always start this

way. That's more marketing hype than truth.

2. Either due to familiarity or how the team likes to work, timeboxing would be an easier transition for the

team.

3. The team is clear about what needs to be built and releases will likely take a few sprints (timeboxes) to be

completed.

4. Releases typically take more than one iteration to build.
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Reasons to use flow

1. You are building a new product and working in a discovery mode with Minimum Viable Products. Flow

makes more sense here because you can’t plan very far ahead since you are not sure what the product is.

2. You are doing a significant of maintenance work (including being mostly a support organization). This

means the time spent working on new functionality will be interrupted by maintenance items.

3. As maintenance work increases the difficulty of planning new work becomes more difficult.

4. The team is continuously interrupted by other teams.

From a mechanistic point of view flow typically gives better results. The reason is that with a flow model you focus

on releasable items to build and work on fewer items. It also makes it more likely that problems will be solved

immediately instead of waiting for the retrospection. Since teams should release when work is ready, not

necessarily at the end of the timebox, planning beyond a release that will occur in the next iteration makes sense.

That said, it’s important for the team to decide what they are more comfortable with.

The difference in how timeboxing and flow shows up in work

When timeboxing is being used, especially if it was selected because the teams were not experienced, there is a

tendency for teams to open too many stories. The focus is on getting the sprint plan accomplished. While there

may be an intention to release part of it early the commitment is to the sprint, not the early release. This often

results in many stories being open throughout the sprint and many get closed towards the end of the sprint. This is

not an efficient way of working and delays getting feedback to the end of the sprint.

When flow is used the focus is on what is being released next. This prevents opening up stories that relate to what

will happen after the release. This focus tends to prevent too many stories from opening and increases

cooperation. Note, however, that this attitude can be used even when timeboxing is used – and it should be.

A potential challenge with timeboxing and management

A common challenge teams face is management asking to insert a new request into the mix. This is very easy for

them to justify when timeboxing is used because it just adds one more thing to the pile. Working a little harder is

expected.  When flow is used, work is clearly sequenced – we work on items in order of value. It is easy to show

management that injecting this new piece of work into the sequence slows everything else done. That doesn’t

mean management will abide by this, but it does make it clearer that there are consequences. This also sets the

stage for making work interruptible, a useful technique.
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What to start with

In whatever way your team starts, you can move forward and change as appropriate. Regardless of which

approach you take you always need to have a cadence. This enables the coordination of different teams and roles.

A decision table for timeboxing or flow

Situation. Put a 1 in the appropriate column for each

question

Flow Time-box

Reasons to choose timeboxing

Are people more familiar with Scrum than Kanban? Y=Tb.

N=Flow

Would using timeboxing be an easier transition for the

team? Y=Tb. N=Flow

Can the team look ahead a week or so on what needs to

be built? Y=Tb. N=Flow

Do releases typically take more than one iteration? Y=Tb.

N=Flow

Reasons to choose flow

Are you building a new product and using MVPs? Y=Flow.

N=Tb

Are you doing more than 20% maintenance work?

Y=Flow. N=Tb

Is planning new work difficult? Y=Flow. N=Tb

Are you continuously being interrupted by other teams?

Y=Flow. N=Tb

Is your team willing to be more disciplined in order to get

the benefit of a flow approach? Y=Flow. N=Tb

Total

This is just a preliminary decision

As you work through this book, you may learn concepts that have you change your decision. There are times when

how you work changes as well. For example, you may start working on a new product and decide you want to use

flow. After some time, you understand what needs to be built and shift into a time-boxing mode. After it’s

released, you may be more in maintenance mode and shift back to flow. The critical thing, however, is to stick with

the method you chose during the period you chose it for. Also, even when you use timeboxing, you will be doing

flow within the timebox.

How Timeboxing Can Create Waste

Question to students: When do customers know what they want?

Answer: After we show them what they don’t want.

Question: So when do we want to show them something?

Answer: As soon as possible.

There are tradeoffs in using timeboxing. It’s quick to pick up and useful as a start. Using timeboxing can often be

the best approach short and long term. But it has some inherent disadvantages in many situations. These are:
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1. In the middle of the timebox (sprint in Scrum), you may discover that the rest of the work to do isn’t as

important as what you had planned. You can, of course, swap the work, but there is a likelihood that the

analysis time you spent on the pushed-out work didn’t need to be done.

2. If you find you come to the end of the timebox and haven’t started some stories, then you’ve wasted time

analyzing them.

3. If you decide not to carry them over, they may need to be re-analyzed by the time you do get to them.

4. With more stories available to do, people will likely open more stories than needed. This challenge can be

overcome with discipline by incorporating flow into the timebox. But if you do that, you don’t need to

plan the timebox – just take the essential items as they come.

If you’re ending up having stories open at the end of a timebox, shorten the timebox.

Many Scrum teams face the problem of having stories unopened at the end of a two-week sprint. This represents

waste because even if the stories are carried over to the next sprint, the analysis is two weeks old. And they may

need to be reanalyzed as well. Analyzing two weeks of stories takes more time as well. You also can’t take

advantage of what you’ve learned from previously done stories. Using 1-week sprints will mitigate this problem.

Quicker building, quick discovery. Shorter-term meetings. Of course, if getting customers and product owners

together is impossible every week, you may need to make sprints longer.

If you’re fully doing flow in the sprint you will discover you only need the sprint for two

things

Sprints are useful for creating a vision. But a focus on value and using MBIs is ofen better. They are also useful for

creating cadence. But cadence can be applied with or without timeboxing.  Since you can release when enough

value is present, you can drive from what you are going to release. If you’ve selected iterations and now have a

sense of how to do flow, consider this:

Since you want to release when value is ready, should you focus on the sprint goal or on what you can release first

within the sprint? Which will speed up the release?

If you focus on the release and do flow in the sprint- what’s the purpose of timeboxing?

Warning: If you are doing Scrum, don’t just abandon sprints because you are having challenges with them.

Sprints serve a purpose. Just abandoning them is not a good idea. Flow can provide an alternative set of practices,

but you must:

1. Have small batches

2. Focus on completing what you start

3. Manage work in process and accumulated risk

It typically takes more discipline to use flow than timeboxing, but the savings can be significant.

Doing this properly changes “we do Scrum but we don’t do sprints” to “we do Scrum except instead of sprints, we

use flow.”

Timeboxing tends to slow down interactions with customers

This is a case study by Al Shalloway

When you are building something you are absolutely sure of, you can often go off and build it and then come back

to have a review by the customer. But this does add risk as even when you are sure you understand, you often

won’t.

In the mid-90s, before I was consciously doing Agile, I had an important client that wanted a report. I had a history

with them that they’d ask for things only to tell me later that I hadn’t gotten it right. So when they gave me their

requirement I decided to mock it up with their own data.

The client was a large spa, and they were asking for a services report by all their technicians (i.e., hair stylists,

masseuses, colorists, …). They wanted both the detail by type of service for the client and also totals by

department. It was an involved report but only looked to take a few days to do. So I got confirmation with the

mock-up, created the report, and showed them the results feeling very confident I had nailed it.
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Not at all. They didn’t like it and told me what I had done wrong. I admit I was pretty puzzled – they had seen the

mockups and I had given them a report based on that. These people were not stupid, nor not caring (they were

paying me by the hour). What happened?

On reflection, I realized that seeing a report’s results is not the same as running the report yourself. They looked at

the mock-up report, but didn’t truly understand it.

A few years later when I got into XP and about emergence of requirements, I realized had I done the report in an

Agile way, I could have saved the time required to mock it up and would have gotten it the first time. I should have

created a report with stylist totals and gotten confirmation that was right. Then I could add revenue by

department and get confirmation again. I could have repeated this each time, adding a little function, validating it,

and then moving forward. This would have worked. And I’ve done this since and have seen it does.

Timeboxing gives the illusion that we know what to do for a few weeks. It hides the waste caused by not having

more feedback with the customer / product owner. While it may not be possible to meet as frequently as useful, at

least be aware there is a cost to that.
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3. Capabilities for the Quality of the Product

Product quality has several aspects:

1. How well does it meet the needs of the stakeholders of the business who are funding the product?

2. How well does it meet the needs of the customers?

3. How well the product is built?

The third one has several aspects to it. These will impact how easy the product is to maintain as well as change.

These aspects include:

 Technical architecture

 Business architecture

 Implementation quality

While building the right thing is critical, building it well is also essential.  This is especially true when the company

has long-term relationships with its customers. In this case, the quality of the product is of value to the customer

since updates will be expected.

The four capabilities in this chapter are:

3.1 Ensure you’re creating the greatest value

3.2 Have high quality from the customer’s perspective

3.3 Validate the requirements with examples

3.4 Create value in small steps to enable getting quick feedback

3.1 Capability: Ensure you’re creating the greatest value

There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all. Peter Drucker

Objective

While we are always looking to increase our ability to build more in less time by eliminating wasted effort, at any

one point we have a limited capacity. To maximize our value-adding capability we need to work on the most

important items.

Value, however, is often in the eyes of the beholder. The question of value must include who the beholder is. We

must break from the bias that the user of our system is the main stakeholder in our system. This bias is rooted in

the roots of Agile which is more than 2 decades old. Instead, we must look at all stakeholders. This includes those

in our company as well as the company using our services. For example, a restaurant management system will

have stakeholders in the restaurant (management, legal, food services) as well as in the company building it

(marketing, sales, executives, legal). All of these stakeholders will be competing for the constrained capabilities

available.

Why this is important

The most significant cost/waste is building the wrong thing. Don’t be misled into listening to only some of the

stakeholders involved.

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

High-value items can be used to align work to business value. If this is not present people will not coordinate what

they are working on to get value out the door quickly. Whether you are using timeboxing or flow is not particularly

significant except that flow will likely get you quicker feedback.

One method for discovering what is of value is to identify the value of those stakeholders. Joy, Inc, presents the

idea of a persona target. It is used to identify the users of a system and how their importance relates to each

other. But this can be used to identify stakeholder values as well. This doesn’t need to be done for small items, but

should be done for significant items of work.
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Use the target by placing the role of the stakeholder and what they consider to be of value on the target in the

appropriate position. The more important the stakeholder the closer to the center it is on the target.

Anti-patterns

If you aren’t building from the stakeholders’ perspectives your product will likely not be the most important thing

that can be built.

3.2 Capability: Have high product quality from the customers’ perspective

“Software is notoriously difficult to use. I’ve often said ‘if a person acted the way most software systems do they’d

be punched out within 5 minutes.’” Al Shalloway

Objective

Figuring out what customers want and need is considered to be notoriously difficult. But much of this is because

most people pay attention to the system they are building and not the customer’s journey. Focusing on the

customer’s value streams via the customer journeys is how we determine what to build.

Let’s face it. A lot of software is difficult to use and built poorly. It’s awkward, inconsistent, hard to learn, and hard

to use. If a person responded to people the way most software responds to people, they’d be punched out in five

minutes. This happens because most developers come from the perspective of what they are building instead of

how the customer is going to use it. Or assumptions are made that don’t need to be made. For example, many

products work best for right-handed people when with just a little thought they could have been designed for

either left or right-handed people.

What’s needed is software that functions the way people want it to. Even better when it opens possibilities or

people that they hadn’t considered. We want the software to improve how people work and live.

Most products, especially software systems, are created from the perspective of the product or the software

system being built. But this is the wrong perspective to use. It creates a need for the customer to understand the

way the product is designed or how the system behaves. Unfortunately, the way designers think, and the way

customers think is often not in synch.

What’s needed is to focus on what would be a good value stream for the customer. From this, we can ask “what

would the customer journey have to be to enable a good customer journey?” When that is understood we can

build the product or system from the customers’ perspective, not the developers’.
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A physical product example.

I once was an avid photographer. I was using an Olympus camera that had through-the-lens light metering. This

meant that I could use two strobes at once and the camera would automatically set the shutter speed. In looking

for hand-held camera mounts that would hold the camera and an additional strobe (one strobe would be mounted

on the camera itself) I noticed that many mounts would only allow for the handle to be mounted on the left side of

the camera. Left-handers, like I was, were left out. In looking at these holders, it was clear they could have been

just as well designed to be held by either hand. That users would want to do it differently was clearly not

considered. Instead, it appears the thought process was based on the components of the camera mount.

Why this is important

If people have difficulty using your products, they won’t appreciate the value that might be in them.

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

This section includes the same directives as the previous implementation section on how to implement and ensure

you’re creating the correct value. However, it has one more – use the customer journey to design the system.

As mentioned earlier in the book, the customer journey can be used to improve the innovation of products and

services. We can do this by taking these steps:

1. Get familiar with the customers’ goals and commitments

2. Look at their commitments to see if there are better ways to achieve them

3. Design a customer value stream based on these better ways

4. Look to see what the customer journey would be to enable this customer value stream

5. Design the system to enable that customer journey

Anti-patterns

If you aren’t building from the stakeholders’ perspectives your product be awkward, even difficult to use. It won’t

garner the support your organization would like to get from its customers. You won’t get viral selling from your

customers that you’d like to get.

3.3 Capability: Validate the requirements with examples (ASG)

"You Cannot Learn What You Think You Already Know." Epictetus

"It ain't what you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's what you know for sure that just ain't so." Mark Twain

 “The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place.” George Bernard Shaw

Reflecting on the quotes above provides insights into why we often have such bad requirements. People hearing

the requirement think they understand it. But they don’t.

Objective

It doesn’t make sense to build something if you aren’t sure what the requirement is. After you build it the person

giving you the requirement will use some acceptance criteria. Asking them what that criteria is before you build

something will help avoid building the wrong thing. This acceptance criterion is already in their head or will soon

be. They may just not have told you it. The idea of “test-first” is really getting what the person making the

requirement is going to use to see if the right thing was built before you start creating it.

Why this is important

Without this, the creators of the functionality will mostly be guessing, while thinking they know, what is needed.

This will waste time and create a lot of handbacks.
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How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

This approach can be followed when using either timeboxing or flow. The only difference is the number of

examples gathered.

A simple practice to always follow is for people being given a requirement to ask, “how will I know I’ve done that?”

whenever they are asked to create something. This requires the requester to stop and think about it, gaining

clarity on the request. It also provides the person about to create the requested functionality with an opportunity

to start their process by having the end in mind. When combined, these two create a mutual understanding of

what is required.

How to do requirements by example – an example

Consider a situation where developers are tasked with writing a payroll system. They are given these initial

requirements:

 People are paid a set wage when they work Monday to Friday for up to 40 hours a week.

 They are paid time and a half after the first 40 hours

 They are paid twice their salary when they work on holidays or Sundays.

The product owner tells the devs they have to leave for a week but are happy to answer any questions. So the devs

ask:

 Where do we find the employee wages?

 What day of the week does a week end?

 Where do we find the hours worked by employees?

 What are the holidays of the company?

Possibly some others. Basically, the devs look at what they know, and what they don’t know. They then ask

questions about what they don’t know. While often considered trite, there is an important truism that we know

some things, we don’t know some things, and there are some things we don’t know, but we don’t know that we

don’t know them. This is the territory for missed requirements. The way to avoid this problem is to include with

requirements examples of what it means to satisfy them.

Let’s say the product owner gives these three cases:

1. Pay with no overtime

2. Pay with overtime but no holiday or Sundays

3. Pay with overtime and some hours on a holiday.

Let’s look at these in tabular form:

Standard hours Holiday / Sunday

hours

Wage Pay()

40 0 $20.00

45 0 $20.00

48 8 $20.00

It is very important not to proceed until you fill in the rightmost column.

The first two cases are pretty easy and most people get them right.

Standard hours Holiday / Sunday

hours

Wage Pay()

40 0 $20.00 $800

45 0 $20.00 $950

48 8 $20.00 ???
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Now really, take the time to calculate the third. In running this example most people respond with $1360 or $1120.

Actually, there are usually one or two other solutions given, but they are usually the result of math errors. That we

get two different answers is interesting on its own. After a brief discussion, it is discovered that the discrepancy is

due to whether the “Standard hours” is the total hours worked or just the non-holiday/Sunday hours. If it’s the

total number of hours worked, then the answer would be:

 40 * 20 = $800 ---- this is our wages for our first 40 hours

 8 * 20 * 2 = $320 --- this is our time for working on holidays or Sundays

 TOTAL = $1120

In the other case we’d have

 40 * 20 = $800 ---- this is our wages for our first 40 hours

 8 * 20 * 1.5 = $240 --- this is our time for working overtime

 8 * 20 * 2 = $320 --- this is our time for working on holidays or Sundays

 TOTAL= $1360

But, in fact, the correct answer is $1520. Huh? That’s because there’s something else afoot. Something else we

didn’t know, but we didn’t know we didn’t know it.

Can you figure out why this is? Notice that that’s not really important. Now that you know you don’t know you can

just ask.

Before giving you the answer, let’s see if we can make it clear why this problem occurs. Consider a metal-cased

pen, a plastic-cased pen, pencil, and a whiteboard marker. Would you consider them the same? Or different? Most

people would say they are different. But now consider if you can think of them as the same. Most people say “yes,

they are all writing instruments.”

People can consider these items the same or consider them different. The question then is how you are thinking of

them differently when you consider them the same and how you’re thinking of them when they are different? The

difference, of course, is the level of abstraction. They are the same conceptually but have different

implementations.

Now, consider the requirement of “twice their wage.” What is their wage? Is it their standard wage or their

overtime wage? How would you know? You wouldn’t. And you almost certainly didn’t know you didn’t know. You

just figured it was their standard wage because that’s how people talk.

If you asked the product owner, they’d have told you “twice the wage they are being paid.”  Notice that while you

think of the standard and overtime wages as different, as with pen and pencils, we could think of them as the

same.

Now we can see that the answer to the third case is:

40 * $20 + 8 * $20 *1.5 + 8* $20 * 1.5 * 2 =  $800 + $240 + $480= $1520

But also notice that given the answer of $1520 and a little Algebra, we can calculate what the rate we should be

using in the 3
rd

 example:

40 * $20 + 8 * $20 *1.5 + 8* x = $1520 OR

$800 + $240 + 8* x = $1520   8 * x = $1520- $1040    8 * x = $480 which makes x = $60

Wage = $60, the overtime wage of $20 times 1.5 times 2.

The bottom line is, never accept a requirement without asking the question (and getting an answer), “how will I

know I’ve done that?” Notice this takes no extra work since the person asking for the requirement will have to

figure this out eventually. You’re just asking for it up-front.

How to take this further

I call this “baseline Behavior Driven Development (or BDD).” Dan North created BDD as a way to create clear

requirements. BDD suggests using the format “<given> <when> <then>.” The <then> is the output, not the action,

which is left to the developer. Each line in the tables above includes the “given” and “then.” The “when” is when

the event that triggers the calculation happens.
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Anti-patterns

You are not doing this effectively if, after building something, the customer says it was the wrong thing.

3.4 Capability: Create value in small steps to get quick feedback

Objective

Mistakes happen. While we should try to avoid them, we must catch them quickly. Otherwise, more time will be

spent on the effect of the mistake.

Using Feedback to Manage Unexpected Events

Unexpected events are a way of life in product development. Learning what will make a difference to customers

usually has to be discovered by creating a series of small features, showing them to customers, and getting

feedback on their value. This underscores the importance of short feedback cycles. Having them enables the

process mentioned above to go more quickly.

As we will see later in the book, much of the unpredictability in knowledge work comes more from people not

following good practices. However, external events are unforeseen. To deal with them, we must be in a state that

allows effective pivoting.

See the chapter Dealing with Complexity in Knowledge Work for more.

Why this is important

Quick feedback is critical to avoid building the wrong product. In some situations, it is difficult for teams to contact

the product owner, so it is essential to set up a cadence for conversations as needed.

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

This is one of the critical factors in deciding whether to use timeboxing or flow. If the product being built is not well

known, the continuous demonstration may be necessary for validation and pivoting. If we're creating a new

product with MVPs, then it is likely that flow should be used. When feedback speed needs to be high, recognize

that planning an entire timebox will likely be a waste because we will change what we want to work on as we get

feedback.

The most significant cost/waste is building the wrong thing. That is often hard to prevent, but you at least want to

notice when you've done it as soon as possible.

Anti-patterns

If you’re not getting quick feedback from your customer, you are likely going to do a combination of the following:

 build the wrong functionality

 build more functionality than you need

 miss opportunities to build and create functionality
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4. Organizing Teams and Backlogs for Effective Value Streams

This section describes how a few teams can work together. Meeting these objectives is enough for most

companies with fewer than 75 people in their development area to be effective.

4.1 Capability: Have an Effective Value Creation Structure

Objective

Have people be organized so that they can work together effectively. How the people who work together are

organized is called the “value creation structure.” How they are organized has a big impact on effectiveness. Most

important is how focused people are on working as a team. But the way individuals are organized into teams is

also important. The greater the physical distance and time zone difference, the harder it is to collaborate.

Why This Is Important

Collaboration is difficult when people are not organized effectively.  A result is that synergy between people on the

team is lessened. When people are working on multiple projects and/or products, this creates both multitasking

and delays.

Effective value creation structures can eliminate dependencies between teams which often cause delays in

workflow. While cross-functional teams are ideal, they often can’t be achieved due to limited skill sets or requiring

multiple teams to build some functionality.

How to implement whether using timeboxing or using flow

The ideal structure is a cross-functional team. This is a team that has all the capabilities required to create the

value requested. Achieve cross-functionality to the extent practical. When teams are not possible or practical,

manage how they work with each other using flow methods to reduce delays in workflow. Consider the borrow

team member pattern when appropriate.

There are value creation structure patterns that can be used in different situations.

Value Creation Structure Pattern – Borrow Team member

Name of pattern: Borrow team member

When to use it:

When one team has the need for one or more team-members full-time from another team for an extended period

of time.

How to implement it:

The support team members work as if they are on the team they are supporting. They still go to the daily standups

of their real team to keep them apprised of what’s happening.

A story about how this pattern was created:

In 2009 I was coaching a company we were working on. They were doing Scrum, but we had also taught them

various Lean principles. They were aware that delays and handoffs caused delays and extra work. That when

people who were required to get a story done were not working together, there was usually a fair amount of

rework when integration was done between the teams.

I was showing up at the client every other week. One time I came in, the person running their improvement

initiative (he reported to the CTO) asked me about something he had done while I was gone. He said they had one

team that required the full-time efforts of two members of another team. They had been working with the

supporting team allocating two people full-time to them.

He said he’d been thinking about what I said about the delays in two people working on the same thing but taking

days to integrate. He said he had told the two team members to work with the team they were supporting as if

they were on it. He added that the members were still considered to be on their original team and had to attend
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the daily standups of both teams to ensure any changes they made for the team they were supporting were

consistent with their overall home team’s efforts.

This worked exceptionally well. There are three salient points to make, however.

First, these two people complained about having to attend two daily standups. It was a small price to pay,

however. It does illustrate that sometimes individual team members don’t like doing what’s for the benefit of

everyone.

Second, the manager based the decision on what he knew about Lean theory, having never seen this technique

before. He had created it out of an understanding of Lean theory.

Third, the improvement was immediate. It did not take any learning to get the benefit.

Value Creation Structure Pattern – Sharing Team Member with Kanban

As previously mentioned, the ideal value creation structure is a cross-functional team. However, this is not always

possible or even advisable. Two cases come to mind (these are actual cases, not fabrications to make a point).

Case 1: Specialists whose expertise needs to be shared across multiple teams and who can’t be cross-trained, but

for which there is enough overall capacity.

I did my first Scrum implementation around 2000. I was helping a small team of developers who were writing a

new application for about 100 teams of engineers. They were the ideal team for doing Scrum – cross-functional

and had the skills to build their product. It took me about 2 hours to get them started. The teams I’m talking about

were the ones this team was supporting. Each of these 100 teams required the time of a metallurgist. The

metallurgists had an average of 8 years of experience after receiving their Ph.D. I was curious about how they did

their work, and as a person with master’s degrees in mathematics and engineering, I thought I’d ask a few

questions about what they did. Woah. Everything I was told went way over my head. It was clear that you did not

have these folks cross-train others. But you also didn’t need to hire any more folks. That’d be unadvisable since the

ten metallurgists available to the team could always get the team’s questions answered quickly enough.

Case 2: Three teams were looking to go Agile and wanted to do Scrum. However, two people amongst the teams

were needed by all three teams. Essentially, these two team members were part of the team that had originally

built the application being extended. Without their past experience, the three teams would struggle. Scrum

requires each team to be cross-functional, but since all of the teams needed some of these two, no team could

truly do Scrum. In this case, it was possible, and advisable, to cross-train people, but the question remained – what

do they do while the cross-training is taking place?

The solution was straightforward. Consider the three teams to be “core teams.” That is, each has most of the skills

necessary to get the job done but is just missing one or two required skills that the two specialized team members

had. Set up a kanban board for the two people the teams need. The three teams put what they need on the board

either in a planning-forward manner or when they discover them. In a “planning forward” manner, during the

iteration planning of the two teams, they can load up the Kanban board, ensuring they don’t overload the two

people. The two folks share the board in this case since they had the same necessary skills.

Anti-pattern(s)

When you don't have effective value creation structures, several challenges result:

 Delays occur between the steps

 People have to multi-task

 Integration is delayed, making it take longer time than necessary

Resources

Expertise And The Shared Services Problem: A Conversation With Don Reinertsen. Another great article debunking

the myth that cross-functional teams are needed. Amplio is consistent with this approach.

https://www.forrester.com/blogs/expertise-and-the-shared-services-problem-a-conversation-with-don-reinertsen/
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4.2 Capability: Shared backlogs TBD7

This section discusses the use of a shared backlog.

Coordinating Teams with Backlog Management

4.3 Capability: Aligning market solutions to teams

Objective

Organize teams to work on one product so that people are primarily in one value stream. Since this is not usually

easy to start with, this capability provides a way to move from where an organization is to the structure it should

be.

Why this is important

Most organizations have people working in multiple value streams. But just disengaging them is difficult. This

capability provides a step-by-step method of going from invisible value streams to autonomous ones.

One can think of value stream management as having three aspects to it:

1. What goes into the start of the value stream

2. How the people in the value stream are organized

3. The workflow in the value stream

We have already talked about the importance of MVPs and MBIs as what goes into the value stream. How the

people are organized (what’s called the value creation structure) interacts significantly with the workflow of the

value stream.  These two factors (structure and workflow) interact with each other and should improve together.

How to implement it

Companies find themselves in varying degrees of autonomous value streams. Here are several going from worst

case to best case:

1) Work is not visible. Value streams can’t even be seen.

2) Work is visible but there is no collaboration with the value streams

3) Stakeholders have been identified. Value streams try to work on the most important work but there is no

collaboration

4) Value streams coordinate with each other

5) Work is planned to help the value streams work together

6) Shared backlogs are used to align the work

7) Align teams to market

We will walk through these cases. We will describe what improvements are made at each step and how one step

compares to the next. Although we are going through these a step at a time, do not feel you have to. Skipping

steps is good and gets better results faster when you are clear about what to do.

I. No visibility

This is the worst-case situation and fortunately, not very common. In this case, work comes in and gets delegated

to one or more teams to work on. However, no real effort is made in tracking the information. The result is people

are working on lots of things but no one is sure what all of the work is. It makes it difficult to coordinate things and

people are always being interrupted on an adhoc basis. This is depicted in Figure 4.1

https://portal.netobjectives.com/reading-path/agile-coach-advanced/agile-coach-advanced-coordinating-teams-with-backlog-management/
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Figure 4.1. Work comes in, is given to teams, and visibility of it is lost

II. Visibility but no collaboration

In this case, the work is being tracked but everyone is working independently of the other. This is an improvement

in that we can at least see the work. But collaboration is done on an Adhoc basis. The main action to move from no

visibility to this state is simply having an intake process that all work must go through.

Figure 4.2 Visibility without collaboration.
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III. Stakeholder identified.

An easy next step is to identify the stakeholders and have a general sequence of the work to be done. Everyone is

still working independently, but at least there is a general awareness of what’s important and what’s not. At least

some of the time.

This is depicted in Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3. Stakeholders identified but little collaboration.

IV. Value streams coordinate with each other

At this point, it’s straightforward to get the teams to start collaborating with each other. This can be done with

value managers talking to each other to see what needs to be done. While the teams may plan separately, they are

at least working on a coordinated list. The flow looks like what was in the earlier step, but the coordination work

makes it have fewer interruptions. This is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Work is visible and coordinated.
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Work is planned to help the value streams work together.

In this case, the teams plan together to coordinate the work to be done. Backlogs for the different teams are

somewhat sequenced in the same order across the organization.

This is shown in figure 4.5

Figure 4.5  Work planned together. Separate backlogs in z coordinated sequence.

VI. Shared Backlogs

Pulling from a shared backlog can be very useful.  When this happens we can be assured that all of the capacity

needed to build something will be available when it is pulled. This is shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6. Teams pulling from a shared backlog.
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VII. Teams aligned to their markets

In this case, each product/market has people dedicated to building what’s needed. And they have all of the

capabilities needed as well. This is the ideal situation and is shown in Figure 4.7. If you can jump to this that’s

great. But most people don’t have the capacity balanced in the way they need to get here from the start. It’s often

worth looking to see what capabilities are needed and then cross-train to achieve it. This can accelerate your

getting here more quickly

Figure 4.7 Teams aligned to markets.

VIII. Micro-enterprises

The next level would be each market is separate from each other with its own development group. This has

completely independent value streams.

Anti-patterns

Anti-patterns of not improving here are:

 work does not improve

 work may start being pushed onto teams

 teams interrupt each other

 severe multi-tasking
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5. Learning, Improving, and Pivoting (ASG)

Note from Al TBD: will bring in triple loop learning from how buildings think.

Learning is the essence of both Agile and Lean. Unfortunately, this is not appreciated as much as it should be. Agile

has no set method for learning. Lean focuses on continuous learning and an attitude that the system people are in

causes most of the errors that take place. Lean also has a considerable number of first principles that have already

been discussed earlier in this book.

Its “stop the line” mentality is based on the mindset that the system is causing almost all of the errors that occur.

Therefore, when one is found we must fix it immediately or it will cause other errors. While many pay attention to

the 4 values and 12 principles of the Manifesto for Agile Software development, its opening words “we are

discovering better ways …” are most important.

This is not something to take place daily or weekly or at the end of an iteration. It is something to do continuously.

Learning and improving are about what we’re building, how we are building, and what our process is of building.

These are the lessons in this chapter:

5.1 Prepare for the start of a project or for the start of building a product

5.2 Keep everyone informed

5.3 Know how to select a more appropriate practice

5.4 Have frequent reviews

The key here is “continuously.” Waiting to improve has 3 serious consequences. First is the lost opportunity for

improvement. Something noticed early doesn’t get improved for days or weeks. The second is that at the end of an

iteration people want to either celebrate or forget what happened. The opportunity for improvement seems lost.

Reflect on this for a little while and see if this explains why so many daily standups and end iteration retrospectives

seem stale.  Third, sometimes the opportunity just doesn’t come. Learning is not something to leave for later, but

something to do frequently.

There is a lot of evidence that people learn best in small, frequent intervals. This also makes learning safer as we’re

taking small, frequent steps. We want to build the habit of learning. A learning organization is one where the

people in the organization learn habitually.

One thing we should be looking for is how to shorten the time of delays and reduce the number of handoffs.

There are two salient differences between Lean’s learning model and the popular Agile frameworks’ learning

model. Lean calls for continuous learning. It also includes a model based on the first principles discussed earlier in

the book.

Continuous learning means detecting challenges immediately and acting on them just as quickly. As we learn we

also must update our model of understanding.

Single and Double Loop Learning (ASG)

Chris Argyris (1923 – 2013) clarified that there are two levels to learning, which he described as single-loop

learning and double-loop learning.

Here are his definitions:

 Single-loop learning: Learning that changes strategies of action (i.e. the how) …in ways that leave the

values of a theory of action unchanged (i.e., the why)

 Double-loop learning: Learning that results in a change in the values of theory-in-use (i.e., the why), as

well as in its strategies and assumptions (i.e., the how).

In other words, single loop learning focuses on how you are trying to solve a problem but that doesn’t change the

theory on which you are solving it. Double-loop learning has you change the theory (the why) and any assumptions

underneath it.

Amplio’s meaning “improve” (in Latin) applies both to its intention of helping people using it to improve their

methods as well as to Amplio improving itself.
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Even the first principles it espouses are up for questioning. We must always keep in mind George Box’s maxim “All

models are wrong, but some are useful.” While we use Amplio’s theories and those of Flow, Lean, and the Theory

of Constraints on which it is based, we must remember that these are just theories and that they can be improved.

Figure 5.1 Single loop and double loop learning compared graphically.

Learning Methods (ASG)

Two popular learning methods are Deming’s Plan-Do-Study-Adjust (PDSA) and John Boyd’s Observe-Oriented-

Decide-Act (OODA). Neither one is inherently better than the other. But the practicalities of each have me favor

the OODA loop. It is worth understanding both since each highlights different ways of learning.

A key to both is this observation from Deming:

The essence of this is that when we learn we must not only improve our practices but must improve our

understanding on which they are built.

Plan-Do-Study-Adjust

Plan do study adjust means to:

 Plan what you are going to do based on your understanding of what’s happening

 Then do it.

 Study the results. This includes questioning whether your understanding of what’s happening is accurate.

 Adjust both our model of understanding and our strategy if needed.
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This is shown in figure 5.2

The key in PDSA is that we’re using our understanding of the situation to guide us while using the experience we

get to improve our understanding. It’s a classic example o fusing double-loop learning.

Figure 5.2: Plan-Do-Study-Adjust

Plan-Do-Study-Adjust Vs Inspect and Adapt

PDSA is an example of double-loop learning. Each cycle includes questioning if we can improve our approach.

Inspect and adapt has us look to see how we must respond to what happened. But it doesn’t have us question our

approach.

There is a big philosophical difference here. PDSA reflects our belief that much of what we do has a clear cause and

effect. Inspect and adapt has us act as if we can’t understand this causality. We’re not suggesting that the work we

do is deterministic, but rather that many of our actions have somewhat predictable consequences.

Lean takes a scientific approach. It believes you can understand the effects that your actions have. Lean suggests

that one should consider how they are working to be the best way they know-how. In this regard, their method of

working is a hypothesis – "this is the best way to do our work." We make improvements to how we work by

suggesting new a new hypothesis and seeing what happens. That is, we see how our actions affected our results. In

Kanban, we focus on managing work-in-process levels. Our process hypothesis typically includes a set of limits of

different types of work plus service level agreements. We adjust these to maximize the value delivered to the

customer.

This is a marked difference between it and Scrum. While Scrum suggests single-loop learning, its lack of theory as

to how knowledge work requires you to stick with single-loop learning. From the Scrum Guide “Scrum is free and

offered in this Guide. The Scrum framework, as outlined herein, is immutable. While implementing only parts of

Scrum is possible, the result is not Scrum. Scrum exists only in its entirety and functions well as a container for

other techniques, methodologies, and practices.”

In the Agile space, you can think of “Inspect and Adapt” as single-loop learning in order to improve the process you

are doing. For example, a sprint retrospective would have you look at how you could improve what you did in the

last sprint. Double-loop learning would have you look at whether you should even be doing sprints. In other words,

single-loop learning is questioning how to do your process better while double-loop learning questions the

assumptions on which your process is based.
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Observe-Orient-Decide-Act.

Figure 5.3. The OODA Loop

The OODA loop was created by Colonel John Boyd. Some people mistakenly believe it is focused on how to engage

in fighter combat. It is much more sophisticated than that. But this is one of its advantages. It can be used with any

cadence or cycle length. This includes the second by second cadence of air combat and the month-by-month

cadence of organizational strategy. The steps are similar even as the time frame varies.

Observe. We must observe both what’s happening outside of us and observe our own biases and understanding.

Orient. We ask ourselves how our situation relates to our understanding. In particular, we’re recognizing that our

biases affect our observations.

Decide. Now that we’re observed where we are and contrasted with where we’d like to be, we can make decisions

on what actions we need to take.

Act. The actions are now taken.

Loop. We repeat the process by seeing what effect our actions have had. We use this to see if our model needs to

be updated.

References: Revisiting John Boyd and the OODA Loop in Our Time of Transformation.

PDSA Vs OODA

If you are already familiar with PDSA there is no immediate need to switch to OODA. But there is a lesson in OODA

that is worth considering when doing PDSA. PDSA has the sense of a particular planning cadence. This, of course,

can vary. But PDSA was never intended as a continuous process – although it can be. OODA can be thought of as a

variable interval control. OODA can be used at different cycle speeds, so to speak.

Reflection in knowledge work needs to be both continuous and iterative.

https://www.dau.edu/library/defense-atl/blog/revisiting-john-boyd
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Continuous detection is a path to quick prevention

Detecting errors and impediments is important. But what’s better is preventing them. Early detection of errors

with quick action to fix them leads to the prevention of these errors in the future. When one considers that most

errors are caused by the system, this means that we can prevent a significant number of errors when we focus on

early detection and correction.

This requires having a solid model of how things work, however. Fortunately, Flow, Lean, and the Theory of

Constraints provide that.

It is tempting to be very specific at the front and leave the rest to the adopters. But we can’t be.

We need to prepare for the journey. Scrum is very specific on how to start. Makes it simple to understand. Scrum

leaves how to improve up to its adopters. Makes it difficult to master.

The quicker you put in a correction, the quicker you prevent defects. Early detection is the same as defect

prevention. If you move detection and correction up a certain amount of time, you prevent the errors over that

time.

Figure 5.4 Depicts how early detection can create prevention.

The factors for effective value streams can be used to detect errors in our workflow. Consider how each of them

helps us in table 1.
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Factors for effective value streams Errors detected by it

1
Are small items of high value being

worked on?

Building something of little value is a kind of defect. By

focusing on high value items, we avoid this.

2 Is all work and workflow visible?
Lack of visibility often causes scheduling defects

3
Are people’s workloads within their

capacity?

When people are overloaded, they not only task-switch, but

create more errors

4
Is there quick feedback as well as few

delays in workflow?

By attending to feedback, we can course correct and stop

building the wrong thing.

Long delays lead to waste.

5
Is the quality of the product high? Both

behavior and how it’s built.

Asking the question “how will I know when I’ve done that”

avoids many misunderstandings

6
Are people organized in a way that

reduces waiting for others and handoffs?

Poor organization results in more handoffs and therefore

misunderstandings

7
Are people attending to the value

streams?
This helps implement a lot of the things above

8
Is there attention on managing the eco-

system and not the people?
Systems often cause errors that are beyond individuals to fix.

9 Is there a focus on continuous learning.
Many times lessons are not learned or take too long to

implement changes for.

Table 1. How the Factors for effective value streams helps us detect errors.

5.1 Capability: Prepare for the start of a project or the start of building a

product (ASG)

We want to ensure that we have clarity on what we are about to do, who is involved in working on the

project/product, and what success means. Be clear that this is preparation to, not the planning itself. That is, we’re

not going to figure out what we’re going to do during the project. We’re just going to do the necessary steps to be

able to begin it well.

Why this is important

Without taking the proper steps to prepare, we may have the wrong people involved. Possibly worse is that the

lack of clarity of purpose will cause challenges and failure.

How to implement this when using flow or timeboxing

Starting projects or creating a product takes a certain degree of planning. We, of course, do not want to over-plan

or overthink the process. It could take as little as an hour or two. But avoiding this step can lead to disaster.

Here are the steps we should take. This is done slightly differently if this is a new or existing team that is taking on

something new.

 Identify the team members – for existing teams; this may be a mere acknowledgment that we’re using

the same team. But a quick reflection on whether new skills, not in the current team, will be required.

 Be clear if we’re in a discovery (MVP) or investment (MBI) mode. If MBIs are driving us, ensure we have

clarity on what the smallest, releasable items are (at least the first one)

 Know who our stakeholders are, their values, and what they would consider success.
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 If this is a new team, agree on using flow or timeboxing. If this is an existing team, agree on whether to

continue using what’s been used

 Do a premortem

 Establish our definition of ready (DoR) and our definition of done (DoD)

This can take as little as 1-2 hours. Do not take more than needed.

Do a Pre-Mortem

Most people are familiar with post-mortems. This is an analysis of a project after it has failed to avoid similar

failures. A pre-mortem is intended to get the benefits of a post-mortem before the failure so that we can avoid

failure. It intends to identify the risks a new project or product might face. We anticipate what might go wrong to

avoid them and achieve success.

By anticipating challenges to our work, we can avoid the waste they might create. Of course, there is the danger

that we may anticipate risks that are not real. But it is better to identify a possible risk and discard it than never to

see the risk in the first place.

We must always keep in mind Edgar Schein’s maxim, “we don’t think and talk about what we see; we see what we

are able to think and talk about.”

The pre-mortem has us discuss, and therefore see, what risks are present.

The benefits usually achieved by a pre-mortem far outweigh the cost.

Note that this is not your usual risk analysis method. While the goal may be similar, the approach is quite different.

Risk analysis is starting where you are and looking to the future. The brain works in funny ways and is more

effective in finding what might go wrong by visualizing that first and then working backward.

1. Set the time for the pre-mortem. Usually, 30

minutes is all that’s needed. If you find you need

more you can have a second meeting.

2. Select a facilitator for the pre-mortem. This

person must act as a facilitator and not a

participant. Their role is to guide the process

and the conversations. Exceptions can be made

at points where everyone has had their say and

they feel something very important has been

left out.

3. Imagine your project just ended in a disaster.

The facilitator should give the bad news that the

project has ended in disaster.
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4. Take 2-3 minutes for each person to write down

what happened. This is to be done

independently to maximize brainstorming.

5. Consolidate the lists. Start with one person. Put

their reasons on a whiteboard if everyone is

together or a virtual board if anyone is separate.

Do this by having one person start, and then

have each member add something that is

different.

6. Go through the list and speculate on the impact,

reversibility, and likelihood of each item.

7. Consider what can be done to reduce the

chance of these things happening in the future.

Note this is a kind of learning to learn. We are

creating a better environment for future

projects/products.

8. Have someone make a concise list of what might

happen and our plans to avoid them.

9. Make a time to revisit / review the list

Don’t allow the pre-mortem to devolve into a risk analysis session.  In other words, don’t ask people to describe

any concerns or have the leader ask if “anyone sees any problems?” People who see problems may be quiet to

avoid looking like a negative person. Also, as odd as it might sound, this approach engages the brain in a way that

elicits challenges to be seen.

Not doing a pre-mortem makes it likely that avoidable errors won’t be avoided.

Reference. Gary Klein developed the pre-mortem. Klein, G. (2007). ." Harvard Business Review. 85 (9): 18–19.

His latest book is Seeing What Others Don’t.

Anti-patterns

The anti-patterns are not doing this or taking too long to do this.

https://www.amazon.com/Seeing-What-Others-Dont-Remarkable/dp/1610392515
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5.2 Capability: Keep everyone informed

Objective

Everyone should be clear about what’s going on. This enables people to help others when they are having trouble.

The work itself should be visible in a tool, a virtual board, or a physical board. But seeing the workflow is often not

enough to keep people informed. Sometimes work will be blocked without others who can help being aware of it

Why this is important

Keeping people informed about what happens:

 Increases collaboration

 Saves time if someone needs help

 Informs people if some problem is going to impact them.

How to implement this, whether using timeboxing or flow

There are two ways to implement this. One is daily standups and the other is a commitment to keeping people

informed. Both have their place. This should be a team decision with the team coach ensuring the intention of this

capability is met. If it isn’t, recommitting to the decision or rethinking it should be made.

Daily Standups

Having a short daily standup at pre-set times. While scheduling them in advance is a good idea, the time should be

decided on what’s easiest for people. The idea of having it at the same time comes from the days when Scrum was

done by an autonomous, co-located team. This does not reflect today’s reality. The idea of simple rules to make

things less complex often backfires. You need to look at what works.

Daily standups should be short, no more than 15 minutes. However, it’s often good to block out 30-60 minutes for

the meeting so that if something comes up people have their schedules cleared to work on them.

Standups should be done by “walking the board.” That is, for each item mention its status – “working on” or

“blocked.” After going through them you can mention what’s coming up. If someone needs help this is a good time

to ask for it. Notice how this shifts the discussion from individuals to the team. This helps create a team and lowers

fear – many people feel ashamed to say they are blocked – somehow thinking it is their fault. This shift facilitates

working on the system.

Prior to the meeting, people can vote on whether the meeting is needed or not via Teams or Slack. Very often the

meeting isn’t necessary.

Keeping in touch throughout the day

Teams can also decide to just keep folks up to date during the day with instant messaging and request a short

meeting for those who are involved. This can be expeditious since not everyone needs to know everything that is

going on. If they do, opt for the daily standup. This takes more discipline, however. When using this method it’s

good to schedule at least one standup just to ensure everything is covered on a regular basis.

Anti-patterns

You won’t have a real team and opportunities to save time will be lost if people on the team don’t stay in close

touch.

Doing “this is what I’ve been working on”, “This is what I will work on”, and “this is what I’m blocked by” is an anti-

pattern for a few reasons. First, some cultures feel being blocked lets the team down. While the US culture may

not have this, I have seen some people from other cultures where being part of a community runs deep and

literally cry when they had to say they were blocked. They felt that they’d let the team down and were ashamed.

This type of confrontation is not needed. The second reason is that it puts the focus on the individuals and not the

team.
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5.3 Capability: Know how to select a more appropriate practice (ASG)

A fundamental assertion of Amplio Development is that there are no universal practices. We’ve used this to help

decide which practice to use for a particular situation. This starting attitude can also be used to adjust the current

set of practices we have if later we see we’re having challenges with one of them.

The idea is not to merely change practices when there are challenges, but rather to improve the practices we use

as our understanding improves.

Why this is important

Using practices that are not well-suited to our situation has many disadvantages. First, we’re not working as well as

we can. But just as importantly the team will get frustrated and stop trying to improve. The idea of “do this until

you understand and then you can change” is disrespectful as well. Understanding should be with doing.

How to implement this when using timeboxing or flow

Making changes to practices can be done at any time. Whether you are doing timeboxing or flow does not matter.

In both cases, you should have scheduled times to reflect on what you are doing. When using iterations there is a

tendency to only reflect at the end of the iteration – this often creates a lost opportunity for improvement.

How to improve your practices

Here’s a process to use when you are having a challenge with a practice:

Step 1: Ask if you having challenges with the practice because it is being done poorly? If yes, then consider how

you can do it better. If no, continue.

Step 2: Is there something outside of the team that is causing us this problem? If yes, then see how to fix that or at

least influence the fixing of it. If no, then continue.

Step 3: Is the team in an ecosystem that is causing problems? That is, are people not collocated when they need to

be or are required skills missing? Can you improve on this? If yes, do so. If no, continue to see if another practice

that works within this ecosystem will work better (see next step).

Step 4: What else can we do that meets the same objective of the practice? If there is something else you can do,

then try that. If not stick with the practice until you learn more.
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How to tell if a change is better

Look at the current practice you are doing. Consider another practice to switch to which supports achieving the

same objective. Which of these two practices best achieves the objective?

Use the following template to help you determine this:

Current practice _____________________________________

Alternative practice __________________________________

On a scale of -2 to +2 indicate how each practice would affect the factors for effective value streams.  -2 means

significantly making it worse, -1 means somewhat making it worse, 0 means no effect, 1 means somewhat making

it better, and 2 means significantly making it better.

Factors for effective value streams #1 #2

Are small items of high value being worked on?

Is all work and workflow visible?

Are people’s workloads within their capacity?

Are we getting feedback quickly?

Is the quality of the product (both its behavior and how it’s

built) high? Including from both a behavior and construction

point of view?

Are people organized in a way that reduces waiting for

others?

Are people attending to the value streams?

Is attention on managing the ecosystem and not the people?

If there a focus on continuous improvement?

Anti-patterns

Not attending to the factors for effective value streams has teams continue to use practices that are not well-

suited for them. Look for the team not using the practices they agreed to because there is a sense they are not

getting value from them.

Note to users of Scrum

Some Scrum proponents will now say you are doing ScrumBut. But ScrumBut implies that you didn’t fix the

impediment. When you find a practice that works better than a prescribed Scrum practice, we prefer to call it

ScrumSub. See Rethinking ScrumBut and ScrumAnd – Introducing ScrumSub.

5.4 Objective: Have frequent reviews

Have a way of course correcting both what we are building and the way we are working. These go well beyond

mentioning any blockages but look to see why they are there as well.

Why this is important

It is important to identify problems and solve them as soon as possible. Waiting until the end of an iteration is an

incredible risk and waste. When challenges occur or mistakes are made, and they aren't corrected quickly it tends

to inure the team to just working through problems.

This is the equivalent to Lean's "stop the line" attitude. When a problem occurs, fix it immediately.
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How to implement this when using flow

There are two main ways to implement this. The most common way is to have daily standups. Standups should be

done by focusing on the work. A common approach is to walk the work on the board and ask:

1. This is what we've done - and have a quick statement as to what worked

2. This is what we're going to do next

3. This is what we're having troubles with

Depending on the trouble one runs into, the team needs to look to see not just what the impediment is but what's

the cause of it. Is it how work is being done or what work is being done?

Daily standups can be enhanced or even replaced by impromptu meetings when issues come up. This second way

requires a high degree of discipline, however.

Anti-patterns

Errors keep happening and things stay blocked.
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6. Roles

Now that we know what we have to do, we should specify the responsibilities in the form of roles that are needed.

A person does not necessarily fill a role. While sometimes one person will fill a role, very often a role will be split

across more than one person or two people will share the responsibilities.

6.1 Capability: Decide who is the (Stakeholder) Value Manager

Note for users of Scrum: It is not suggested that you change the name of the product owner to value manager as

that may cause confusion.

The value manager is the role of deciding what value should be created. Value is based on both the stakeholders

and the customers of the company. The Scrum name for this role is “product owner.” Unfortunately, the way the

product owner role is defined and typically implemented in Agile is not as effective as it could be. The name

change is important to not carry the connotation of the Scrum product owner.

Why this is important

What is built is always an integration of business and customer needs. Having a well-defined backlog to pull from is

critical to facilitate the team working on the most important items.

How to implement when using timeboxing or flow

This responsibility is independent of whether an iterative or flow-based approach is being used. Options include:

 Have a value manager outside of the development team be responsible. This enables this person to talk to

all stakeholders and avoid the team getting conflicting priorities.

 Have the team be responsible. This is often the best option when a technical product is being built and

the team understands best what features are important.

 Have the value manager and team be responsible. In this case the product owner is responsible for the

objectives as defined by the stakeholder while the team is responsible for the functionality to achieve

those objectives.

Anti-patterns

If you don't have this responsibility well-defined, people will work on different things based on their own priorities.

It also enables people outside the team to go to individuals and tell them to do something that's been decided for

personal reasons

Very often the value manager becomes a barrier to the team’s ties to the customer. While the value manager has

the responsibility for setting priorities, the role should not become a barrier between the team and stakeholders.

References: To see more about what a value manager should be, see Tom Gilb’s Value Agile: Agile As It Should Be.

To get a better sense of the shortcomings of the product owner, read Mark Schwartz’s The Art of Business Value.

6.2 Capability: Developers

Developers are those people who create value in the product or service. They should be a team, not just a

collection of people working together. This requires mutual trust and an alignment on what they are creating.

Have all of the capabilities needed to create value quickly in a predictable, sustainable, and high-quality fashion.

This does not include dependencies between other teams doing work but relates to when people’s capabilities

that are shared across several teams are needed, for example, business intelligence or UX. Development teams

should have all of the skills required to produce the software being developed. Ideally, this will be for the software

being released in its entirety. In larger organizations, it may be just a component or module of what is being built.

While it is virtually always best for a team to be cross-functional (meaning they have all the skills necessary to

implement the PBIs being built), it is often the case that some capabilities are shared with other teams.

https://leanpub.com/ValueAgile
https://www.amazon.com/Art-Business-Value-Mark-Schwartz/dp/1942788045/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2OAXM1J1N0OLV&amp;keywords=the+art+of+business+value&amp;qid=1657830780&amp;sprefix=the+art+of+business+value%252Caps%252C199&amp;sr=8-1&_encoding=UTF8&tag=successengi03-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=0a0c150e83ab2e037b6575f2e66b3377&camp=1789&creative=9325
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The way these people are organized is discussed in the Organizing Teams and Backlogs for Effective Value Streams

section.

Why this is important

In order for people to work together well, they must all identify as working together. Obviously, if you don’t have

people doing the work, it won’t get done.

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

Wherever possible create cross-functional teams. When not possible, see if teams being dependent upon can

provide team members needed for the necessary time. If all capabilities cannot be made to exist in the team then

manage the dependencies on the shared capabilities via a Kanban board so that the delays created by using people

outside of the team can be known and managed.

Anti-patterns

If you don’t have a well-defined team, people will not collaborate well with each other.

6.3 Capability: Decide on the responsibility of the team coach

Being clear about who is responsible for guiding team improvements, managing schedules, and interacting with

those that are outside of the team.

Why this is important

Teams must be continuously improving. Some people can do this on their own, others get their heads down in the

work. Without clarity on who has the responsibility to be looking for improvement and to lead any of the

ceremonies the team has decided on, teams can get into disarray.

Development team members tend to get heads down on their work. Someone needs to be attending to

continuous improvement as well as people following their own agreements with each other. Sometimes team

members will get stuck but want to push through when an outside observer can notice and help them

How to implement when using either timeboxing or flow

1. Have a person not doing development work be the coach. In this case, the coach doesn't tell the team

what to do but may make suggestions and should educate the team on why.

2. Have a person doing development work be the coach. In this case, the coach doesn't tell the team what to

do but may make suggestions and should educate the team on why.

3. The team self-coaches.

1. Have a Team Agility Coach.

Having a Team Agility Coach be responsible for shepherding the team, creating a trustful environment, facilitating

team meetings, asking difficult questions, removing impediments, making issues and problems visible, keeping the

process moving forward, and socializing Lean-Agile within the greater organization. They will also:

 Protect the team from interruptions to whatever extent possible

 Be a coach to the team in assisting them to get their work done in a more effective and efficient way

 Be responsible for the non-work artifacts that the team produces and uses

2. Have an agreement that the team coaches itself.

Teams can self-coach. It doesn’t need to be everyone involved in the self-coaching. If this option is taken it is

important that it be validated that it is working.
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6.4 The role of management (ASG)

Management has the role of helping create a better environment where the teams can work. They should also

strive to delegate as much decision-making process as possible. However, when doing this, they need to see what

information people need to make good decisions.

First, ignore all the negatives you hear about management in Agile

I don’t buy into many Agile consultants' common complaints about management. In 20+ years of consulting, this

has not been my experience. At Net Objectives, we had many managers “get” Agile and lead the improvements.

What you must remember is the attitude

If consultants ignored you, didn’t respect you, talked down to you, called you a chicken, and explicitly barred you

from important meetings, all in the name of Agile/Scrum, what would your opinion be of it? Acknowledge that and

do something different. 

When the people who are pushed outside their comfort zone don't have the experience to judge whether or not

the causes and effects underlying our suggestion have merit—causes and effects that are in direct contradiction to

the one they assumed—is an explanation enough to cause them to invest the considerable time and efforts

needed to launch, monitor and analyze a test?

The Role of Management in the Agile Space

“A system must be managed. It will not manage itself. Left to themselves, components become selfish,

competitive, independent profit centers and thus destroy the system … The secret is cooperation between

components toward the aim of the organization.” —W. Edwards Deming

Management plays a vital role at all scales. While being a servant leader is important, that must come in the

context of the big view of the organization. In essence the purpose of leadership is to facilitate the movement of

organization to provide more value to its customer in a way that is consistent with its strategic vision.

This respects the ability of workers to self-direct and self-organize while creating an effective eco-system within

which they can work. This is accomplished by MIDDLE management looking UP the value stream to see the vision

of the organization. They then look DOWN the value stream to see what they need. Management then works with

those doing to work to create an environment within which the vision can be manifested. This is called Middle-Up-

Down Management.

“A system must be managed. It will not manage itself. Left to themselves, components become selfish,

competitive, independent profit centers, and thus destroy the system … The secret is cooperation between

components toward the aim of the organization.” —W. Edwards Deming

Management plays an important role at all scales. While being a servant leader is important, that must come in the

context of the big view of the organization. In essence the purpose of leadership is to facilitate the movement of

organization to provide more value to its customer in a way that is consistent with its strategic vision.

This respects the ability of workers to self-direct and self-organize while creating an effective eco-system within

which they can work. The measure of this effectiveness relates to how well it supports the quick realization of

value to the organization’s customers. This requires, as Deming suggested, all the parts of the organization.

This is accomplished by MIDDLE management looking UP the value stream to see the vision of the organization. 

They then look DOWN the value stream to see what they need.  Management then works with those doing to

work to create an environment within which the vision can be manifested. This is called Middle-Up-Down

Management.

 Middle-Up-Down Management is described in Toward Middle-Up-Down Management: Accelerating

Information Creation, Nonaka (1988). Although Nonaka co-authored the New New Product Development

Game (1986), on which Scrum is based, Scrum ignores this foundational aspect of Lean management.

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/toward-middleupdown-management-accelerating-information-creation/
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/toward-middleupdown-management-accelerating-information-creation/
https://hbr.org/1986/01/the-new-new-product-development-game
https://hbr.org/1986/01/the-new-new-product-development-game
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 It balances the imperative to ‘process’ information in a mature organization with the need to create

information in a fast-moving, learning organization

 Middle management becomes the driving force for organizational change to meet the strategy of the

business

In any organization, the layer of middle management, those who sit between the topmost strategic level and the

level of the “Gemba” (the place where the work is done), can be either the largest barrier to change or a true

catalyst for improvement. In many Agile transformations, the role of middle management is not only undefined,

they are cast as the antagonist to any productive change. This is counterproductive.

We believe that management, at both the strategic and middle/operational levels, has a key role to play both in

transformation and in the ongoing success of the Lean-Agile organization. We subscribe to Nonaka’s vision of

middle management as the place where strategic direction meets creative response. It is where strategy is shared

downward and real-world learning is shared upward.

Middle managers fulfill this role by working with those doing the work.  They provide the overall view and can

facilitate/coordinate moves beyond an individual team's capability. It’s a synthesis of the overall structure and

local function.

In our model of transformation, the transformation itself becomes a part of the work to be done. Middle

management becomes the focus of getting to done and is the ‘owner’ of the new forms of leadership and work

that it unleashes.

Art of Action: How Leaders Close the Gap Between Plans, Actions, and Results.  Short re-cap of this great book by

Stephen Bungay.

Turn the Ship Around: A True Story of Turning Followers Into Leaders. David Marquet creates the leader-leader

management paradigm.

Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement for a Complex World. Gen. Stanley McChrystal. This explains how true

servant leadership is creating environments for teams to work well.

https://portal.netobjectives.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Bungay_ArtOfAction_ChapterRecaps_Article.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Turn-Ship-Around-Turning-Followers/dp/1591846404/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_14_t_1?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=6BB49CQHMVDESM5DY678
https://www.amazon.com/Team-Teams-Rules-Engagement-Complex/dp/1591847486
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Amplio Is a Pattern Language

The Challenge with Popular Frameworks

Frameworks are a two-edged sword. On one hand, they provide a quick start and a common focus. But the quick

starts are pre-defined and therefore often not as suited to who is adopting it as they could be. And, while the focus

on the framework can help align people in different parts of the organization, it often tends to have people focus

more on the framework than on the real job to be done – creating value for the customers.

A disadvantage of the current popular frameworks such as Scrum and SAFe is that they are mostly based on values

and practices. While SAFe alludes to first principles, its practices are not truly based on them. Frameworks are

essentially defined by their practices and many of their practices have been chosen based more on the belief

systems of the framework’s creators than on being first principles.

This has organizations following preset practices. Except for a few simple, admittedly useful, practices, no practices

work everywhere. This puts the cart in front of the horse. Instead, we must first look to see where we are and then

see which practices are appropriate. The situation within which they are being applied is critical. This context must

also include the skills, knowledge, and motivations of the people adopting them. Not doing so means people may

not have the skills, knowledge, or motivation to adopt the practices and framework properly.

The danger of this is reflected in Edgar Schein’s maxim - “We don’t think and talk about what we see, we see what

we are able to think and talk about.” This means that people will see what frameworks focus on. But these may not

be appropriate for them.

A pattern language can avoid this dilemma by providing us with focus on what’s needed, options to make things fit

for purpose, and a way to get a quick start that can also be used for ongoing learning.

What is a “pattern language”?

Patterns are “solutions to a recurring problem in a context.” The concept of patterns to be used in this manner was

presented in Christopher Alexander’s “A Timeless Way of Being.”

Each pattern has:

 A name so that we can identify them

 A situation (context) in which they apply

 An objective includes a why so we can understand its purpose

 A set of implementations that can be used to implement it

A typical pattern in the Agile space would be the “planning event.” It applies when a team or teams needs to plan

what will be worked on over some future amount of time. Its objective is to create a plan to work from so that the

team(s) can coordinate their work. There are many different implementations available. The practices presented in

Scrum and SAFe can be thought of as a pattern. Thinking about them can make both frameworks better if you

substitute the practice with a different pattern that meets the same objective.

A “pattern language” is a collection of patterns designed to work together that, when achieved, results in an

effective way of creating value. All these patterns are based on first principles so that people can understand why

they are needed and create alignment on achieving them. Each objective is provided with multiple ways of

implementing it.

Frameworks need to provide structure and solutions while maintaining flexibility. It’s possible to make a

framework more flexible by substituting patterns for the fixed patterns of frameworks. A pattern language

provides a way of presenting what needs to be considered without the rigidness of the framework. This allows the

framework to evolve as new concepts become available.

Patterns can provide this needed flexibility because it presents a set of solutions that adopters can pick from. This

implies that the framework must include a method for selecting the appropriate pattern. Amplio Development

provides this with its factors for effective value streams, which is presented later in this book.
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The Advantages of a Pattern Language

The most common one is to adopt a framework or well-defined approach. Frameworks are popular because they

clarify how people are to work together. It is easy to design a framework to specify this. Unfortunately, there is no

universal framework that can work for everyone.

Scrum is the most popular team framework. But most teams have challenges with it because Scrum was designed

for early adopters in a cross-functional team, building a new product and being allowed to self-manage

themselves. This, unfortunately, doesn’t describe that many teams using it.

Many teams have decided to create their process, but this is often expensive and ripe with risk unless they have

some deeply experienced people involved.

Amplio Development being a pattern language has the advantage of providing a well-defined approach that is fit

for purpose. It provides a set that can be used to start with and tailored to the team(s) using it. Teams can adjust

them as they learn.

Pattern Languages Can Change Over Time

Another advantage of pattern languages is that they can evolve over time. We can add or remove new patterns as

we learn new concepts. This is easier to do with patterns because we are talking about the objectives of the

pattern and don’t have to worry about the multiple ways it might be implemented.

How to use the concept of a pattern language if you’re using a framework.

Each capability (pattern) in Amplio represents what is needed to happen. It does not specify how it is going to

happen. If you use a framework with pre-scribed practices, you can use Amplio to understand better what’s

needed. First, consider each pre-scribed practice as one way to implement to probably unstated capability. Get

clear on what this is. Now you can look for a different implementation that meets the capabilities objectives. This

will be discussed more in the Know how to Select A More Appropriate Practice section.
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Dealing with Complexity in Knowledge Work

Abstract: Systems thinking tells us that the relationships between the components of the system are more

important than the components themselves. The system is the behavior resulting from these relationships – not the

sum of the parts. A system is more complex the more these relationships are so interrelated that we can’t see or

understand them. Most systems with people are complex to some extent if only because improving it involves

getting people enrolled in change.

Complexity is not the only characteristic of a system, however. There are relationships that are complicated

(discernible but not obvious at first glance), coupled (meaning changing one relationship affects another), and

susceptible to non-linear events (a small change in one place creates a significant change in another).

Looking at systems this way enables us to take advantage of what we know about them even if some aspects are

impossible to see at the beginning. Amplio does not attempt to create an ontology of systems in general, but rather

focuses on knowledge work. This enables us to take a three-prong approach. The first is to use the Factors for

effective value streams discussed earlier in this book to provide insights into what is happening. The second is to

create tight feedback loops at all levels. The third is to make changes based on the factors for effective value

streams. This results in an improvement or reveals a relationship we either hadn’t seen or understood. The result is

improvement and learning.

Navigating complexity means making good decisions, not necessarily being able to make perfect predictions. The

key is to avoid the waste of non-linear events while being able to respond to events beyond our control.

Amplio’s approach recognizes that there are things we know, things we don’t know, and things we don’t know we

don’t know. We know all of these are embedded in our work. Our approach is not to worry about what we don’t

and possibly can’t know but rather to be able to deal with the consequences of this reality.

There are three areas to contend with:

1. Our workflow. (In our control) Here we can guide ourselves reasonably effectively. We improve, or we learn.

2. The product to build. (Partially in our control). By attending to the customer journey and the values of our

stakeholders, we can understand our customers’ needs and how we must innovate for them. At times we’ll have to

run safe-to-fail experiments, but that should not be the standard approach.

3. Forces outside of us. (Not in our control). Having an effective workflow (#1) and seeing customer needs (#2)

enables us to pivot when Black Swan events occur. This creates a competitive advantage.

Paraphrasing Neo and Morpheus:

Neo - What are you trying to tell me, that I can understand complexity?

Morpheus - No Neo. I'm trying to tell you that when you're ready you won't have to.

Many people in the Agile community have embraced complexity. This has had a disempowering effect. Complexity

theories tend to dismiss systems-thinkers as being naïve. However, systems thinking does attend to complexity,

just differently.

Dr. Eli Goldratt, the creator of the Theory of Constraints, says, in The Choice:

“The first and most profound obstacle is that people believe that reality is complex, and therefore they are looking

for sophisticated explanations for complicated solutions. Do you understand how devastating this is?”

“If we dive deep enough, we’ll find that there are very few elements at the base—the root causes— which through

cause-and-effect connections are governing the whole system.”

This is especially true in knowledge work.

In Normal Accidents: Living With High-Risk Technologies, Charles Perrow laid out a deep understanding of complex

systems and how they will create unpredictable behavior. He classified two types of forces interacting with each

other: complexity and coupling. How these interact is shown in figure 1.

https://www.amazon.com/Choice-Revised-Eliyahu-M-Goldratt/dp/0884271935
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Figure 1: Charles Perrow’s Interactions Vs. Coupling Table from Normal Accidents.

It is worth noting that when people think of complex systems, they think of Three Mile Island, the Titanic, etc.

Those systems would be in the upper right-hand quadrant. But knowledge work (he calls it R&D Firms) are in the

bottom right. In this quadrant, we can avoid system failures that are impossible to avoid in complex and tightly

coupled systems. Dr. Perrow discusses this here:

Systems with interactive complexity (cells 2 and 4) will produce unexpected interactions among multiple

failures. But while these are troublesome and unwanted, they need not bring about accidents—that is,

damage to a subsystem or the system. Accidents will be avoided if the system is also loosely coupled (cell

4, universities, and R&D units) because loose coupling gives time, resources, and alternative paths to cope

with the disturbance and limits its impact. But to make use of these advantages of loose coupling, those

at the point of disturbance must be free to interpret the situation and take corrective action. Since the

disturbances are generally (not always) likely to be experienced first by operators (which include first-line

supervisors and other on-duty personnel such as technicians and maintenance), this means the system

should be decentralized.

Perrow, Charles. Normal Accidents (p. 331). Princeton University Press. Kindle Edition.

To state this in another way, we can avoid disasters if we can avoid coupling and dampen what might become a

non-linear event. Disasters happen when a simple event becomes non-linear because things are coupled, and

there is no visibility of what is happening. Complexity is the culprit, primarily because it hides that this is

happening.

In knowledge work, it is essential to realize that much of what is going on can be explained through fundamental

theories of Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints.  However, many relationships are obscured by the

complexity of the system. Much of the waste in knowledge work is due to this obfuscation.

We can improve our way of working by creating visibility, adding feedback, & decoupling events to avoid a cascade

of errors. While often complex, we can see the relationships between people’s actions when they are doing

knowledge work. We can’t assume a predictable path forward because we can never be sure how people will

react. But exploring the causality that is present creates an opportunity for improvement.

Examining this causality is essential for another reason. When you disavow cause and effect because the system is

“complex,” you also weaken the likelihood that people will want to change. Why should they if it’s all a guess?

Exploring what cause & effect there is reveals other relationships that can make a difference. Learning and

improvement is an emergent process.

The Factors for effective value streams is one way of looking at the cause and effect in the system. When one does

an informal analysis of challenges Agile teams and organizations are having, I believe the causes of their challenges

are (in order of both frequency and impact):

 lack of knowledge of first principles

https://www.amazon.com/Normal-Accidents-Living-High-Risk-Technologies/dp/0691004129
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 lack of systems thinking

 the above results in a lack of attention to the value stream

 non-linear events due to slow feedback, lack of visibility, and coupling

A non-linear event (also called a “chaotic event”) is when a small action causes a large output. On a graph, we

would see what starts as a line and then jumps up at some point – non-line-> non-linear. “The straw that broke the

camel’s back” is an example.  In knowledge work, this is often the impact of a slight misunderstanding of a

requirement.

Complexity does cause problems, but mostly because when something unexpected happens, the above failures

make it difficult for a team or organization to respond. We should consider dealing with internal complexity and

the fact that teams and organizations are embedded in other complex systems. We can reduce most of the waste

caused by internal complexity by attending to the above. While we can’t predict what will happen in the market or

the world, we can respond quickly when needed by being effective internally.

We can mitigate complexity by recognizing that much of the waste present is due to non-linear events. That is,

minor errors create big waste. But we can dampen this exponential waste. Virtually all disasters due to complexity

are caused by these four factors – complexity, non-linear events, coupling, and lack of visibility. Think of disasters

caused by complexity as gun powder blowing up. Gun powder consists of a fuel (charcoal), an oxidizer (saltpeter or

niter), and a stabilizer (sulfur) to allow for a constant reaction. Complexity represents the fuel. If you don’t provide

the oxidizer and stabilizer, you won’t get an explosion.

You don’t need to manage complexity; you manage what makes complexity risky. Use feedback to mitigate the risk

of non-linear events. Avoid coupling when possible and always make it visible.

The claim is not that the world is not complex; the approach to complexity can be what stops us more than the

complexity itself. Remember that our systems are more about the relationships between the components than the

components themselves. In complex systems (such as knowledge work), some of these relationships are poorly

seen or misunderstood.  But if we attend to first principles, use feedback to create visibility, and de-couple our

work, we can avoid the waste complexity causes. We can also improve our approach in an emergent way. Make

predictions based on first principles and the factors for effective value streams. These will either be reasonably

accurate or will clarify a relationship we either weren’t aware of or which was misunderstood.

We do not need to let complexity impede us.

Amplio and Cynefin

Amplio doesn’t use Cynefin. While Cynefin can be used in any of the spaces above, Amplio has been designed to

take advantage of what’s known about how knowledge work is done. This is very important. Amplio takes

advantage of the context and constraints knowledge has. When approaches are made to be more generic as

Cynefin is, it often becomes abstract to some people. This is good in academia where one is trying to prove general

theories but is often not as effective in solving problems pragmatically.

Before going into the differences between Amplio and Cynefin, it’s worth reading some insights from Dr. Eli

Goldratt’s The Choice.

“The first and most profound obstacle is that people believe that reality is complex, and therefore they

are looking for sophisticated explanations for complicated solutions. Do you understand how devastating

this is?”

“When I left physics and started to deal with organizations, I was astonished to see that the attitude of

most people is that the more sophisticated something is, the more respectable it is. This ridiculous

fascination with sophistication also causes people to altogether avoid using their brain power. You see,

since complicated solutions never work, people tell themselves that they don’t know enough. That a lot of

detailed knowledge is needed before one can even attempt to understand an environment.”

“The key for thinking like a true scientist is the acceptance that any real-life situation, no matter how

complex it initially looks, once understood, is actually embarrassingly simple. Moreover, if the situation is

based on human interactions, you probably already have enough knowledge to begin with.”

“Inherent Simplicity. In a nutshell, it is at the foundation of all modern science as put by Newton: ‘nature

is exceedingly simple and harmonious with itself.’”

https://www.amazon.com/Choice-Revised-Eliyahu-M-Goldratt-ebook/dp/B00L95ZB90/?&_encoding=UTF8&tag=successengi03-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=f2f00f3cd19302eb8f4b2ffd3d783df8&camp=1789&creative=9325
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If we dive deep enough, we’ll find that there are very few elements at the base - the root causes - which

through cause-and-effect connections are governing the whole system.”

From his daughter, Efrat -“The hardest thing to do is to struggle to find an answer to a problem when we

believe that there is a high chance that it doesn't have an answer; it is so easy to give up. That is why

Father recommends starting with the conviction that a better solution exists for sure.”

"The difficulty is that if I'm not sure, really sure that a second effect does exist, I might stay inside the box;

it is always safer to stay within the comfortable boundaries of a box than to jump out into the unknown.

Since the other effect is not within that box, I will not find it. I'll give up searching and remain stuck with a

tautology (circular logic)."

“A comfort zone has less to do with control and more to do with knowledge.”

These insights create awareness of how people are going to react to any approach to complexity.

These are the biggest differences between Amplio’s and Cynefin’s approaches:

1. Amplio only concerns itself with knowledge work, not all types of work as shown in Figure 2.

2. Amplio views that knowledge work has aspects of simple (Cynefin calls this clear), complicated, complex,

and chaos in it. Systems thinking tells us we can't decompose into parts and still understand the system.

What varies is how much of each of these is present.

3. Amplio pays particular attention to non-linearity, the cause of most rework and waste in knowledge work.

Cynefin doesn’t mention non-linearity but talks about chaos as a state.

4. Amplio is based on Inherent Simplicity, the concept that what appears to be complex can be viewed as

the result of just a few concepts. Amplio has identified these with its Factors for effective value streams.

5. Amplio suggests taking actions based on the Factors for effective value streams knowing that it may be

ineffective due to complex relationships that aren’t seen or understood. But when that happens, learning

will take place and better prepare us for future improvement.

6. Amplio has its approach to complexity integrated into its approach for general improvement. This means

you don’t need to take additional training or add a new model to use it. In a nutshell, Amplio has us work

on the cause and effect we can see to improve our methods and understanding. When we don’t get the

response expected we improve our understanding by seeing some relationship we hadn’t seen before.

We want to keep Edgar Schein’s mantra “We don’t think and talk about what we see, we see what we are able to

think and talk about.” Amplio keeps us focused on actions that usually make a difference. We want to learn more

about where these work and where they don’t. This lets us act on those areas we have control over (our

organization) and prepare for events outside of our control – that is, enabling us to pivot to black swan events.

Many people find Cynefin’s attending to different types of domains useful. Many executives don’t appreciate the

difference between complicated (many interactions but all can be understood), and complex (many interactions

can’t be understood, and that true understanding must emerge. I find using VUCA – volatility, uncertainty,

complexity, and ambiguity to be effective in doing this.

Instead of focusing on understanding what domain we’re in we presume all domains have a combination of simple,

complicated, complex, and susceptible to non-linear events. Doing this enables us to see how to eliminate much of

the waste that occurs in knowledge work. In addition, by enabling quick pivoting, Amplio facilitates responding to

Black Swan events that we, by definition, can’t foresee.

This has a track record of success.

This focus is illustrated in Figure 2.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatility,_uncertainty,_complexity_and_ambiguity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatility,_uncertainty,_complexity_and_ambiguity
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Figure 2: Charles Perrow’s Interactions Vs. Coupling Table from Normal Accidents with comments added.

Examples Of Potentially Non-linear Events

Many small errors can each turn into big waste. 

 a slight misunderstanding in requirements that leads to building the wrong thing

 a one-off coding error that causes intermittent problems

 a tight schedule and one person’s schedule changes and then is not available when they need to be and it

causes other problems

 doing analysis on too many items, then they don’t all get started in a sprint, they get started on the next

sprint, but no one took advantage of what was learned

A Sidenote on Why It's Helpful That Amplio's Approach Inherently Deals With

Complexity

While this chapter explains how Amplio deals with complexity, it is important to note that this is

integrated into how Amplio works. That is, quick feedback, decoupling, and being guided by the Factors

for effective value streams, the driver for Amplio also deals with the challenges that complexity in

knowledge work presents to us. This is by design - that is, the normal moment-by-moment working of

Amplio inherently deals with the complexity of knowledge work.

This is important for two reasons. First, the risks of complexity can strike at any time. The way teams work must

deal with it at all times. Second, by integrating it into Amplio teams have to learn less to be effective. While

additional training may be useful, it's not required to deal with complexity at the start.

A sidenote on The Factors for Effective Value Streams and Inherent Simplicity

The relationship between first principles and the factors for effective value streams should be clear. Small items,

short delays, visibility, etc., contribute to being effective. I collected a few of these as actions to achieve and

principles to follow. After reading Dr. Eli Goldratt’s The Choice, I realized these factors could be used to look at the

entire problem of what’s working or not in a value stream. That is, the factors could be slightly tailored to be

consistent with Dr. Goldratt’s concept of inherent simplicity. One aspect that should be clear is how they all work

together, that is, are in harmony with each other.

This expansion of the factors for effectiveness enables them to be our eyes for what we need to attend to be

effective. We talk about them so that we can see what is essential.

https://www.amazon.com/Normal-Accidents-Living-High-Risk-Technologies/dp/0691004129
https://www.amazon.com/Choice-Revised-Eliyahu-M-Goldratt/dp/0884271935?&_encoding=UTF8&tag=successengi03-20&linkCode=ur2&linkId=4459f9c7245c567fa662d4fcf04188f4&camp=1789&creative=9325
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Amplio Team - A Lightweight Agile Approach Based on Getting

Feedback Quickly

This lightweight approach gives teams a way to start Lean-Agile in a non-disruptive manner that illustrates the

fundamental principles of Lean-Agile. A case study is presented after it to facilitate understanding. 

Having a lightweight approach enables a team with no Agile experience to get started. More importantly, it

provides a core set of concepts that can be used to continue to improve.  But it must be more than intentionally

incomplete, it must be intelligently incomplete. That is, its core starting methods must include a way to improve as

you learn. Edgar Schein’s maxim – “we don’t think and talk about what we see, we see what we are able to think

and talk about” implores us to use a method that is self-expanding.

Amplio Light is a lightweight approach to getting a team to be more Agile.  It is a subset of Amplio Development

and is based on the same core principles. These core concepts are sufficient to get started but lead us to richer

concepts when needed. This enables us to start quickly while being able to access additional concepts as needed.

This avoids overloading people while avoiding stagnation.

The essence of Agile is delivering value quickly by focusing on working on small items while getting quick feedback

to both learn what’s needed and how to build it. A key to this is avoiding overloading teams. This requires teams to

pull their work from a backlog when they have capacity.

Consider how much of your organization’s work has been due to:

1. Misunderstanding requirements from the customer or product owner

2. Writing stories that implement the wrong functionality

3. Development errors that were not detected for a long time

4. Taking a long time to fix errors because they were detected well after the time they were made

5. Having a misunderstanding between teammates that results in handbacks and extra work

6. Multitasking

Now consider how getting feedback at all levels of work would help with these. A simple step to achieving this is to

see what you could complete that would provide feedback on what’s been done instead of starting something

new. Taking a set of simple concepts that work together enables you to have a lightweight, fit for purpose, easy to

learn solutions:

1. Do what it takes to eliminate delays in your workflow, as these will slow down work, delay value delivery,

and magnify the impact of errors.

2. Organize your people into a cross-functional team. The team should have sufficient domain knowledge

and skills to create the product. This includes discovering what it needs to be.

3. Create a product backlog that contains the requirements of what needs to be provided based on what’s of

value to both customers and other stakeholders

4. Work on small batches of work that provide value, preferably no more than one week’s worth. Only pull

work from the backlog when you have the capacity to finish it. Too much work creates delays and waste.

5. Build your work in a high-quality manner. If the product is software, then build it in small end-to-end

slices. Don’t put in extra code to make it changeable but consider how the code may need to change.

6. Get an understanding of how the person specifying the requirements will validate them. At a minimum,

when a requirement is given, ask, "how will I know I've done that?"

7. Try to avoid handoffs. When necessary, the people involved should have a conversation about the work.

View handbacks as having done an improper handoff and make corrections for the future.

8. Focus on achieving quick feedback by keeping the amount of work-in-process within the team’s capacity.

When someone finishes something, have them help finish something that has been started already before

starting something new.

9. Finish a feature before starting another feature. Finish function that’s part of a release before starting

part of another thing that will be released later.

10. Agree when to meet to review how well the way you are working is going. When a challenge comes up

work on solving it immediately.

11. Have all work be visible and the way you’re working together be explicit

You can start applying the above to any approach you are taking.  The key is to observe when delays and

handbacks occur. Notice how these cause extra work. Unplanned work. Wasted work. We want to avoid these
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delays and handbacks. The first step is seeing them. When visible, many of these delays can be eliminated. Some

common delays are the time from when:

 you get a requirement until you use it

 a misunderstanding happens, and it is discovered

 a coding error is made until it is detected

 an agreement is made between teams on how to integrate and when integration starts

 work is started on building a release until it’s completed

 work is started on a feature until it is completed

 work is started on a story until it is completed.

Take a few minutes for each and reflect on why these delays create additional work or risk.

Four factors to consider when starting a new project or initiative (ASG)

There are four very important factors to consider when starting a new initiative:

1. What is the degree of disruption the people involved can tolerate

2. How much change is ideal

3. How fit for purpose do your new practices need to be

4. How people work together

People often confuse disruption with change. They are not the same. When coming up with a new way of working,

let’s use the term change to refer to how much we are changing how we work. We’ll use disruption to mean how

much our current methods are adversely affected by these changes. Thinking of change and disruption this way,

we see we want change, without disruption.

Changes that improve our workflow are good. While these may require disruption, we prefer to minimize it. We

must attend to the fact that the opportunity for disruption changes over time

One must be cautious when one applies a fixed set of practices. Two potential problems occur. The first is that the

end result may not be fit for purpose. The second even if it is, it may be more disruptive than it needs to be.

Systems thinking tells us that not having a fit for purpose solution will cause more disruption than having one.

Disruption causes resistance.

The idea that less process is always good is misguided. There is good process and there is bad process. You may

want more good process. You definitely don't want any bad process. But process itself is neither good nor bad.

Process that helps people is good. Process that doesn't is bad.

For example, the checklist a pilot uses on a plane before takeoff is a good process. if we think process is bad, we

won't find good process. Amplio uses the term "workflow" because it's a less loaded term.

Specifying that we should have explicit agreements amongst ourselves as to how to work is a kind of process. if

you focus on improving people in a bad system you likely won't get good results - the system will remain bad,

putting down the people

If you impose "improvements" on a system without including people you're likely to make the system worse. Bad

systems defeat good people. The role of management is not to manage people, but to help manage improving the

environment that people work in. People often don't do this on their own. They often don't want to. They want to

do what they consider to be their real job.

When we are about to do some improvement initiative, we should ask:

 how disruptive can we be?

 how disruptive should we be?

 how fit for purpose are these changes?

Not asking these questions is risky.

Having a focus on workflows without a focus on people won't get you a good working environment Having a focus

on people without attending to how they can work together won't get you a good working environment You need

both. This is an example of systems thinking.
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Having a great customer focus without a great system means the customer won't get value. Having a great system

without a customer focus means the customer won't get value. You need both. This is systems-thinking

Is a focus on how people are working together a focus on people or on their workflow?

You can’t separate these two.

Quick decisions to make before starting (ASG)

Before starting, it is a good idea to do the following:

1- get clear on the value you want to create and the stakeholders involved

2- decide on whether to use timeboxing or flow

3- decide how to handle problems that come up – wait for a pre-specified time at the end of the timebox or

meet immediately (recommended)

4- take 30 minutes to an hour to do a pre-mortem

5- decide on a definition of done

6- agree on classes of service

All of the above can be achieved in a 2-hour meeting. Recognize that you may change them when you see better

alternatives.

A Case Study

This case study is provided to give a specific example of the above. It was based on visibility, explicit workflow, a

focus on deliverable chunks of value, and immediate solving of challenges. The author was involved in this

project.

Context

A cross-functional team of four people was creating an e-learning workshop. Two were primarily knowledgeable in

the content while the other two were responsible for building the actual delivery material.  One person on the

team had a more profound experience than the others. He was considered the subject-matter expert but took no

authority over what content to put in. He, and the rest of the team felt better content would be achieved via team

consensus.

Agreements made among team members:

 No one had authority over decisions, but they would be made as a group.

 Schedule daily discovery and fix sessions. Each was scheduled for an hour, but if there were no issues, we

wouldn't hold them. When held, the meetings had two parts, the first a quick session describing the issues

(5-10 minutes typically), with the second being a meeting to fix them. Only those needed would attend.

This enabled identifying issues and immediately addressing them. This more extended segment would

only take place when needed.

 When a problem was found in how we were working, a quick meeting would occur if it could be solved

immediately with appropriate people. Otherwise, it would get discussed in the next daily meeting.

 All work was to be visible using Kanban-style boards were used to see where everyone was with their

work.

 We had a weekly cadence but worked in a flow manner so if we wouldn’t fall prey to having the work fill

the time available.

 We would interact with customers as much as possible.  

https://successengineering.works/timeboxing-or-flow/
https://successengineering.works/requirements-and-artifacts/
https://successengineering.works/requirements-and-artifacts/
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The net result

The project proceeded on schedule, within budget, and with the quality we were looking for. Retrospectives on

work and the way of working typically happened 2-3 times a week. Everyone felt that they could contribute and

there was never an appeal to authority.

The less experience Agilists on the team learned a lot about Agile. The more experienced people learned how to

convey Agile concepts.

Contrasting Amplio Light with Scrum – Simpler, Richer, Easier to Master

The biggest difference between Amplio Light and Scrum is that Amplio Light can be slightly tailored at the start and

make additional practices available when they are needed. This makes Amplio appear to be just as simple as Scrum

at the start but enables it to grow as needed. The tailoring, however, enables it to be more fit for purpose and

therefore simpler to adopt.

Amplio is a very rich system. With a connection to hundreds of options that are made available as needed. It can

start out as simple as Scrum by providing only a few of its practices – and not going deeply into even those. The

trick to being simple is not to have a limited system as much as it is to not overload teams.

Scrum is not so much simple, as it is minimalistic. This requires people to reinvent practices. Also, because Scrum

does not present first principles, or how to change practices for more appropriate ones, teams often struggle when

what they need conflicts with Scrum’s prescribed practices. Even when there is no conflict, Scrum practitioners

have to re-invent the wheels that Amplio provides when needed.

Scrum being immutable is not the problem. It’s a symptom of the problem –Scrum isn’t based on first principles.

Scrum does not provide a method to predict if a change to one of its practice is an improvement. This locks people

into it and requires the inspect and adapt routine which is a lot slower than having a solid theory.

Scrum and Amplio Light are both easy to start. “Training” on my first Scrum implementation took a couple of

hours. Training on Amplio Light doesn’t need to take any longer.

Amplio Light is often more fit for purpose than Scrum because it allows teams to decide how to achieve their

objectives while Scrum requires using some practices that don’t work well everywhere.

Amplio Light’s core provides guidance on how to continue to improve by using first principles. Scrum insists on

practitioners following its immutable roles, events, artifacts, and rules and provides no set of first principles to use.

Amplio Light never suggests following it. Rather it is organized around easy-to-understand objectives.

Practitioners are encouraged to meet the objectives in any way they can that works for the team. Scrum requires

many practices to be achieved regardless of how well they fit the team or if there are easier ways to achieve the

same desired result.

Amplio Light heeds Edgar Schein’s warning about not seeing what we talk about by being intelligently incomplete

instead of just intentionally incomplete. Its focus on first principles and quick value facilitates conversations about

alternative methods of removing impediments. The book this chapter is a part of - Amplio Development: The Path

to Effective Lean-Agile Teams - also provides a reference for what else may be needed.

Amplio Light is focused on continuous learning as opposed to learning at the end of the timebox.
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The Risk of Starting Agile with a Single Team

It is seductive to think about scaling Agile up from teams to the enterprise. It seems like the correct path to take

because you can almost always find a team or two where Agile methods lead to great improvements over

Waterfall methods. But what works for a few teams at the local level often obscures the bigger picture: creating

enterprise agility. Enterprise agility is the ability for an organization to deliver value quickly when needed. Sadly, I

have seen many organizations achieve many successes locally – Team Agility – and move even further away from

enterprise agility.

A common problem

A common problem facing many organizations is having too many projects going on for individual team members.

This happens for several reasons:

Some people have certain special skills, domain knowledge, or familiarity with legacy code and so need to be

shared across several teams.

When staff is organized by role – with business analysts reporting to one manager and developers to another

–teams get formed and reformed as needed. Of course, people are not always available exactly when they are

needed. To solve this problem, people are often given two or more projects to work on so they will always have

something to do.

When both happen, it is especially bad. The most highly skilled, in-demand people end up being sucked into many

teams, and many projects, and so suffer the most from multitasking. And everything becomes inefficient because

people depend upon them.

Suppose you have 100 people working on an average of five projects each. If the average number of people on

each project is 10, then you have 50 projects going on at any one time. Now, you decide to “go Agile” and start a

pilot project. You can pull together a cross-functional, self-organizing team that can have those highly specialized

people dedicated to the pilot because you want to demonstrate success. You collocate them and give them a

dedicated team room. Even if they don’t change anything, our experience would suggest they’d be three times

faster and build better code to boot – clearly a successful pilot project. This happens because the team can now

focus on one project, and this results in fewer delays which both speeds up the work and raises the quality of the

product.

Early success without a path to scale

That is great for the pilot project. And it is great for specialized people because they aren’t having to multitask. But

it is not so great for the rest of the organization because these critical people are no longer available. This sets

things up for early success without a path to scale. Ironically, you’ve not really demonstrated that you’ve improved

the business. In fact, you may have made it worse… only you may not have noticed it.

What will have happened? While the Agile team has had great success, the rest of the organization now has

slightly more than five projects to work on and they no longer have access to those key people they had previously

relied on but who have now been dedicated to the pilot. Of course, you may not notice this slight degradation

because getting things out of those other teams was difficult already. Everyone is working even harder now – but it

seems like even less value is coming out.

So, what do you do? Since the Agile pilot project was a success, it seems that Agile is clearly better than the

current process. The obvious solution is to create another Agile team. And keep doing this until the entire

organization has transitioned to Agile. For a while, you are pleased because each new Agile project is achieving

great success. All the while, however, the rest of the organization is slowly getting worse.

Eventually, the Agile teams will start running into the wider organizational impediments that you were trying to

overcome in the first place. Your Agile approach may not be making these impediments clear because your focus

on the team's success has blinded you to the bigger picture. Even if it does, team-Agile methods do little to help
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you solve enterprise issues. At some point, you come to realize that merely trying to scale Agile just isn’t going to

work.

Agile at Scale Is an Enterprise-wide issue

You conclude that scaling Agile is difficult! Or, you lament that the organization will not solve the real problems

they are facing. This last one is true because it is so difficult. Unfortunately, team-centric Agile methods give little

insight into what the problems are or how to solve them.

Achieving enterprise agility is an enterprise-wide problem. And it requires an enterprise-wide view. That is what

Lean-Agile does. Even if you can only start at a team level, you must look to see how your local changes affect

other parts of the organization. This, by the way, is one reason why Kanban can often be a more effective manner

to start an Agile transition when you have challenges in creating teams. It enables you to start where you are and

directly see the effects of your changes.
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A quick way to start a transition to Agile with multiple teams

tbd
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Putting it together – Creating a workflow that works for you

TBD3

We are now ready to create our workflow. Since many people are familiar with Scrum and/or Kanban, two

templates are provided as a start. Feel free to ignore that starting “suggestions.” They are only there for reference.

If you are currently using Scrum or Kanban, you may find them helpful to identify what changes you should make

as a start – no need to throw away what you’ve done and have learned.

It is important now, however, to decide if timeboxing or flow will be your base planning method.

NOTE FROM AL: THESE TABLES NEED TO BE FILLED IN.

The Amplio Development approach has 30 capabilities, while Scrum has only 17 roles, events, artifacts, and rules.

Scrum requires you not to change anything Amplio requires you to think and decide what works. At first glance,

Amplio development looks to be more complicated than Scrum. But what is simple has several aspects to it. There

are many things to consider. These include:

1. How easy is it to get started?

2. How fit are the practices you start with for your situation?

3. After you get started, how will you learn to improve?

4. How does the approach handle the fact that all systems are incomplete while attending to Edgar

Schein’s maxim “we don’t think and talk about what we see, we see what we are able to think

and talk about”?

Scrum has an easy way to get started because it only allows for one set of roles, events, artifacts, and rules. But it

doesn’t address the other 3 points. Amplio takes the approach of having a fuller system available but to have a

simple starting point. This can be accomplished one of two ways:

 Do an analysis of how you should start. Find appropriate implementations of the capabilities and

implement those that are appropriate.

 Start as if you are going to start with Scrum. This is as simple as starting with Scrum but then provides for

going deeper as needed as well as provides additional concepts as needed.
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BLAST: Basic Lean-Agile Solution Team Framework Pattern

BLAST is a framework pattern used to coordinate the work of 3-9 teams. Each team can be using any Agile method

(e.g., Scrum, Kanban, eXtreme Programming). BLAST provides teams the guidance to work together in either a flow

or timeboxed manner. These teams can be from the same part of an organization needing to coordinate to create

or enhance a new product or when teams from different parts of an organization need to work together.

BLAST integrates Flow, Lean, and the Theory of Constraints within the perspective of value stream management.

Doing so makes coordinating multiple teams straightforward to accomplish. BLAST can be taught as a stand-alone

technique but is also presented in Lean-Agile Teams Master Class since few teams work in isolation.

BLAST is called a framework pattern because it is not immutable but rather a suggested way for teams to work

together. As all patterns do, it provides for tailoring its implementations to achieve the desired result for the

context at hand.

The Key Points of BLAST

Value stream management provides valuable insights for BLAST. By taking a value stream perspective, all of the

steps and components of BLAST fit into place and describe the relationship to each other. BLAST teams take an

end-to-end view of their customers’ value streams, from taking a concept (idea) through the processes and

activities necessary to deliver the intended value. The goal is to discover and remove the constraints and wastes

that impede the delivery capabilities of the targeted value stream.

The primary role of BLAST-oriented executives, managers, and leads is to create and sustain a value-delivery-

oriented mindset, removing the impediments that arise from organizations organized and siloed around business

domains or functions.

1. Use the customer journey to improve the customers’ operational value stream. How customers interact with

your services and systems is called the customer journey. The entire workflow of the customer is called the

customer’s operational value stream. By attending to the customer journey, we can positively influence the

customers’ operational value streams and provide value to them.

2. Have a business value backlog focused on our products and services. This backlog uses minimum viable

products (MVPs) when we need to discover if a new product will be valuable and minimum business increments

(MBIs) when enhancing existing products. Both focus on delivering the highest value in the shortest amount of

time. This business focus also provides the opportunity to create a test plan based on Acceptance Test-Driven

Development or Behavior Driven Development.

3. BLAST Planning. The BLAST teams work together to create a plan for future work. It can be timeboxed planning

or flow-based planning. If timeboxed, the iteration length will be no more than two weeks. The result is a sequence

of slices for the teams to pull from and build together.

4. A near-term backlog. This backlog contains the items the teams will work on over the next week or two. BLAST

allows for teams to either pull from this shared backlog or for each team to have its backlog. In this latter case, it is

https://successengineering.works/12-steps-to-effective-lean-agile-teams/
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useful to refine the near-term backlog by splitting items into vertical slices. The appropriate part of these slices can

then be given to the teams to work on in a coordinated fashion.

5. The BLAST pulls work from the near-term backlog to improve flow and delivery of value. Planning, acceptance

criteria, development, test, review, and delivery activities operate at an accelerated pace to create realizable value.

The coordinated pull of items from the Product and Iteration Backlogs as capacity becomes available, not pushed

as batches of work items into the development streams, reduces waste while facilitating an alignment of teams.

6. The BLAST value creation structure and workflow. The BLAST consists of 3-9 teams working together. The

BLAST itself is cross-functional in building the desired product/service. But each team in the BLAST does not

necessarily need to be fully cross-functional. They operate at the same cadence, but each can work in a way that

works for them. Each team is responsible for the non-functional requirements for what they build. BLAST retains

the notion of having small, autonomous, and competent teams pulling the highest priority work items off a single,

definitive product backlog. However, BLAST also incorporates small value creation structure patterns that are

needed when one or a few individuals’ skills are required across multiple teams.

BLAST takes advantage of CI/CD and DevOps pipelines. The iterative and incremental development practices of

Agile have been supplanted by the highly accelerated pace of Lean-oriented continuous flows, as exemplified in

modern CI/CD and DevOps software delivery pipelines. BLAST simplifies integration by providing teams work in a

coordinated manner, allowing all teams to work on related items together.

7. Daily review. Short, pre-scheduled meetings to review where we are. The intent is also to enhance a sense of

the team. Each team reviews their board by stating, for each appropriate item: 1. here’s what we’re working on, 2.

here’s where we are blocked, 3. here’s what we’re going to work on next

8. Continuous review and refinement of the backlog. Members across the teams need to coordinate the

following: 1. the test plan for non-functional requirements, 2. how to integrate across teams, 3. ensure a

coordinated workflow takes place, and 4. attending to how the teams are working together. 

9. Integrated Increment. These increments can be produced on a cadence basis or as MVPs or MBIs are created

10. Review. While it’s best if customers frequently review work being done, each integrated increment must be

reviewed when released.

11a. Review to improve how we are working. Improving how we are working is a continuous process. In addition,

Agile Retrospectives are a planned event to have teams evaluate and implement short-term improvement

opportunities. BLAST teams also look at how they can deliver a series of MBIs that incrementally improve their

customer’s value stream delivery capabilities from the Lean-oriented perspective of improving work and

information flows. In addition, BLAST incorporates Deming’s Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle.

11b. Review to pivot on what’s being built. Use the feedback from the integrated increment review to adjust the

business value backlog.

How Users of Scaling Scrum approaches (LeSS, Scrum-of-Scrums, and

Nexus) can improve their methods with the lessons of BLAST

Basing BLAST on Flow, Lean, the Theory of Constraints, and using the value stream perspective enables holistic

thinking. The focus is on the entire group of people involved and does not require fully cross-functional teams.

While these are ideal, they are often difficult to achieve. Unfortunately, LeSS, Scrum-of-Scrums, and Nexus don’t

provide alternatives when cross-functional or feature teams are not achievable. Concepts in BLAST can be used to

adjust how the teams work together when ideal team formation is not possible.

It is recommended to users of these methods to consider adding the following to their approach:

1. Attend to the value stream

2. Use MVPs and MBIs

3. Attend to the customer journey

4. Strive for continuous, not just iterative, learning using the PDSA cycle.

5. Incorporate CI/CD and DevOps Pipelines

6. Allow for flexible value creation structures

7. Have a role for management to help improve the overall environment within which the BLAST works.
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